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DIRECTOR NOTES

Not so many years ago the operators of constwct on or mining equipment were
on their own with respect to the noise and hazards involved in the operation of
this equipment. Today they are protected by regulation laid down by the Occupa-
tional Safety arid Health Administration (OSHA) . Opinions vary on whether the
OSHA requirements are properly written but most people agree that the safety and
comfort of workers on the job is a very important consideration. Along these lines
I have participated in some recent discussions on noise regulations.

It is obvious that, within certain limits, human tolerance of noise varies with the
individual. It is also obvious that noise regulation cannot be imposed on an indi-
vidual basis. OSHA has chosen to relate noise level to exposure time. For example.
at 90 dbA or below an equipment operator may work an eight hour shift. If the
level is at 95 dbA, the workshift can only be 4 hours. Under these requirements
operators of some particularly noisy mining equipment may only work for an hour
or two. As expected, there is a heavy demand for noise reduction specialists to
lower the operating noise levels for existing equipment. For some equipment
some rather significant accomplishments have been made.

What seems to be missing is a concerted effort on the part of equipment manu-
facturers to consider noise as a design parameter. In my opinion, this will change in
the years ahead. Purchasers of heavy equipment, faced with rigid noise require
ments, will make these requirements a part of their procurement specifications.
Equipment manufacturers would be wise to start thinking about these require-
ments now.

H. CP.
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EDITORS RATTLE SPACE

WHAT DOES THE NEW COPYRIGHT LAW MEAN TO YOU?

The purpose of Copyright laws is to protect written documents, not ideas. Limita-
tions to the use of copyrighted pr inted materials by engineers, researchers, writers,
and publishers has been a gray area for many years. The Copyright law of 1909
was enacted to protect the investment of authors and publishers, but it has not
been effective since fast copying machines became accessible to the public. To
remedy this situation the U.S. Congress passed legislation that became effective
January 1, 1978. The four pertinent points of this law are as follows:

1. Statutory copyright begins as soon as a document is written, rather than at
the time of publication or registration. The copyright remains with the author
or author’s employer unless it is formally assigned to someone else,

2. Copyright of a collective work , such as a proceedings, is separate from the
copyrights of the individual works it contains. If the individual copyrights
are not acquired by the publisher, they remain with the author.

3. The court-developed doctrine of “fair use” — that is. use of copyrighted mater-
ial for nonprofit research and educational purposes without permission of
or compensation to the copyright owner -- is given statutory recognition.

4. Methods for compensating authors and publishers for use of documents are
established.

It has been recognized that continued financial motivation for generating and pub-
lishing new documents would require a new copyright law. Thus, although the new
law may mean little to the average engineer in a direct sense, it will have a signifi-
cant indirect effect •- continued availability of published technical material . Of
course, this does not mean that the published material will be any better or worse
in quality than that published before the new law became effective; it means only
that such material will continue to be available.

On the other hand the engineer-author will have more direct control of his work
because he can retain or reassign the copyright. The new law thus eliminates uncer-
tainty about the copyright of a particular document. In addition, the new law pro-
vides that authors and publishers receive reasonable compensation for use of their
material.

The new copyright law seems fair to users, authors, and publishers, but more book-
keeping will be required to determine who gets what compensation.

R.LE .
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN STATIST iCAL ENERGY ANALYSiS

R .H. Lyom’

Abstract - This Is a review of recent work related theory in gas dynamics, attempts to derive expres-
to the basic th.ovy of and developments in statis- sions for certain statistics of random vibration.
tical energy analysis (SEA). Most of the cited ret- beginning with basic mechanics. Postulates or assump-
erencee have aepeered since 1972. Some of the more tions regarding coherence of exciting forces, relative
interesting new applications have been to marine magnitude of coupling and system parameters, and
systems. distributions of system parameters are necessary.

Several papers since 1970 have attempted to clarify
the nature of the assumptions required to obtain

This is a review of developments in statistical energy SEA results and to obtain more refined estimates
analysis (SEA) mat have taken place in the past of the energy distribution than SEA can provide
f ive years. Articles that appeared in 1970 (1) and (4-11 1 -

1972 [21 describe the literature before 1972. Any
previous lack of confidence in the acceptance of SEA The most popular coupled system for study involves
would seem to have been receding as ever increasing two mechanical structures -- plates and beams --

interest in t has made it an established concept . coupled at discrete positions by one or more machan-
This review attempts to evaluate current develop- ical impedances of known characteristics . Removal
ments in SEA. of the impedances allows two fairly simple uncoupled

systems to be defined. Mode shapes and complex
resonance frequencies can readily be found. Further.

The article begins with a brief summary of various the dynamics of the coupled system, although corn-attempts to clarify and extend the basis for SEA. plicated, can be written. Var ious simplifying factors
The body of the paper is a review of developments can be introduced to obtain SEA results. In this
in the applications of SEA -- mostly in building sense, the “assumptions” of SEA can be made ex-
structures and such marine systems as ship structures, plicit , at least for a given system.
buoy systems, and offshore towers . These develop-
ments give promise that SEA will find even greater This derivational approach to SEA is appealing, butapplication and importance in design. a postulational approach has also been used [131 that

considers the system as part of an ensemble of
systems with statistically distributed properties.Finally, the mater ial presented in this review tends Stat istics of energy distributions throughout the

to include all SEA-related material. Thus work ensemble are used to estimate the vibration of in-
that might not be considered by some to be SEA divicjual members. The acceptability of the SEA
is cited; for example, work on wave transmissibilities , model, therefore, is based in part on the reasonable-
impedances of structures, modal densities, and other ness of the assumed distributions and even more on
system parameters that is perhaps carried out for the degree of correspondence between predictions
purposes unrelated to SEA , based on the model and experimental data.

It should be emphasized that the derivational and
DEVELOPMENTS postulational approaches are complimentary rather

than compet itive. Selection of appropriate charac-
teristics of the ensemble can be guided by detailed

Lyon and Maidanik [31 used what might be called analysis, part icularly as certain effects, such as modal
a “derivational approach” to obtain the basic rela- coherence, that are important In real systems are
t ons of SEA, This approach, analogous to kinetic included in SEA.
•Profuser, Dept . of M ch.nIcal Enginsuring, Massachusettsinstitute of TICIWIOIOgV, Css~brIdgs, Ms~ schuestt, 02139
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Another development [13) should be mentioned. SEA formalism can be used to predict sound and
A review of past work showed that two different vibration transmission in a building complex on the
“coupling loss factors” had been in use . The first -- basis of known or assumed values of such parameters
and in my opinion, proper -- coupling loss factor as modal density, damping loss factors, and coupling
relates power flow to modal energies of the system loss factors. The process can also be ttirned around --
in the coupled state . The second factor relates paper energy distributions and input power values can be
flow to modal energies in the uncoupled state. An determined experimentally, and values for the para-
uncoupled system is defined as one that results when meters calculated. The direct process appears to give
the response variables of all but one system are set good results [16, 17) , but the inverse process may
to zero , without removal of the coupling elements lead to erratic and unrealistic values of the para-
(8, 12 ) .  These two coupling loss factors are given meters [15) . It is likely that the accuracy of para-
the symbols nij and a1j respectively. The identifica- meter values is in some way dependent upon the
tion of these two quantities clarifies ambiguities accuracy of the measurements of energy and input
in some basic papers. power. A sensit ivity analysis of the process aimed

at f inding an optimal strategy for determining the
In my opinion the “derivation” of new results in parameters is needed because the experimental
SEA is a cul de sac, however . What does hold promise determination of parameters is redundant [20] .
is the inclusion of such effects as modal coherence
that will allow SEA to be extended to direct or To Ship Structures
propagating fields as a result of sources or concen- An interest ing development related to the flanking
trated regions of absorpton. Such analyses have problem in acoustics is the use of SEA to predict
been developed in architectural acoustics and should noise transmission in ships, Because of its construc-
provide good guidance (14) , tion, a ship structure is able to transmit energy at

audible frequencies to spaces quite remote from the
sources of noise (pumps, val ves , engines). Informal

APPLICATIONS and word-of-mouth reports indicate that ship devel-
opment groups in both eastern and western Europe.
Japan, and the United States are using SEA to predict

To Building Acoustics sound and vibration levels in commercial and naval
It is gratifying that building acoustics — especially ships. In a conference held in Delft , The Netherlands
flanking transm ission by structural paths -- which in 1976, some of the groups act ive in this area pre-
were important in the conceptual development of sented their work [21].
SEA , should now benefit from it. Several groups
are examining problems in flanking transmission The literature regarding applications of SEA to ship
(15-18) . Generally, one framework of SEA is used struct ures is fragmentary, but some work has been
(131, correspondence between predictions and published [21-241 . A major concern is whether
laboratory or field data is emphasized, in-plane longitudinal modes of vibration must be

considered in addition to the more numerous and
The transmission of sound from one room to another acoustically coupled flexural modes (flJ - SEA is
involves both airborne (“through” the walls of ad- readily adaptable to the inclusion of longitudinal
joining spaces) and structure-borne paths. SEA modes, but designers are naturally reluctant to
provides both a convenient end economical way to increase the complexity of the SEA model unless
indicate the various ways of transmitting energy and it is demonstrated to be necessary,
a procedure for assessing the relative importance of
different paths. The energy storage elements are The major issues seem to be practical ones of corn-
walls, floors, and acoustical spaces. Damping loss putational accuracy . Even though SEA procedures
factors are related to reverberation times of rooms result in simplified equations as compared to finite
and structural segments. Coupling loss factors can be element analysis, SEA analysis of a ship structure
expressed in terms of transmission loss , radiation can result in hundreds of simultaneous equations
efficiencies, and transmissibility of vibration between for energy flow. Noise control treatments that
structural elements [19) . involve changes In damping loss factors or coupling
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loss factor s by the use of decoupling elements on the early SEA work was related to the response of
walls or in structural joints could result in a large aerospace structures to acoustical noise and turbulent
number of computat ions. The process will have to flows. Some of this work is continuing, mostly to
be shortened in some reasonable way . establish just how accurately SEA can predict re-

sponse (30, 311. A coupling loss factor of particular
Between the Ocean and Offshore Structures interest for such structures is that of two plates
The excitation of offshore towers and buoy systems joined across a stiffening beam. A similar situation
by ocean waves has become a problem for designers exists for the hull structure of ships. A complication
as offshore drilling for oil and interest in ocean-bed is the transmission process across the beam due to
mining have increased. The application of SEA to the effects of fluid loading, which allows more energy
the excitation of offshore structures could result to propagate past the obstacle and increases the
in new developments in the basic theory of SEA, coupling loss factor [32, 33) .

Many concepts having to do with the interaction of Sound transmission through walls has been an active
water waves and ocean structures are analogous to the area of SEA application that has already been de-
excitation of structures by sound; for instance, the scribed [1, 2] . Some additional work has been done
reciprocity between mean square force due to a wave [34, 35) , but much of the interest has shifted to
on a structure and its radiation damping provided flanking by structural paths. Another form of “flank-
by the structure [25) and the notion of a diffuse ing” -- that due to cracks or slits that sound can
wave field in two dimensions [26) . These concepts penetrate - - has alsO been attacked using SEA [36] .
have been used to develop a theory for the excitation The transmission of sound through cylinders is
of offshore towers by random seas [27] . SEA is another important problem with applications in
being considered in studies to predict sloshing re- aerospace, marine, and industrial noise problems
sponses of fluid tanks on offshore towers [28) and [37, 38] .
responses of buoy systems to random seas [291 .

CONCLUS IONSPredict ion of the response of a structure to ocean
wave excitation is largely a function of the depen-

There has been no explosion of work in SEA, atdence of the wave height spectrum on frequency.
least insofar as the number of papers being produced.This dependence raises some issues regarding the
New areas of application are being developed, how-proper SEA model and affects the relative importance
ever , and the work is becoming more widespreadof resonant and non-resonant response. In addition,
geographically. Even though the approach is new tobecause the shape of the spectrum is related in

part to nonlinear wave conversion and excitation many engineers, it is being accepted and treated as
a tool; undoubtedly, the publication of a textbookprocesses , the extent to which this nonlinearity
[13) has helped. Some areas, such as the responsecan be ignored in the interaction process poses a
of building structures to ground mot ions, are prom-question.
ising but have not as yet been explored.

The applications of SEA are potentially significant
for studying the responses of fixed and floating ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
marine structures to ocean waves. The flexural and
torsional modes of oil tankers, for example, or the This review would have been much more difficult
sloshing response of liquids in the tanks of ships to prepare without the help of several colleagues
are problems that can be attacked immediately on and friends who took time from their busy schedules
the basis of work that has been done. to send me reprints and other information. I am

particularly indebted to M. Crocker , H. Davies,
F. Fahy, B. Gibbs, M. Heckl, A. Josse, T. Kihlman,

OTHE R DEVELOPMENTS AND APPLICATIONS P. Kopff , G. Maidanik, J. Manning, A.J. Price, and
E. Ungar. It is the nature of things that I will have

Some of the work related to SEA is a continuation missed someone’s work -- it is not intentional, so
of earlier developments and applications. Much of please let me know about it.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The monthly Literature Review, a subjective critique and summary of the litera-
ture , consists of two to four rev iew articles each month, 3,000 to 4,000 words in
length. The purpose of this section is to present a “digesf’ of literature over a
period of three years. Planned by the Technical Editor , this section provides the
DIG EST reader with up-to-date insights into current technology in more than
150 topic areas. Review articles include technical information from articles, reports,
and unpublished proceedings. Each article also contains a minor tutorial of the
technical area under discussion, a survey and evaluation of the new literature, and
recommendations. Review art icles are written by experts in the shock and vibration
field.

The second part of a five part review on parametric vibration written by Dr. R.A,
Ibrahim and Dr . A.D.S. Barr is contained in this issue of the DIGEST. The me-
chanics of nonlinear problems is included.

An annotated bibliography by Dr. R.A. Scott on linear elastic wave propagation
which covers homogeneous isotropic media is published herein.
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PARAMETRIC VIBRATION
PART II: MECHANICS OF NON LINEAR PROBLEMS

R .A. lbr*hin and A.D.S. Bar r~~

Abstract - This wrvey of the theory of p&ametric nonlinear perturbations play an important part in
vibration and its ,elated current problems consists determining the motion of the system, in such
of five review articles The titles are.’ situations linear theory is inadequate. Nonhinearities
I. Mechanics of Linear Problems can be important - - especially with resonance condi-
Ii. Mechanics of Nonlinear Problems tions that differ from those mentioned in Part I of
Ill. Current Problems (ii this series (see the January , 1978, issue of the 01-
/V. Current Problems (2) GEST).
V. Stochastic Problems

Because it is inconvenient to refer to all published The effec ts of various nonlinearities on the behavior
materials, the authors have tried to review the most of parametrically excited systems and the mechanics
important litereture and to emphasize recent rewlts~ of systems with explicit and implicit time-dependent
Parts IV and V contain lists of unreferenced litera- coefficients are reviewed in this second article of
tore. the series.

The theoretical analysis of the dynamic response of a
vibrating system is usually carried out within the SINGLE-DEGREE.OF-FREEDOM SYST EMS
framework of the classica l theory of small oxilla-
tions. This theory supposes that the vibration is It has been shown [1] that the linear Mathieu equa-
small enough in some sense so that the kinetic and t ion adequately predicts the stability of the zero
potential energies can be written as quadratic forms solution . The fact that the equation does not give
in the t~j and the qi respectively (qi being generalized a unique bounded solution for the response of the
coordinates), these forms having constant coeff icients, system led a number of investigators [2-6 1 to con-
The equations of motion of the system are thus con- sider nonlinear effects in the equations of motion .
stant coefficient linear equations. The corresponding Bolotin (2) defined three types of nonlinear ties in
harmonic solutions are adequate to describe the sys- vibrating systems. They are expressed in equation Ill
tern so long as the motion is close to the stable static
equilibrium configuration . ‘~ ‘~

- 2,~ + w 2 [1 - 2b cos(1l t ) J q + yq 3

Il l
This theory is an approximation, however . The coef- + 2ôq2 i~ 1- 2kq(q~ + t~~~) F ws (fly ii
ficients of the kinetic energy quadratic form are
really functions of the generalized coordinates q~ ~and where ‘yq3 is nonlinear stiffness , 2öq2

~ def n~s non-
of t in rhenomic systems). The Taylor expansion of linear damping, and 2kq(c~j+~

2 ) represents nonlinear
the potential energy about the equilibrium gives inertia.
cubic, quartic , and higher terms in the qi. The in-
clusion of the higher order terms makes the equa- The response of the system can be calculated analy-
tions of motion of the system nonlinear. If the t ically by a perturbation scheme, the values of
motion is kept small, the nonlinear terms can be ‘s’, ~~ , k , F , and b determine the scheme used. Various
said to constitute a small perturba t ion of the linear types of resonance can be obtained by setting b~0
system . This perturbation can be descr ibed by small [7-101 .
oscillation theory. In general, such lower order non~
linearities as the quadratic and cubic terms in the Subharmonic resonance occurs when a system oscil-
coordinates , as well as their time derivatives, w ill lates with a frequency equal to a fraction of the
be the most important. Sometimes , however , small exciting frequency.

$enior Rnwth Specialist , Arab Orgenis.tlon for indu,tvlallsaiion. $skr F ctory for Developed Industries, P.O. Box 33, Hel lo-
polls, Cairo, Egypt

“ Professor of Mechanic l Engineering, University of Dundee, Dundee 001 4HN, Scot land . UK
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= n = 2,3,... obtain the amplitude frequency response of the
n m 1 , 2,... < n (2) Mathieu equation, damping and stiffness were non-

m/n * 1,2,.. linear of the fifth order . Schmidt (31 used integro-
different ial equations theory to analyze a number of

For m 1  the resonance relation shown in equation nonlinear parametrically excited systems. Kononenko
(2) is called subharmonic . Otherwise it is ultra- and Kovalchuk (28) considered equation (1) for two
subharmonic. cases : when f l2w  and when the difference between

the forced exciting frequency 52~ arid the frequency
Superharmonic resonance can occur if a system of the free oscillation is sufficiently large or small.
oscillates at some multiple of the exciting frequency. Ness 171 thoroughly investigated a nonhomogeneous

n expression for nonlinear stiffness and examined the
w = 

~~~~~~~~ 
n = 2, 3,... (3) possibility that different types of resonance could
m~~ 1,2,... occur .

For m=1 the resonance is superharmonic , or ultra. Benz [29) and Boston [30) considered the Mathieu
harmonic [81. Otherwise it is ultrasuperharmonic . equation when stiffness is nonlinear . The response of

the one-half subharmonic increased to a certain maxi-
If the system described by equation (1), with b=0, mum then decreased, resulting in a modulated one-
is subjected to several harmonic excitat ions with half subharmonic [30] . Hsu [311 used Jacobian
frequencies of £Z . ,. ., a combination tone can elliptic functions to determine the exact periodic
be induced with frequency w such that (11 , 121 responses of a second-order system having cubic

1 stiffness .
m 1fl 1 +m 2 j’ 22 .4- ... +mnS7nI,

(4) Studies have shown that linear damping has two
m1, m2,... = ±1, ±2,... effects on parametric vibration: it modifies the

stability regions and limits the peak amplitude re-
,, is the natural frequency of the system . When k~1, sponse. Kovalenko [321 introduced external and

the relationship shown in equation (4) is referred internal damping to resolve an infinite series of
to as combination tone. When k 2, 3, or more , unstable zones concentrated at zero parametric fre-
the relationship is called a subcombination. A num- quency .
bar of examples of this class of resonance have been
published [9, 11-171 . The effect of internal damping on the stability of

structures has been considered (33, 34] . Stevens
[35) represented the material properties of a column

INFLUENCE OF NON LINEARITIES with simple spring dashpot models. He found that the
ON PARAMETRIC VIBRATION instability regions were bounded and that they

shifted toward lower excitation frequencies as the
Early studies [18-22] showed that the unstable material became more viscoelastic. Stevens and Even-
regions of the linear Mathieu equation can be reduced lwanowski [36, 37) later used the complex modulus
by including relevant ncnlinear factors. The bounded- representation for the material; the imaginary part
ness of the solution of equation (1) has been discuss- represents internal damping capacity. The visco-
ed [23 , 241 . The limiting effects of nonlinear damp- elastic effects tended to stabilize the system [36)
ing and stiffness on the growth of motion of para- and could destabilize the elastic structure if the
metrically excited systems has been studied [251 . range of frequencies differed from that predicted by
Theorems for the boundedness, stability, and asymp- purely elastic analysis. Asmis and Tso [38, 39) corn-
totic stability of nonlinear differential equations pared the effect s of bilinear hysteretic damping
with periodic coefficients have been established elements, double bilinear hysteretic damping, and
[261 - viscoelastic damping elements on the parametric

behavior of an Inverted pendulum. Large portions
Heinrich and Schmidt [27) used the classical itera~ of the steady-state amplitude frequency response
tion method of conversion to integral equations to curves of a double bilinear hysteretic system were
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.4
directed toward the decreasing frequency [381. dinate vector , and Hk (p. q, t) is the Hamiltonian
Kononenko and Kovalchuk (28, 40] investigated function of degree k in the variables p. q, and time t.

periodic solutions of a system w ith nonlinear damp-
ing using both parametric and self-parametric excita- It has been shown that the nonlinearities contained
tions. Kovalchuk [41) discussed the behavior of a in Hk>2, which couple different modes, can sig-

C nonlinear system having nonconservative forces nificantly influence the behavior of some dynamic
dependent upon displacement and velocity. Hage- systems, especially under certain nonlinear resonance
dron [42] used quadratic damping forces to examine conditions [49-63) . Sethna [57) , Barr [49), and
the response of parametrically excited systems. Tondl [631 showed that the nonlinear coupling

terms appear in the equations of motion as the pro-
Effects of nonlinear inertia have been studied [43, duct of the different modes; see equation (7).
441 . They can chang e an originally stable system n
so that it appears to be dragged into a catastrophic Er + “~Er = e’~

( EK rI(t)EiI — r (E. E)
unstable state . Pankratov [44] introduced a nonlinear .~

function of inertia to a system and examined its — 4’r (E’ ~
) — 0(E) — Fr (t)~ 

(7)
response under two simultaneously parametric ex-
citations. The frequencies ~Z 1 and ~Z2 were such that r 1, 2 n
n~Z1 + m~~ = 0 (n and m are sufficiently large
integers). Equation (7) represents n equations in the non-

dimensional normal coordinates Er. The first term on
Tso and Caughey (45) considered a noni near para- the right side represents the parametric excitation;
metrically excited system described by equation (~ )~ $~

. are analytic functions of the acceleration 
~ 

and

— 
displacement E~ and represent the nonlinear inertia;

~ 
+ q + biqm + b2q n i 

- b3q 1
~ CO5(5~ t) 0 (5) ‘~r are functions of the velocity and displacement

and represent the nonlinear damping of the system;
where b4 ,  b2, and b3 are positive constants; rn and arid 0r are analytic funct ions of the displacement.
n are positive integers, m being odd, n even , and Fr (t) are the forcing excitations , and e is a small
m > n. At m=5 and n=4, the subharmonic behavior earameter.
of order one fourth was observed experimentally
when the parametric excitation was large enough. Two conditions that can be derived from equation
Schmidt and Heinrich [46] investigated similar sys- (7) are combination resonance and autoparametric
tems with nonlinear damping. This class of equations resonance . Combination resonance, or nonlinear
has been discussed in detail [3) . Meinke (47] studied combination resonance, can occur when the fre-
a mechanical oscillator model described by a non- quency of the external excitation ~ satisfies the
homogeneous equation with time-dependent coef- condition shown in equation (8).
ficients of the type shown in equation (5) and ob-
tained the transient state of subharmonic oscillations. 1= ~~

- Im~
.(,)rI (8)

r I
MULTI-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEMS

where k and mr ±1 ,±2 ,..,. This relationship can be
Nonlinear systems with several degrees of freedom obtained when the functions ‘~r and 0r are con-
can exhibit various types of instability in addition sidered in the analysis of equation (7). Eq .iation (8)
to those already mentioned. The Hamiltonian for a was first derived by Malkin [64 ] and then studied
conservative n-coupled degree-of-freedom system is by Tondl (63, 65) , Szemplinska-Stupnica [58-601
given in the form (481 shown in equation (6). and Yamamoto et al (66-68] .

H(p.q,t) H2(p,q,t) + H3(p,q,t)+...+H~ (p,q,t) (6) In autoparametr ic, or internal , resonance, the non-
linear function 

~ r in equation (7) can contain terms
where p (Pi , p2 . ..‘Pn ) is the generalized momenta of the form Er~i’ in which the acceleration of the ith
vector . q — (q1 , q2 qn) is the generalized coor- mode (~ 

is an implicit function of time in rheonomic
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systems) acts as a parametric load to the rth mode. volving nonlinearities of the type 
~ r- TseI’man [69)

However, the mode E~ 
is not an infinite source of called the vector k (k 1, k2 , .. . ,  kn) the resonance

energy independent of Er but is linked to the latter vector. The number k (k i I + ... + (k ni is known as
by the equations of motion . The presence of these the order of internal resonance. Internal resonance
terms indicates the possibility that a certain type of can occur in a two-degree-of-freedom system with
instability can occur when the relationship between quadratic nonlinearities when the natural frequency
the normal mode frequencies is linear. This type of one mode is equal to twice the natural frequency
of instability is referred to as internal , or parametric , of the other mode (49, 69) . For a system with
resonance and has the general form shown below three degrees of freedom and quadratic nonlinear-
[69-75) . ities, internal resonance can occur when Wr =

I, j , and r are different modes (49, 70). Tomá~ (77

n showed that internal resonance with cubic nonlinear-

2~ k ic~ 0 (9) ities can occur at either of the two relationships
i=1 shown below.

The k1 are integers. It is believed [751 that Korteweg wr =4 i i .  or
[76) and Beth (73] did the earliest work on internal
resonance. Minrosky [211 is credited with applying Figure 1 shows some systems in which internal reso-
the term autoparametric coupling to problems in- nance can take place.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ K
Y~~~~~~~~~L

(o )e ’ r i S I IC pendu lum (b) wing ri f lu t t e r  (c) autoparametric (d~liquid_ st ruct ure
vibrat ion absorber system
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Tsel’man (69. 70) used the normal form of the found 151, 57) that one mode acts as a vibra-
Hamiltonian system to study the interaction of tion absorber to the excited mode.
coupled oscillators w ith third order resonance (o~ =
2~~ or 

~“1r 
= + ~~) in autonomous systems. He

found that periodic “pumping transfer of energy”
occurs from one mode to another for all possible
initial values of one of the modes except those values
associated with singular points. Khazin and Tsel’man
[71) extended the analysis for n-coupled oscillators
and generalized the conclusion that periodic energy
transfer takes place between the osciliators at reso- 0

Gilchrist (781 investigated free oscillations in quasi- 
~~
‘k 4~~ / ’ %, /‘ \

linear systems with two degrees of freedom. The 
~4 “ -, ‘“  ‘

~~

exchange of energy between the vibrating modes J , - ,
‘

“
\,

depends on their relative phase. Kronauer and Muse “ “ ,“ \ /
[79] extended Gilchrist ’s analysis to include more ,.,.‘ “..,, •.

complex conservative systems.

Cheshankov [16-21] used the asymptotic method X
to investigate a number of conservative systems - 

- 
- - 

,, ,.-“ ‘- ,, -‘

~~w ith multi-frequency resonance oscillations. Figure - 
- -

2 illustrates a typical response of a two-degree-of- - - - - - - ~ .‘~~~~

freedom autonomous system and the energy transfer
between the x-mode and 9-mode of the elastic
pendulum shown in Figure la when it is detuned
internally at~ .ix = 20.19.

The stability of the trivial solution of autonomous
systems has been analyzed for different cases of in-
ternal resonance 180-85) . Dysthe and Gudmested
[ 801 gave conditions sufficient for stability of all Figure 2. Energy Transfer Between 0 and X Modes
possible initial conditions associated with conserva - of the Elastic Pendulum w,~ 2o~tive Hamiltonian systems of n-degrees of freedom.

The possibility that two internal resonance conditions
Autoparametric resonance occurs in nonautonomous will occur simultaneously when additional vibrating
systems when the conditions of internal resonance, modes are considered has been studied [87). The
see equation (9). and external resonance are met response of the system may show an irregular energy
simultaneously. Sethna [571 classified these systems transfer between the coupled modes. The effect
into two classes : of internal resonance on the parametric combination

resonance response of a nonlinear two-degree-of-
• Nonautonomous systems with internal and freedom system has been examined [88) . Internal

external resonances in the superharmonic class resonance tends to reinforce combination resonance;
as — 16t12, 

~~~ 
— 2o,~. w1 and 022 are dif- the result Is a larger steady-state response than occurs

ferent normal mode frequencies, and Li is the with combination resonance alone. Internal aetuning
external excitation frequency. A similar case can prevent the system from reaching a steady state;
was considered by Efatathiades [86) - beating will occur due to the continuous exchange of

• Nonautonomous systems with internal and energy between the modes.
external resonances in the subharmonic case
(as Li — oi’, 022 • 2o,~), In this case It was Equation (7) can be used to examine the effects of
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nonlinear functions on parametric response in the X +022 (1 — 2b cos (O))X — 0 (10)
absence of internal resonance. The conditions under
which periodic oscillations of large amplitude occur where dO/dt Li(t), i- = at
in a two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear system as a
result of variations in inertia were obtained by The corresponding solution to the principal para-
Porter (89] . Both the first and second normal modes metric resonance is given in the form shown in
can exhibit periodic vibrations when the external equation (11) .
excitation frequency Li 02k ,  022 .  Y~~1, or 1/

~~~)2

X =acos (’/20+,j’)  ( 11 )
The response of nonlinear systems with parametric
combination resonance has been determined (90-941 - To a first order approximation, the equations for
The interaction of forced and parametric vibrations a and 4’ are as shown below.
of nonlinear systems has also been studied [95) . 

2
Nonlinear coupling terms have been found [961 to da/dt = — 

ab (*2 
sin (2~# )

cause an irregular beating response in the unstable 52 Ct )
domain of the system . The nonlinear damping terms (12)
widened the instability regions of the combination dg,/dt = (*2 — ‘~4L2(t) — — cos (2~i)
resonance [5, 97, 98] . This destabilizing effect has 52(t)

been investigated (99-102] .
For the simple case when 52(t) = 52~ +at ,the ampli-

The possibility that single mode parametric resonance tude-frequency response curves in the neighborhood
and mode combination resonance could occur simul- of parametric resonance were obtained by numerical
taneously has been studied (103, 104) , Tso and integration.
Asmis [103) found that the system might not be
able to achieve a steady-state response when excited If the frequency of excitation varies periodically
in multiple parametric resonance . The attainment of with time, a limit cyde response is r’tached. It can
a steady-state response depends on the parameters differ from the corresponding stationary response.
of the system and the external exciting frequency . Asymptotic solutions have been developed for a
The steady-state response amplitude when forced number of nonlinear differential equations with
and parametric vibrations interact was higher than slowly varying parameters (105-111). Degree of
that in the absence of interaction [103) . damping, initial conditions, and the effect of internal

resonance are accounted for. The nonstationary
response depended on whether or not the excitation

NONSTATIONARY EXCITATION frequency increased or decreased with time. Beats of
amplitude appeared immediately after the region of

Nonstationary processes can occur as a result of transition through resonance. The faster the transi-
either a specific time variation in the excitation fre- tion through resonance, the more clearly distin-
quency or the interaction of an energy source with a guishable were the smaller amplitude beats that
vibrating system . Nonstationary processes play a followed the first beat. The response of nonlinear
significant role in many vibrating systems, especially systems is complex and has several peculiarities,
during the transition through resonance. The most especially when the transition is carried out slowly.
important work on this topic has been done by
Mitropol’skii 1105. 1061 and Kononenko (1071. Evan- lwanowski (1121 reviewed in 1969 the results

of research pertaining to the general theory of non-
Mitropol’skii (106) discussed a number of non- stationary processes.
stationary problems associated with vibrations of
dynamic systems having variable mass and stiffness . Nonstat ionary responses were shown to be stabilized
He also studied variations of system parameters, when the frequency sweep was in the direction away
Mitropol’sk,i considered ‘he Mathieu equation in from the instability region (113-119) . For sweeps
the case of parametr ic instability in which module- Into the instability zone (increasing frequency), the
tion frequency varies slowly with time. response tends to approach the initial stationary

-



value . Agrawal and Evan-lwanowskii (120 ) extended In weakly nonlinear systems the changes in ampli-
the work of Mitropol’skii on the nonstationary tude and phase are small and thus occur during a
characteristics of a gyroscopic system in the presence time interval slightly greater than the period of
of different resonance conditions. They showed oscillation. According to Bogoliubov and Mitropol’-
that the nonstationary response can shift from one skii the nonlinear terms create sources and sinks
stable solution to another if the rate of variation of that produce or absorb very small amounts of energy
the excitation frequency changes. This so-called during one cycle of oscillation. This method has been
drag out phenomenon was observed in some non- successfully applied to a wide range of problems.
linear systems that exhibit a combination resonance
[112) . Sethna [55-57, 1331 modified the standard form to

an arrangement convenient for studying the dynamics
The theory of the interaction of a vibrating system of systems in the neighborhood of resonance con-
with an excitation source was developed from studies ditions. Van der Burgh (1341 recently developed a
of nonlinear systems. Kononenk (1211 established procedure related to the averaging method for solving
the basic theory , but such nonstationary processes problems of internal resonance.
have been treated by various Russian scholars [121-
1241. Kononenk [1211 showed that the possibility Asymptotic expansion ~ hemes. Struble (130]
of realizing parametric oscillations in parametrically combined the method of the variation of parameters
exc ited systems is associated with the properties of and the asymptotic expansion of the perturbation
the energy source. The typical effects of parametric method. This technique is flexible and overcomes
resonances depend on the steepness of the energy difficulties encountered with secular terms in the
source. In the presence of autoparametr ic resonance standard perturbation techniques. It also provides
(1251 the nonstationary process was observed information about nontrivial solutions in both the
experimentally as an irregular beating motion similar stable and unstable regions. These advantages at-
to the pattern of the energy source. tracted many investigators to this method for prob-

lems involving parametric and autoparametric reso-
nances.

MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES
Hsu (131, 132) developed a similar scheme, corn-

A number of analytical and numerical methods can bining the method of averaging and Struble’s method.
be used to solve problems of parametric and auto- Hsu’s theory is useful in problems of coupled para-
parametric vibrations . Most of the analytical methods metric equations involving nonconservative forces
are based on the general perturbation theory (126- [135, 136] and conservative systems (1371.
1281 including the averaging method of Bogoliubov
and Mitropol’skii (129) , the asymptotic expansion Others A useful account of asymptotic approxima-
scheme of Struble (1301 , and Hsu’s method ( 131, tion techniques suitable for problems involving non-
132) . It is not the purpose of this review to give an linear resonance has been published (138) . Schmidt
exhaustive account of these mathematical theories (3, 139-1411 used the classical iteration method
but to illustrate the advantages of these techniques and converted the equations of motion into an
in solving the various problems of parametric vibra- integro-differential for m. The Floquet theory and
tion. the Hamilton-Jacobian analysis have been used in

a number of problems: nonlinear resonances (48,
Averaging method. The averaging method (1291 71 , 72, 142-1471 and examinations of the stability
requires that the differential equations of the sys- of parametric systems with nonconservative forces
tern be written in the standard form, in which the (148, 149) .
right side is regarded as a slight perturbation pro-
port ional to a small parameter a. The solution is The direct method of Liapunov (151, 152) has been
then subjected to time variations in amplitude and employed to study the stability of parametric systems
phase. A number of manipulations result in 2n ~32, 152-1551 . Hsu and Lee (156, 1571 developed
first-order differential equations (n is the number a method based on the use of time-dependent Lia-
of original equations of the system). punov funct ionals and the extrernal properties of
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Rayleigh quotients of self-adjoint operators. The 38, pp 585-590 (1971).
method involves solving an eigenvalue problem in
which time is a variable. Naveh [158) compared 8. Stoker , J.J,, Nonlinear Vibrations, lnterscience
the stability criteria of a linear time-dependent sys- (1950).
tern as obtained by Liapunov’s direct method and an
analytical approach. 9. Efstathiades , G.J., “Combination Tones in

Single Mode Motion of a Class of Nonlinear
Numerical methods are often used to determine Systems with Two Degrees of Freedom,” J.
regions of parametric instability ~159-161J . The Sound Vib., 34 (3), pp 379-397 (1974).
digital computer simulation for numerical integra-
tion has overcome the difficulties encountered in 10. Tondl, A., Some Problems of Rotor Dynamics,
the analytical methods (36 , 80, 162, 163) - Dysthe Chapman and HaIl (1965).
and Gudmestad (80] used numerical simulations to
compare the results obtained by the equations of 11. Vamamoto, T. and Nakao, V ., “Combination
motion of nonlinear conservative systems and the Tones of Summed Type of Nonlinear Vibratory
averaged equations of their perturbation scheme. Systems,” Bull . JSME, 6 (24), pp 662-689
Another useful approach in determining the para- (1963).
metric stability boundaries is the analogue computer
simulation (96, 121 , 164-168) . 12. Vamamoto , T., et al , “Combination Oscilla-

tions in a Nonlinear Vibratory System with
One Degree of Freedom,” Bull JSME, !Z
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LIN EAR ELASTIC WAVE PROPAGATION.
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGR APHY: PART I

R ,A, Scott

Abstract - This wn’ey of the literature on linear The Elastic Half-Space
elastic wave propagation consists of two parts. Part / Work on the elastic half-space has progressed on
covers homogeneous isotropic media, Part II covers several fronts. Vibration, impact , and indentor studies
dixretely nonhomogeneous media, continuous non- have been done (60-74) - Work of a more geophysical
homogeneous media, anisotropic media, and dif- nature has also been published [75-821 . Fundamental
fraction, work on excitation by sources, surface forces, and

stress discontinuities has been presented (83-1041,
In common with so many other fields , the recent as has finite difference work on a half-space with a
past has seen an almost overwhelming increase in spherical cavity [105] and on total reflection of SV-
the elastodynamic literature. This increase is due in waves [1061 .
part to the fact that the topic is of interest in such
diverse areas as geophysics, earthquake engineering, The Plate
surface -wave technology, flaw detection, and struc- The plate , the simplest elastic waveguide, continues
tural mechanics ( 11. Thus , no attempt has been made to be studied using approximate theory and linear
to include all work in languages other than English theory .
in this review, The chief goal of the survey is to
provide sufficient recent references in an area so that Approximate theories, Applications of approximate
the reader can pursue topics of interest in detail. theor ies were reported by Adler and Reismann
Papers published prior to 1972 are not included. 1107] , who used Mindlin plate theory to study a

transverse line load moving on a simply supported
elastic str ip. Fang, Hemann, and Achenbach 1108) .

HOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC MEDIA presented analytical and experimental results on
dynamic stress concentration due to a circular hole.

This section covers the following aspects of homo- They obtained the analytic information by averaging
geneous isotropic media; infinite medium; the elastic the field quantities over the plate thickness. Hinton
half-space; the plate; rods; circular , cylindrical , and [109) combined Mindlin theory with a finite-element
spherical shells; the sphere; arid other geometries, scheme to study transients. Huang [1101 used

Mindlin theory to examine a pressure wave impinging
Infinite Medium on a plate. Lehnhoff and George (1111 also used
Traveling loads in boreholes have been studied [2, 3] . Mindlin theory to study circular plates.
The important spherical cavity problem has been ana-
lyied 14-10) . Related works are [11-1 51. The goals Vibrations have been studied with a higher order
of the ronsiderable work that has been done on earth- theory [112) . Saito and Nagaya (1131 used Mindlin
quake modeling include determination of source di- plate theory to exam ine a plate with holes, and
mensions and seismic moment from the Fourier spec- Stephanishen (1141 and Thomas 1115) used Kane-
tra of seismograms Double couple models, disloca - Mindlin theory to study the forced motion of clamp-
tion models, expanding cracks , effect s of friction , and ed strips. Ven and Chou [1161 extended their earlier
rupture veloc ity have been considered. Fundamental work on moving loads on a Timoshenko plate to the
studies have been published (16.411. These studies subsonic and intersonic regimes. Other wor k was also
have been applied to particular earthquakes [42-481 . reported on finite difference schemes [117) and

approx imate theories [118, 1191 .
Crack propagation has also received considerable
attention in recent surveys (49 -53) , reports [54-581, Linear theory. Though reasonably well known, ortho-
and a European Mechanics Colloquium 1591 gonal ity relations involving linear theory continue

Department of Applied M.chanlcs end Engineering Science,
University of Michigan, Ann A rbor , MI 48109
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to receive attention [1 20- 121) - Interestitig results and impact [174-176) , Compressional theories were
on spectra and wave reflections have been reported, also used 1177-1801 .
Doby (1 221 , for example , studied edge waves with Linear elasticity theory was used in work on radial
orthogonality relations between longitudinal and motions (181-1841 , torsional motions [185, 1861 ,
transverse eigenfunct ions . Kaul and Herrmann (1 231 and longitudinal motions [187 , 188) - A finite-differ-
found that the motion at graling incidence can be ence scheme was used in experimental and numerical
obtained from the evanescent Rayleigh-Lamb solu- work involving longitudinal motions (1891 . Dynamic
tion by means of d’Alembert ’s limiting procedure.

fra cture has also been studied [190) .
Kouzov and Luk’ yanov (1 24) studied edge waves
in a plate in an acoustic medium, and Vrba and

Circular , Cylindrical, and Spherical ShellsHaering [1251 . showed that SV- and P-waves can 
In view of the thorough surveys of Engin and Engindecouple if special phase conditions are satisfied. 
[1911 and Leissa j 192) on shell vibrations , only re-

This information is useful in establishing bounds cent papers in this aea will be cited , namely : Chen
for spectra. and Huang [193) on hemispherical shells , and Cun-

ningham and Leanhardt [1941 , Goldman (1951 ,and
Other reports involving s eady-state motions have Srinivasan and Sankaran [196) on cylindrica l shells.
been published [1 26-1291 - Work on transients , some Various approximate theories were used in work on
of which involves Cagniard techniques , has also been harmonic forcing (197- 203) Moving load problems
done (130-136) . Sinclair and Miklowitz (137 ) were examined (204-205) . Transients have been in-

— made substantial inroads into non-mixed problems. vestigated with Flugge equations -- which were used
to examine excitation by a side pressure pulse [206) .

Rod s Characteristics and theories involving transient shear
Work in Tinioshenko theory was used for spectra for and rotatory inertia were used to study longitudinal
rods and related structures [138-1481 . t3ishop’s impact [207 , 2081. and Timoshenko and Donnell
theory received attention [149). Brunelle [150) theories were used to investigate the application of
obtained a theory for torsional waves by averaging impulsive inner pressure (209, 210] - Veks ler [211)
field quantities over the cross section , and McNiven included effe cts of transverse shear in a study on a
(151) wrote on approximate theories, semi-infinite shell , and Ziv and Perl 1212] used Mir-

sky-Herrmann theory and characteristics in an inves-
Spectra of infinite , solid rods have been examined tigat ion of a semi-infinite shell. Other numerical work
(152-154) . Hollow rods have also been studied has been published [213- 2161 .
(155-1 581. as have orthogonality relations (159 1 and
reflection of a pure mode from a rod end (1601 . The Sphere

Vibrations uf hollow and solid spheres have been
The computer and various numerical schemes are studied [217-219) . and transients have been inves-
being used to study finite rods and non-circular tigated [220-223) .
sections. Finite-element schemes were used to obtain
frequency information for rectangular sections Other Geometries
(161) , solid and hollow, finite , circular rods (162, No particular relevance should be attached to the
1631; and circular , square, and triangular sections sequence of citations in this section , nor is the listing
(164 1. Approximate satisfaction of some boundary unique; for example , papers on wedges could just
conditions has been used to obtain dispersion in- as well be cited in the section on diffraction .
formation [165- 168) . Various expansion procedures
were used for elliptica l , triangular , and rectangular SH-transients in quarter spaces (layered) have been
sections [169) , an infinite circular cylinder with an studied [224, 2251. Finite difference schemes were
eccentric circular bore [170) , and an ellipt ical used to study plane-strain motions for welded quarter
section [ 171). spaces [226) and for a quarter space with stress

boundary conditions 12271 .
Approximate theories continue to be used to analyze
transients. The Timoshenko model was used for Wedges. Studies on wedges include: an examination
various studies on steady, moving loads 1172 , 173) of impulsive SH-waves with Laplace and Kantorovich-
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Lebedev transforms (228) , an examination using [259) .
a finite-difference scheme of an impulsive corn-
pressional source with the boundaries stress free Sumner and Deresiewicz (260 1 studied the scattering
(229 1 , experimental work [2301 . an examination of of a Rayleigh-Lamb mode from a finite irregularity
a moving SH-load (231 1, a treatment of scattering on one face of a plate; Thapar [261 1 reported on the
of a Rayleigh wave with mixed conditions specified effect of a Gaussian-shaped irregularity on the propa-
on one boundary [232) , numerical information gation of Stoneley waves; and Tuan and Li (2621
for Rayleigh-wave scattering by integral equations examined scattering of a Rayleigh wave by a step
and subsequent approximations (233) , a study of discontinuity. Scattering of harmonic SH-, P., and
steady vibrations using integral equations (234) , SV-waves by ridges and valleys was also examined
a presentation of numerical results for wide-angle using a superposition method (2631. Gjevik (264 1
wedges using Kane and Spence’s method -- which used Whitham ’s variational procedure to study Love
ignores multiple reflections [235) , and an examina- waves in a corrugated layer . Integral equation meth-
tion of diffra ction by a wedge with mixed boundary ods were u~ d to investigate SH-wave interactions
conditions [236) . with step discontinuities (2651 and SH-scattering

from an irregular canyon (266) . Linear-elasticity
Curved surfaces. Circumferential surface waves on studies of SH-scattering from a semi-elliptical valley
curved surfaces have been reviewed [237) - A spheri- were published [2671 . Finite-difference works have
cal cavity was studied (2381, as were a circular appeared (268. 2691 , as has finite-element work on

—- - cylinder, a circular cavity, and a circular interface scattering by various surface irregularities [270) .
between two media [239) . Results on Stoneley ,
Franz , Ray leigh, and Whispering-Gallery modes were Irregular geometries. Studies of harmonic motions
reported for a cylinder immersed in a fluid [240, include investigations of coupling between a rod and
24~~ - Perturbation methods were used (2421 and a half-space [2711, the types of waves that can exist
concave cylindrical surfaces examined [2431 - Per- in thin conical shells (2721 , and the vibrations of
turbation methods were also used by Rosenfeld strips of various thickness using Mindlin theory
and Keller [244) to study surface waves traveling [2731 -

parallel to the generators of a cylinder. They also
gave spectral results for rods of non-circular section . Reismann and Tsa i [274 1 presented reflection and
Wilson and Morrsion (2451 did similar studies. transmission coefficients for waves in dissimilar

rods bonded together. Rosenfeld and Keller (275 1
Surface-acoustic-wave devices, Perhaps the most reported W KB-type approximations for rods with
interesting development in elastic wave propagation slowly varying sections. Ross [2761 used a finite-
in recent years has been the emergence of surface- element technique in studies on the vibrations of
acoustic-wave (SAW) devices, which employ various cones, and RuIf and Gal Ezer [277) developed
topographic features on half-spaces , interface waves , asymptotic expansions suitable for high-frequency
and clad structures . That a vast literature now exists waves in bodies of revolution
is obvious from various review articles [246-250)
and a special issue of the Proceedings of the IE EE Transients have been given attention, Sander’s general
(2511. Other results have been published (252- first order theory was used to study the impact of
255) . a conical shell (278) . Finite differences and Morley’s

theory were used to investigate curved beams 12791 .
The allied topic of scattering by various topographic Koenig and Berry (2801 presented a finite-element
features has also received considerable attention, analysis using Timoshenko theory, the study involved
particularly from geophysicists. Perturbation theory a tapered beam consisting of two dissimilar rods
was used to examine scattering of P-waves from bonded together . Lee and Kolsky [2811 also used
axially symmetric surface irregular ities and SH-waves Timoshenko theory to study the passage of a pulse
from a periodic curved boundary (256, 2571 . Scat- through two non~colineer rods.
tering was also examined by a finite surface irregu-
larity of both P- and Rayleigh waves (2581, and Lee and Wong (2821 used a Mindlin.McNiven theory
results were given for a triangular cut and elevation and characteristics to analyze the longitudinal impact
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of finite and semi-infinite rods with varying sections. 6. Burridge, A., and Alterman , Z., “The Elast ic
Moodie and Barclay (2831 studied torsional tran- Radiation from an Expanding Spherical Cay-
sients in shells of re” lution and noted that , for thin ity,” Geophys. J., 30, p 451 (1972).
shells, such motion decouple from extensional and
bending modes. Mortimer , Rose , and Blum (2841 7. Saakyan , S.G., “Propagation of Elastic Waves
extended work involving transverse shear and ro- in Solid Media in the Presence of Axial Sym-
tatory inertia (2081 to cylindrical shells with dis- metry ,” Akad. Nauk. Armyanskoi SSR. Dok-
continuous sections. lady, 57, p 225 (1973).

8. Schenk , V., “Source Function of Stress WavesMindlin-McNiven theory and characteristics were used
to study longitudinal impact of a conical bar [2851 . of a Spherical Explosive Source,” Pure Appi .

Geophys., 109, p 1743 (1973).Characteristics and a theory incorporating transverse
and rotatory inertias and transverse shear deforma- 9. Singh, S,J., “Generation of SH-Type Motion by
tion were combined to examine the impact of a Torsion-Free Sources,” Bull. Seismol. Soc.
cylinder-conical shell structure [2861 . Weingarten Amer .. 63,p 1189 (1973).
and Fisher [2871 used Nagdi shell theory and modal
synthesis to investigate the response of a conical 10. Singh, S,J. and Rosenman . M., “On the Dis-
shell to lateral pressure. turbance due to a Spherical Distortional Pulse

in an Elast ic Medium,” Pure AppI. Geophys.,
110 ,p 1946(1973).
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BOOK REVIEWS

STABILITY OF SHELLS MADE OF The sixth chapter is concerned with experimental
COMPOSITE MATERIALS results on axially compressed cylindrical shells, with

(Ustoichivost obolchek iz kompozitnykh materialov) tests from both Soviet and Western investigators
being cited . Postbuckling load carrying capacities are

R B .  Rikards and G A . Teters also investigated. Buckling loads as well as equal
Riga , lzdatelstvo “Zinatne”, 1974 deflection contour lines are presented for a number

of different cylindrical shells. The last chapter is con-
cerned with optimal design of shells of composite

This book consists of seven chapters , the first of material . as influenced by angle of wrap of the fila-
which is concerned with theory of surfaces as de- ments and other parameters.
scribed in terms of Cartesian tensors. The second
chapter develops strain-displacement and force - The book is extremely well written and presents a
displacement relations within the framework of the comprehensive summary of practically all existing
Kirchoff-Love hypothesis. The next chapter develops information in this specialized area . It should be
equations of motion and buckling of cylindrical and of value to designers of shells of composite materials.
spherical anisotropic shells with a consideration of
nonlinear strain-displacement relations , retaining only W A .  Nash
those terms involving displacements normal to the USA

shell middle surface . Courtesy of Applied Mechanics Reviews

The fourth chapter is concerned with stability of
axially compressed cylindrical shells with a considera-
tion of creep of the material Axisymmet ric initial
imperfections are assumed to exist in the shell Load- DEVELOPMENT OF THE MECHANICS OF
displacement relations are determined for a poly- GYROSCOPIC AND I N E R T I A L  SYSTEMS
meric material with given m ~rials parameters. Also , (Razvitie mekhaniki giroskopichesJcikh i
hydrostatic buckling loads in the presence of creep inertsialnykh sistem )
are determined. Nonlinear geometric relations are
considered for each of these treatments. The axi Moscow , lzdatelstvo “Nauka”, 1973, $9 .65
symmetric buckling of a shallow spherical shell
sublect to external normal pressure is examined for
creeping polymeric materials. The chapter closes with The book is intended for specialists in the field of
investigation of buckling of an axially compressed gyroscopic instruments interested in the history, the
cylindrical shell st iffened by an elastic core. current state of the art , and the perspect ives of their

further development. It was written by various ax-
The fifth chapter is concerned with dynamic buckling parts in the fields of inertial stabilization, guidance,
of shells. Cylindrical shells of anisotropic nature are and navigation including a tutorial chapter in English
examined for buckling due to either axial compres- by C.S. Draper and W. Wrigley on rate gyros. Another
sion or uniform external radial pressure, in each case chapter on the historical development of gyroscopes
the loads being applied with such speeds that wave in Germany by K. Magnus is printed in German.
propagation effects may be neglected. Viscoelastic
shells, as well as shells with an elastic core, are also P~.ost chapters in the book are tutorial in nature with
exam ined. Several numerical examples are offered to many schematic diagrams and bibliographies pre~
illustrate geometr ic and loading rate effects. sented for the convenience of the reader. The histori-
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cal background is presented followed by chapters There is no doul,t that this kind of legislation is
on the’ basic principles of gyroscopic instruments, necessary, but of course its implementation will be
A iu to ”a 1 d scossion on gyrnsrahilized platforms expensive. Rigid enforcement of noise standards is
is also given . All kinds of gyrocompasses are described estimated to cost as much as 10 to 15 billions in
as well as some inertial navigation systems. The the U.S. A company forced to spend money on noise
last part of the book is devoted to methods of de- reduction might want to achieve a technically optimal
riving the differential equations for gyroscopic reduction. More often , however , the com pany is
systems and their analysis. Systems subject to random more interested in maximizing profits and is satisfied
excitation forces are also considered. It is stated if noise regulations can be met at minimal cost .
that additional volumes are planned for publication
which will consider other topics such as the control Holding down costs requires systematic management
moment gyi ~~, vibratory gyros, and the general of all noise abatement procedures. The book there-
theory of gyroscopic systems not treated in the fore is not restricted to lists of technical ways to
current volume, reduce noise but clearly shows the advantages of

proper administrative measures. For example , pro-
The book appears to be unique in a sense that ~t 

viding a worker with effective ear muffs is not suf-
describes the development of the gyroscope in ficient. If potential hearing loss claims are to be
the West and in the Soviet Union. Theory and con- avoided, the worker’s hearing acuity must be docu-
cepts of operation are emphasized. The book should mented by audiometric testing prior to and during
therefore be of interest to the scientist or engineer employment.
concernea with the conceptual and theoretical
aspects of gyroscopic instruments. The book contains chapters that deal with the fol-

lowing:
V. Chobotov

USA . OSHA compliance strategies
Courtesy of Applied Mechanics Reviews . feasibi l ity of meeting regulations

• assessment of the results of a5atement pro-
cedures

• reduction of the risk of worker ’s compensation
payments

HANDBOOK OF INDUST R IAL NOISE • benefits of noise abatement
I~ANAf ~~&A~~&IT • costs
“ “~~~~~

“
~~~~

“ • establishment of noise abatement priorities
• effective noise management through intro-

R.K . Miller duction of a noise control program
The Fairmont Press, Inc., 1976

The book shows that the economic and legal aspects
of a noise control program are just as essential as the

The reader may at first glance be surprised by the technical ones. The book can be highly recommended
title and wonder about the purpose of the book, to compat~ managers, safety engineers, and union
In the end, however , he will be convinced that this and government representat ives dealing with noise
volume is indeed useful. management.

The author , referring to his own broad experience
as a consultant, provides guidelinc% and procedures
for complying with legislation in me f ield of noise
abatement. In the United States the Occupational
Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970 gives the G. Schweitzer
legislative framework fur noise control regulations. Lehrstuhl und Institut f . Mechan ik
Other industrial nations either have or plan similar Technische Universit~t München
standards . 8000 Mf~nchen 2, Germany
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INTEGRATED DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF AEROSPACE STRUCTURES

R.F. Hartung, Editor
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York , 1975

This book is a series of five independent m onographs vehicle studies of small and large configurations.
on the subject of integrated design and analysis com- Capabilities being added to ATLA S under contract
puter-program system s. The material was presented at with NASA Langley Research Center include design/
a symposium held during the 1975 Winter Annual optimization of composite structures, thermal stress,
Meeting of the ASME. Each monograph describes the interactive job processing, and interactive graphics.
activities of an aerospace company or government Details on the impact of using AT LAS on several
agency during development and implementation of specific Boeing projects are presented . The data
integrated design/analysis capabilities. Even though management functions performed by structures
different approaches were taken by the various or- technology during product development are quan-
ganizations the common objective was to provide an tified , and the further development and application
integrated computer-aided design system so as to re- of advanced integrated software systems are dis-
duce the calendar time and man-power needed to de- cussed .
sign a greater number of optimized aerospace vehicles
Automated data handling and f lexibility(modularity) Two integrated systems of analysis used at Rockwell
in performing computational tasks during the design International are described by L. Ascani. SWEEP
process complex interaction of many technical and (Structural Weight Estimation Program), which is
management subprocesses -- are shown as necessary based on bean, theory for early stages of design,
attributes of the integrated system . contains the essential capabilities for solving aircraft

problems having to do with structural analysis, optim-
S.A. LaFavor and A.E. Doelling describe the Com- ization , and weight analysis. RRAPID (Rapid Re-
puter Aided Technology Project at McDonnell sponse Analysis Program for Integrated Design) is
Aircraft Company (MCAIR) and the various tech- based on finite-element theory. It provides capa-
nical modules that form the nucleus of their CAD/ bilities for detailed structural-analysis; when possible,
CAM (Computer Aided Design/Manufacturing) ac- existing program modules developed by a number of
tivities. Of particular interest is their extensive use differ ent organizations are used.
of interactive computer graphics, which range from
parametric configuration sizing and performance J. Sobieszczanski describes how existing engineering
analysis to the generation of quality assurance in- computer programs can be linked with the auxiliary
spection data for automated fabrication, functions provided by a standard commercially-

available operating system . SAVES (S izing of Aero-
G.J. Wennage l at al . described RAVE S (Rapid Aero- space Vehicle Structures) system was developed with
space Vehicle Evaluation System) as developed and this approach. This program, currently being used at
used by the Grumman Aerospace Corporation . This NASA Langley Research Center for preliminary
system is composed of an extensive library of stand- structural design, is described; an example applica-
alone programs linked by automated data interfaces tion and a critical evaluation are included.
and a data directory. The current programs, opera-
tional in an interactive environment , provide capa- The monographs in this book are evidence that
bilities for engineering analysis that range from early aerospace companies can remain competitive only
preliminary design to point design through detailed by using interdisciplinary engineering computing
design/analysis, systems to perform computer-aided design activities.

It is anticipated that the cont inued development of
The ATLAS integrated structural analysis and design integrated systems by individual companies to as-
system , as developed and used extensively by the tablish even broader problem-solving environments,
Boeing Company, is discussed by R E .  Miller , Jr. in addition to government-sponsored development of
This system provides a tool for broad aeroelastic advanced software systems , will further reduce the
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— cost of designing aerospace vehicles and will allow
for more optimized configurations. As noted in
several of the papers, the IPAD system (Integrated
Proqram~i for Aerospace Vehicle Design) sponsored
by NA SA Langley Research Center is an indication
of the concern for the orderly, comprehensive , and
industry-wide development of a convenient and
effective computer-based engineering-information
processing system . This system could serve as the key
communication and calculation integrator for the air-
vehicle design process including interaction with
manufacturing systems.

The papers allude to the distinction between a system
of linked , interfaced, computer programs (inde-
pendently -developed standalone programs interfaced
via data converters) and an integrated software sys-
tem (a system designed as a set of program modules
intimately interfaced with a common data base and
with user interfaces for selected data interrogation
and execution control) for performing mult idis-
ciplined computational tasks. The term “integrated
system” as used in the book refers to both types
of systems. An example of an integrated software
system is the Boeing ATLAS system . SAVES of
NASA Langley is a system of interfaced programs.

Continued system devetopments are mandatory . In
concert with these activities, however , it is desirable
to acknowledge further the following factors: man-
agement acceptance , engineering acceptance, control
and management of program changes and growth,
and performance/cost-analysis standards for eval-
uating existing systems and proposed developments.

Dr. Rodney L. Dreisbach
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Seattle, Washington 98124
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SHORT COURSES
MARCH ENGINEERING SYSTEM DYNAMICS

Dates: March 28 - 31 , 1978
Place : UCLA

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS Objective: Emphasis will be placed on a pract ical
Dates March 13-17 . 1978 (Engineering) interdisciplinary modeling technique illustrated by

March 20 - 24, 1978 ( Dynamics) examples drawn from mechanical, fluid power,
Place Phoenix , Arizona electrical and aerospace engineering. Topics include
Objective. These .ourses are designed to increase fundamentals of component , subsystem and system
productivity and cost effectiveness of data acquisi- models; state-variable representation of system
tion systems and groups in the field and in the labor- dynamics; and computer-aided system analysis. Each

atory . In general, the emphasis is on the electrical meeting includes a workshop session devoted to prob-
measurement of mechanical and thermal quant ities, lem-solving, special applications and on-line compu-
The lectures are prepared both from the point of view ter-aided analysis. These workshops give participants
of the non-mechanical engineer, who must become the opportunity to apply course material to systems
familiar with electrical measuring-system criteria , and encountered in their own areas of specialization.
the non-m echanical engineer , who must become Contact: Continuing Education in Engineering andacquainted with material properties, flexure design, Mathematics , UCLA Extension, P.O. Box 24902,and mechanical system criteria. Los Angeles, CA 90024- (213) 825- 1047.

Contact Peter K. Stein , ISA , Central Arizona
Section, 5602 East Monte Rosa , Pheonix , AZ 850 18 APRIL
(602) 945-4603,~46-7333

THE FOURTH ANNUAL RELIABILITY TESTING
COMPOSITE MATERIALS COMPUTATION INSTITUTE
WORKSHOP Dates: Apr il 3 - 7, 1978
Dates: March 27 - 31, 1978 Place: Tucson, Arizona
Place University of California, Berkeley Objective- This course is designed to provide Relia-
Objective : To provide users and producers of corn- bility Engineers, Product Assurance Engineers and
posites with a practical guide to solving problems in Managers and all other engineers and teachers with a
design and testing. Th~ workshop will include lec- working know ledge of analyzing component , equip-
tures, practice sessions and drills demonstrating ad- ment , and system performance and failure data to
vanced methods that can be applied to everyday determine the distributions of their times to failure,
problem solving. Whenever possible, available math- failure rates, and reliabilities; small sample size,
ods will be condensed to an easily used formula or short durat ion, low cost tests, and methods of analyz-
chart, or to a format that can be implemented readily ing their results; Bayesian testing; suspended items
on a programmable pocket calculator, testing; sequential testing; and others.

Contact: Continuing Education in Engineering, Contact: Dr. Dimitri Kececioglu , Institute Director
(inn,, of Calif . Extension, 2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, Aerospace and Mech. Engrg. Dept., The University
CA 94720 - (415) 642-4)51. of Arizona. Bldg. 16, Tucson, AZ 85721 - (602)

884-2495, 884-3901 , 884-3054, 884-1755.
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SURVIVABILITY , TESTING , MEASUREMENT ,
ANALYSIS & CALIBRATION
Dates: April 3 - 7 ,1978
Place : Wright State Univ., Dayton, Ohio
Objective: Increasing an equipment’s ability to sur-
v ive in the dynamic environments of vibration and
shock will be the main subject of this course. This
course will concentrate upon techniques and equip-
ments, rather than upon mathematics and theory.

Contact: Wayne Tustin, Tustin Institute of Tech-
nology, 22 East Los Olivos , Santa Barbara, CA
93105 - (805) 963-1124.
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NEWS BR EFS• ~ and Future Shock and
. I. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ events

CALL FOR PAPERS New features for the exhibit hall include a meeting
24th International Instrumentation Symposium area for formal presentations concerning products

and companies. This commercial activity provides
This will be the fif th in a series of symposia jointly exhibitors the opportunity to specifically promote
sponsored by Aerospace Industries and Test Measure- advanced state-of-the-art products or to present their
ment Divisions of the Instrument Society of America. company capabilities.
The previous symposia have established this sympo-
sium as the outstanding forum for presentation of A planned program time will enable attendees to par-
original work in aerospace and test measurement ticipate in any of the product presentation sessions,
instrumentation. This symposium will be held May The ES Board of Directors recognizes that the qual-
1 - 4, 1978 at the Hilton Hotel in Albuquerque, ity of the exhibits are important to the engineers
New Mexico , and scientists attending the technical symposium.

This year the directors have authorized an exhibi-
In addition to the paper sessions, tutorials and work- tion area double that of any previous year. They
shops, tours of Los Alamos and Sandia Laboratories have also authorized contracting exhibit space with
will be included to make the experience more than factory representatives who can then present pro-
worthwhile. The position of these two laboratories aucts of their principals. This feature will enable
in the forefront of energy research will enhance the small new advanced state-of-the-art companies to
timeliness of this meeting in Albuquerque. participate in the exhibition. These exhibits will

supplement those of other companies who require
For more information , contact : one or more exhibit areas for their prime products.

Allen Diercks For additional information contact:
Endevco

Rancho Viejo Road Charles F. Conrad
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675 Thermotron Industries ‘

~

338 W. 12th Street
Holland , Ml 49423

(616) 392- 1492
INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
24th Annual Equipment Exhibit Progress Report - or -

April 17 - 20 are the dates for the 24th Annual B. L. Peterson, Executive Director
Equipment Exposition and Symposium of the IES. Institute of Environmental Sciences
This national organization of scientists, engineers, 940 East Northwest Highway
and managers, represents the electronics , aerospace Mount Prospect, IL 60056
and ecological industries. (3 12) 255-1561

The 1978 Exposition at Fort Worth, Texas will be
the largest in the history of the IES. One hundred
exhibit spaces have been allocated, and over one
hundred twenty~five technical papers will be pre-
sented during the Symposium.
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Copies of articles abstracted in the DIGEST are not available from the SVIC or the Vibration Institute (except
those generated by either organization). Inquiries should be directed to library resources. Government reports can
be obtained from the National Technical Information Serv ice , Springfield, VA 22151 , by citing the AD-, PB-, or

N- number . Doctoral dissertations are available from University Microfilms (UM) , 313 N. Fir St., Ann Arbor , Ml;
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a set of measured data. Practical m.asurem,nts tak*n fromANALYSIS AND DESIGN a beam are used to demonstrate the capability of the model-
ing technique to represent a structure.

DIG~TAL SIMULATION
ANALYTICAL METHODS

78-19778-195 Computer Simulation of Large-DispI.eesne.t ImpactFree Vibrations for a Semilinear Wave Equation Dynamic.PH. Rabinowitz
D.M . Norris, M. VanThiel . ,~r4 B Moran

Mathematics Res. Center . Wisconsin Univ., Madison, Lawrence Livermore Lab - Cai fornia Univ - Liver-
W I , Rept. No. MRC-TSR- 1742 , 41 pp (Apr 1977) more , CA.. Rept No UCRL 78734 , Con) 770205-1,AD-A042 331i~ GA 34 pp (Oct 1976)

N77-29522
Key Word.: Wave equation , Free vibration

Existence and regularity of nontrivi al tkne ~~,oc •
~ ~~

- Key Words: Computerized s4mutet ion, Fin~t~ dsfference
tions are proved for semilinear wave equations under mild theory , Dynamic tests
smoothness , monotoni city, end superl inearity assumptions.
The forced vibrat ion case is also treated, A two.dimensional l_agrenglan expl icit finite difference

IEFD) computer program was used to simulate thre. large-
deformation dynamic tests : the Charpy V-notch impact
toughness test, oblique impact of a cylindrical rod on armor

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS plate, and driving of copper liners by a shaped high-explo-
(See Nos. 269. 293) live charge. The relationship of the EFD formulation to the

more recently developed explicit finite element formulation
I. discussed,

MODELING
(Also see No. 242)

SURVEYS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES
78-196
Structural Modelling by the Curve Fitting of Me.-
sured Frequency Response Data 78-198
H.G.D. Goyder Dynamic Modeling of Pressure Vessels and PipingInst . of Sound and Vibration Res., Univ. of South- Systems
ampton , UK , Rept. No. ISVR-TR-87 , 46 pp (Oct RH. Prause
1976) AppI. Dynamics and Acoustics Section, Battelle
Sponsored by the Ministry of Defence (Admiralty Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, OH 4320 1,
Engr. Lab) Shock Vib. Dig., 9 (11), pp 13-20 (Nov 1977) 1 table,
N77 -29567 35 refs

Key Words: Mathematical models, Cu,ve fitting Key Words: Piping systems, Presiure vessels, Mathematical
models, Reviews

A method for deriving the vibration characteristics o f .
structure from a set of measured frequency response func- This paper reviews dynamic model ing of pressure vess els
tides Is presented, A general mathemat ical model 15 for- and pipIng systems. It ii intended to provide a background
mulated which makes no auumptions concerning Iti. vibra- for Identifying current problems and limitations. Reco.n
lIonel behavior of any particular structure. This model I. mendetions and expected benefits from future reasarch are
employed In a curve fitting procedure which enables the Included. The bibliography provides source. pertainIng to
parameters employed by the model to be determined from specific modeling topics.
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& 78-199 78-202
Methods of Component Mode Sys.theala A Comparison of Techniques and Equipment for
R. R . Craig. Jr Generating Vibrat ion
Dept of Aerospace Engrg and Engrg. Mechanics , W. Tustin
The Univ. of Texas at Austin , TX 78712 , Shock Tustin Inst . of Technology , Inc. , Santa Barbara , CA
Vib . Dig., 9 (11 ) ,  pp 3-10 (Nov 1977) 65 refs 93105, Shock Vib. Dig.. 9 (10), pp 3-10 (Oct 1977)

5 figs , 65 refs
Kay Words : Component mode synthesis . Reviews

Key Words: Shakers , Mechanical shakers , Elect rohydreu lic
A generalized substructure coup~ing, or component mode shakers, Electromagnetic shakers , Pneumatic shakers , Re-
synthesis, procedure is describ d. Spicific methods, applica- viewslions, and iuth special topics as damping and experimental
verification are surveyed. This ar-tide reviews the following shaker types mechanical.

alactrohydraulic. electromagnetic , end pneumatic. Vibro-
acoustic facilities are also mentioned.

78-200
Flow.h,ds.eed V ibrations of Circular Cylindrical
Strssctures. Part I: Stationary fluid. and Parallel 78-203
Flow Recent Research in Plate Vibrations: Classical Theory
S.S. Chen A.W. Leissa
Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL 60439, Shock Ohio State Ur,iv., Columbus, OH., Shock Vib . Dig.,
V ib D~g .9 (10) , pp 25-38 (Oct 1977) 1 fig, 184 refs 9 (10). pp 13-24 (Oct 1977) 7 figs , 1 table , 76 refs

Key Words . Cylinders, Cylindrical shells, Fluid-induced Key Words: Plates, Reviews
excitation, Reviews

Th;s paper is Part I of a two-part review of literature pub-
The Ob Ct Pve of this paper is to review the stats-of-the-art lished over the period 1973-1976 that deals with free, un-
of ft~,w-indsscad vibration of circular cylindrical structures damped vibrations of plates. Pan I is limited to problems
and ro indicate areas that need further ~vock, Both parallel gOvern.d by the classical theory of plates. Complicating
and cross flow problems are considered. Part I of the review effect, is the subject of Part II.
contains a general discussion of analytical methods, dassif I-
cation of structural response., and characteristics of the
vibration of cylinders in stationary fluid and parallel flow,
Part II considers cross-flow-induced vibration, design, and 7&204
research needs. Airport Noise (A Bibliography with Abstracts)

G.E. Habercom, Jr.
National Technical Informat ion Service, Springfield,

78-201 VA.. Rept. No. NTIS/PS-77/0704/5GA , 224 pp

Flow-Induced V ibration. of Circular Cylindrical (Aug 1977) (Supersedes NT1S/PS-76/0625 . and

Structure., Part II: Crow-Flow Consideration. NTIS/PS-75/530) 219 refs
S.S. Chen
Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL  60439, Shock Key Words: BibliographIes, AIrcraft noise, Airports

Vib. Dig., 9 ( 11), pp 21-27 (Nov 1977) 1 fig, 60 refs Aircraft created noise, noise intensity, noise exposure, and
physiological effects, all in airport envIronments. are investl-

Key Word.: CylInders, Flow-induced vibrations, Reviews gated In these research reports.

The objective of this paper Is to review the state-of-the-art
of flow-induced vibration of circular cylindrical structures
and to Indicate areas that need further work. Both parallel 78-205
and cross flow problems are considered, Part I of the review Automobile Impact Teats. Vol. 1. 1964-1972 (A
contains a general discussion of analytical methods, dassifi- Bibliography w ith Abstract.)
cation of structural responses, end characteristics of die GH.Ad amsvibration of cylInders in stationary fluid and parallel flow.
Part II  considers crow-flow-induced vibration, design , ~~ National Technical Information Service, Springfield,rawer-oh ~~eda. VA , Rept , No. NTlS/PS-77~&)733/4GA, 126 pp
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(Sept 1977) 121 ruts establishment of the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration in 1967, as related to bumpers on motor ve-
hicles, It Is comprised of NHTSA contract reports, reports ofKey Words: Collision reserach (automotive), Bibliographies other organizations concerned with hi ghway safety, and
articles from periodicals in related fields, Citations followThis volume begins coverage of a two volume bibliography the format used in the monthly abstract journal Highwaycovering test results on the crashworthiness and safety of Safety Literature and are indexed by a key-word-out-of-passenger vehicles upon impact with stationary stru ctures , Context listing, author, corporate author, Contract number,other vehicles , median bernn, and curbs. Individual reports and report number.on air bag restraints and bumper tests are excluded, Anthro-

pomorphic tests, computerized simulation, mathematical
models , and scale model studies are included. Citations
refer to specified makes of automobiles in a number of MODAL ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIScases, (Also see Nos. 199,201)

78-206 78-208
Automobile Impact Test.. Vol . 2. 1973-August 1977 Random Decrement Technique for Modal ldentif ica-
(A Bibliography with Abstract.) t ion of Structures
G.H. Adams S.R. Ibrahim
National Technical Information Service , Springfield , Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk , VA , J. Spacecraft and
VA ., Rept. No. NTIS/PS-77/0734 /2GA , 135 pp Rockets , 14 ( 11), pp 696-700 (Nov 1977) 5 figs ,
(Sept 1977) (Supersedes NTIS/PS-76/0 694 , and 4 tables , 7 refs
NTIS/PS-7 5/651) 130 refs

Key Words: Random excitation , Random decrement tech-
Key Words: Collision research (automotive). Bibli ographies nique , Space stations

This bibliography continues test ,e.ults on the crashworthi- An algorithm is developed to obtain the free responses of
ness end safety of passenger vehicles upon impact w ith a structure from its random responses, due to some unknown
stationary st ruct ures, other vehicles, median berms , and or known random Input or inputs , using the random de-
curbs. Indiv idual reports are excluded on air bag restraInts Cremen t techniqu e without changing time co rrelation be-
and bumper tests. The responses of vahide stru ctural com- tween signals. The algorithm is tested using random responses
ponen ts are studied in disp lacement and strain measu rements , from a “generalized payload” model and from the “ space
and in detailed examinations of permanently deformed corn- shuttle ” model . The resu lting free responses are then used
ponents , following individual tests. Research involves vehicle to identif y the modal characteristics of the two systems.
impacts front to fron t , lateral , at angl es, and Ons ide, as wel l The method is limited to structures that are linear or have
as collisions involving poles, bridge parapets , highway struc- small nonlinearities .
su re., and safety and test barriers. Anthropomorphic tests
are described using experimental test vehicles, rocket pro-
pelled sleds, and safety herness. Computerized s imulation ,
mathematical models , and scale model studies are also
described.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
78-207
Bianpers
L F)ynn GENERAL
Technica l Services Div ., National Highway Traffic (Also see Nos . 218 , 301, 342, 373, 374)
Safety Admin., Washington, D.C., Rept. No. SB-18,
DOT-HS-802 482, 129 pp (July 1977)
PB-271 236/2GA 78-209

Asaeassnent of Ship Dynam ics Programs for Poasable
Key Words: Coll ision resaerch (automotive), Bumper., Integration into the Integrated Ship Design SyatemBibliographies R. Cross and B. Thomson
The bibliography represents literature acquired sinc. the Computation Mathematics/Logistics Dept., David W.
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Taylor Naval Ship Res . and Dev . Center , Bethesda, N H Reddingius
MD., Rept. No. CMD-76- 22 . 134 pp (Apr 1976) Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Canoga Park . CA. ,
AD~A043 174 12GA Rept. No, BBN~34O9. AMRL,-TR~73-1O8~App-Add- 1,

30 pp (May 1977)
Key Words: Ships, Comp uter programs AD-A042 143/8GA

The Integrat ed Ship Design System CISOS ). is in develo p- Key Words: Comp uter programs , Aircraft noise
ment to permit prelimina ry sh ip design to be accomplished
using interact ive computing. Currently ISOS does not address This report outlines modifications to NOISEMAP 3.2 and
ship dynamics and this report explores programs in this a user oriented description of a NOISEMAP date screening
discipline for incl usion in ISOS. A literature search was prog ram called DATASCREEN. Changes to NOISEMAP
performed to identify, classify, and tabulate computer pro -inducle: new identif icat ion options for the FLTTRK , DE-
grams involvi ng ship dynamics. The search included programs PART , and RNPPAD cards; option to print only those
addressing motion prediction , added resistance in waves , pages from PRPLOT, AR PLOT, DMPGRD, or PRINT cards
slamming, deck wetness , and maneuvering for displacement that contain parts of a contour; option to reduce the numbe r
hul ls , hydrofoil. , surface effect ships, air cushion vehicles, of aligom ent pages; optIon to suppress the listings of SEL
planing hulls, and catamerans . Candidate programs were profiles; interface with GPCP is no longer restricted to a
analyzed with respect to their input data requirements and grid spacing of 1000 feet or less; addition of the CLEAR
the relationship of these requirements to the flow of data keyword that will expunge all entries In the library. The
among ex isting design programs of the Integrated Ship Design new program, DATASCREEN, provides an improved sum-
System (ISOS), end two dynam ics progr ams for dis place- mary, improved error diagnostics , and sdditional graphic
ment hulls are recommended for integration into 1508. outputs. A deck prepared for DATASCREEN will be ac-

cepted by NOISEMAP. The purpose of DATASCREEN is
to provide the user with an efficient screening pr ogram to

78-2 10 use In preparing a data deck for Ldn contours.
A Guide to Use of the XWAVE Program. Part 1.
Radiated Pressures from Vibrating Structures
F.M. Henderson 78-212
David. W. Taylor Naval Ship Res. and Dev. Center, Rotorcraft Flight Simulation with Coupled Rotor
Bethesda, MD , Rept. No. DTNSRDC-77 0041- Aeroelaatic Stability Analysis. Vol. 1. Engineer’s
Pt-i , 112 pp (July 1977) Manual
AD.A042 663/5GA T.T. McLarty

Bell Helicopter Textron , Fort Worth , TX , Rept.
Key Words: Computer programs , Submerged structures, No. 699-099-022, USAAMRDL-TR-41A , 347 pp
Underwater sound (May 1977)

AD-A042 462/2GAXWAVE is a computer program far calculating steady-state
pressures in an infinite fluid exterior to a dosed, arbitrary
shaped structural surface for wh ich a normal velocity die- Key Words: Computer programs, Helicopter rotors, Maths-
tribut ion ha. been determined. The velocity distribution matical models
is considered to result from a vibrational motion of the
surface. The program offers a variety of capabilities in- This report consists of three volumes end documents the
dudin g: automatic generation of surface acoust ic modal, current version in the C81 fam ily of roto rcreft fl ight simule-
for certain surface. of revolution; automatic generation of tion programs developed by Bell Helicopter Textron. This
several types of velocity boundary condition; an option for version of the digi ta l comp uter program is referred to as
incorporat ing structure-fluid interaction effects through use AGAJ76 . The accompanying program for calculati ng fully-
of surface mobility data; and use of Input date to dyn irni- coupled rotor blade mode shapes I. called 0N9100. The first
c.lly allocate comp uter core storag, for arrays. Three calcula- volume , the Engineer ’s Manual, presents an overview of the
tlons illustrate XWAVE deli conf lpurations and acme appil- comp uter program capab ilities plus discussions for the
catlons to probl ems Involving vib rating stru ctural surface,, background and development of the principle mathematic al

models in the progr am. The models discussed include all
those currently In the program.

78-211
Community Noise Ezpoaure Resulting from Air-
craft Operations, NOISEMAP Computer Program 78-213
Operation Manual Addendum for Version 3.3 of DRAJN-TA BS: A Computer Program for Inelastic
NOISEMAP Earthquake Response of Three-Dimensional Building.
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R. Guendeiman-lsraei and G.H. Powell 78-215
Earthquake Engrg. Res. Center . California Univ., The Dependence of the Changes of die Natural
Berkeley , CA ., Rept. No. UCB/EERC-77/08 , 147 pp Vibrations of the Body of a Guitar on the Number
(Mar 1977) and Distribution of the Ribs on the Fined Resonance
Sponsored by the Ford Foundation, New York Board. I
PB.270 693/5GA JO. Jovicic

Faculté d’Elect rot echnique de I’Univ ersité de Bet-
Key Words : Computer programs, Earthquake response, grade, Acustica , 38 (3), pp 175-179 (Sept 1977)
Buildings 2 figs , 10 refs

(in French)
A computational procedure and computer program for the
inelastic dynamic response analysis of three-dimensional
buildings of essentially arbitrary configuration ii described. Key Words: Musical instrumen ts , Natu ral vibration, Acoustic
The building is idealized as a series of independent plane resonance
substructures interconnected by horizont al rigid diaphragms.
The structure idealization is explained , and the com putat ion- It I. known that the sound spectra of the guitar shows
at procedure and computer prog ram logic are described , appreci able change If there is alteration in the number and
Instructions to be followed when adding new elements to distribution of the ribs on the resonance board. The best
the program are presented. A computer pr ogram user’s guide conditions for resonance are given by the body having a
and an illustrative example are included , large number of natural vibrations in the frequency domain

encomp assing all the harmonics of the string s, In this paper
the changes in the natural vibrations of the body are exam-
ined by contrast with the amplitude/frequency.

ENVIRONMENTS
78-216
The Role of Radial Ribs on the Resonance Board of
the Guitar. IL Their Effect on the Nodal Lines of
the Board (Holographic Study)

ACOUSTIC J .O. Jovicic
(Also see Not 210,211,257, 262, 295. 340, Faculté d’Electrotechnique de l’Université de Bel-

341 .343,344,350,354 ) grade, Acustica , 38 (3), pp 180-185 (Sept 1977)
51 figs , 11 refs

78-2 14 
(In French )

Layer Potentials and Acoustic Diffraction Key Words: Musical instruments. Acoustic resonance,P,J .T. Filippi Reson.nt response. Holographic techniques
Laboratoire de Mecanique et d’Acoust ique, Centre
National de Ia Recherche Scientifique , 13274 Mar- The electroacoustic method has been used to determine the

seille Cedex 2. France, J . Sound Vib,, 54 (4) pp 473 resonant acoustic responses of the body of a guitar, whose

500 ‘Oct 22 1977’ 11 V ~) ~~ 
upper board had entail ribs, and the natural oscillations and

- , Igs. tab es, re s their frequencies were found end their amplitude frequency
characteristics recorded. A new method of exciting the board

Kay Words: Acoustic diffraction through sinusoidal oscillation. by electromagnetic excitation
see. used, at frequencies corresponding to those of SIte

Various more or less classical layer potential representations natural body oscillati on , the Interference figures on the
of the diffracted acoustic field within an enclosure or eater- resonance board ~~.e recorded by the holographic inter-
nal to an obstacle are discussed. It Is shown that It is always feromater method. The dianges were observed in the appear-
possible to find such a representation which y ields to an and, of the insevfe ’enca fIgures a. a funct ion of the exciting
Integral equation equivalent to the partial derivative bound- force, of the frequency of excitation and of th increess In
avy value problem: that Is, th. conditions of existenc. and the number of assai l rib. attached to the resonance board.
uniqueness of the solution are the same In both formulations,
Several numerical experiments are reported, which show that
simple and reasonably inexpensive techniques provide pra-
dictions of the acoust ic field, or of he elq.nfrequenclea, 78-217
with an accuracy sufficient for acoustical engineering per- Model of Aircraft Noise Adaptation
PO5~L I K. Dempsey , GD. Castes . and J .M. Cswthorn



Langley Res . Center, NASA , Langley Station, VA., (Apr 1977)
Rept. No. NASA-TM-74052, 63 pp (July 1977) AD-A041 674/3GA
N77-30747

Key Words : Aircraft noise. Noise prediction, Human re-
Kay Words: Aircraft noise, Human response sponse, Computer programs

Development of an aircraft noise adaptation modal, which The NOISEMAP predictive procedure is used to describe the
would account for much of the variability In the responses noise environment around airbases end thereby aid airbase

of subjects participating In human response to noise aspen - planners to prevent community encroachment limiting the

ments, was studied. A description of the modal development effectiveness of the Installation. This report delineates the

Is presented. The principal concept of the modal, was the rss.tlts of measurements made over one to three week Periods
determination of an aircraft adaptation level wisicis represents at four Air Force airbases to acquire the data needed to
an ..nnoysnce calibration for each Individual, Results ~~5Ø%~45~~ 

validate and/or modify the noise predictive elgorithms in
a direct correlation between noise level of the stimuli and NOI$EMAP for takeoff, landing, traffic pattern, and ground
annoyance reactions. Attitud.-personality var iables seer, runup operations. In general, the algorithms currently used
found to account for varying annoyance judgaments. in NOISEMAP provided predictions that agreed well with

measured data, It was found the obtaining accurate data on
aircraft operational procedures (engine power settings.
airspeeds, and flight paths) was essential.

78-218
Further Sensitivity Studies of Community-Aircraft
Noise Esipoenre (NOISEMAP) Prediction Procedures 78-2w
O.E. Bishop, T.C. Dunderdale, RD. Horonjeff , and Costs and National Noise hnpact of Feasible Solu-
J.F . Mills lion Set. for Reduction of Airport Noise
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Canoga Park, CA , HG . Meindi, L.C. Sutherland, H. Spiro, C, Bartel, and
Rept . No. BBN-3295, AMRL-TR-76- 116 , 88 pp I). P~~(Apr 1977) Wy te Labs., El Segundo, CA., Rept. No, WR-75-9,
AD-A04 1 781/6GA EPA-230/3-77/017, 278 pp (Feb 1976)

PB-269 749/8GA
Key Words: Aircraft noise, Human response, Computer
programs

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise reduction , Airp orts
This report describes the results of studie, of the sensitivity
of the noise exposure contours to various model parameters The Isu rpose of this study was to determine the effect ive-
and assumptions presently In the NOISEMAP procedure. ness and costs assoc iated with feasible solution alternatives
The areas within Day/Night Level contours for ten Air for the reduction of cumulative noise Impact from airport
Force airbasas incraseed by 11(0 40 percent when the noi,i and aircraft operstlons. Effectiveness of the various noise
measure was adjusted for the presence of pure tones. The reduction methods was evaluated In terms of noise impact
contou r areas for typical mIxed fighter, bomber/tanker, ares, population, and land and housi ng value data determined
and training airbaees were reduced by 3 to 11 percent by for IndivIdual airports, three representative airport cate-
substitution of the ME algorithms for ground-to-ground gories, and 514 aIr carrier airpo rts. These data, in conlunction
propagation and treneltion modal., whereas adding the with cost factors associated with the various noise reduction
fuselage shielding algorithm reduced the contour area. by schemes, provide the parameters by which on economic
13 to 22 percent. Since there is little firm evidence showing imPact a.sewnern can be conducted.
one set of algorithms more accurate than the other, the
present IIOISEMAP models will be retained until furthertechnical analysis or new data show a clear basis for altera-
tion. 78-221

Vehicle Noise Radiation, Effective Height and Fr.-
quency Meuuresnenta

78-219 R.N. Foss
Validation of Aircraft Noise Exposers Predict ion Applied Physics Lab., Washington Univ., Seattle.

WA ., Rapt. No. APL-UW-76 15, RPR- 24.4 , 30 pp
H. Seidn’tan, P .O. Horon~eff , and D.E. Bishop (Aug 1976)
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Canoga Park , CA, Sponsored by Washington State Dept. of Highways
Rept No. BBN-3299 , AMRL -TR-78-111 , 87 pp PB-269 585/6GA
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Key Words : Ground vehicles, Noise measurement, Me.- turbine pressure ratio, blade-row chokIng, and additional
surement techniques downstream stages were determined, Preliminary Identi-

f icat ion of pertinent aeroecoustic correlating parameters
Actual vehicle measurements indicate that the best single was made.
frequency approximation for ‘A’ weighted noise 1.650 Hz,
For light vehicles, the effective source height 1.0.2 m (0.7 It)
above the lane surface . For heavy vehicles, the effective
source heig ht is 0.8 m (2.6 It) above the lane surface.

78-224
Progress in Shock Absorber Oil Technology
A. Dalibert78-222
ESSOS.A,F., France, SAE Paper No. 770859, 12 pp.On the Rok of Aerodynanic.ll y Generated Sound
12 figs, 1 tablein Detetm isung Way ide Noise Levels from High

Speed Trains
Key Words: Shock absorbers, Lubrication, Noise generation,W.F . King, Ill DampingInslitut f . Turbuienzforschung, Deutsche Forschungs-

und Versuchsanstalt 1. Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V ,, Shock absorber oils have to satisfy , with the mechanical
1 Berlin 12, Germany, J. Sound Vib., 54 (3), pp 361- devIce of the shock absorber, a certain number of technical
378 (Oct 8, 1977) 7 figs , 51 refs targets to ensure satisfactory behavior when in service on the

car. This paper details the technical requirements for the
oil with respect to the following properties: damping diagram

Key Words: High speed transportation. Railroad tra ins, verSus viscosity temperature dependence, shear stability,
Interaction: rail-wheel, Noise generation biphesic flow; antlwear properties to avoid lateral seizure

between pisto n and cylinder (critical in MacPherson-type
The relative contributions of aerody namic and wheel/rail suspensions); oxidation stabilIty; and low noise generation,nois , to railw ay wayside noise levels are not well unders tood .
Methods for predicting these contributions discussed in this
paper indude Ii) an equation for turbulent boundary layer
noise (the minimum ways ide noise l, (ill an empirical formula
for total aerody nam ic noise based on airframe noise studi es,
and (iii) the Peters equation for wheel /rail interaction noise. 78-225
Comparisons are made between predicted and measured Coherence and Phase Techniquee Applied to Noisenoise ls,els for (I) a buo~ant vehicle, (ii) the Linear Induction
Motor Research Vehicle (LIMRV) , end (iii) a magnetically Diagnosis in the NASA Ames 7 Times 10-Foot Wind
levitated vehicle. Tunnel No. 1

J.F, Wilby, A.G. Piersol, P.E. Rentz , and T.D. Schar-
ton
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Canoga Park , CA.,78-223
Rept No. NASA-CR-152039; BBN-3559, 62 ppAttenuat ion of Ups(rean’Guaerated Low Frequency 
(July 1977)Noiae by Gas Turbines N77-30905V .L. Doyle and R . K . Matta

Aircraft Engine Group, General Electric Co., Even-
dale , OH ., Rapt. No. NASA-CR-135219; R77AEG- Key Words: Noise generation , Fans, Wind tunnel tests,

Experimental data
482 , 232 pp (Aug 1977)
N77 28122 Measurements have been made of coher nce and phase

spectra for the acoustic field in a subsonic wind tunnel. The
Kay Words: Gas turbine engines, Aircraft noise, Engine data are interpreted in terms of simpl e analytical models for

propagating and diffuse noise fields , including the presencenoise, Model testing 
of uncorrelated noise signals. It is found that low frequency
noise propagates upstre am and downstream from the fan,The acoustic transfer functions i,f low frequency (below with the noIse in the test section arrivi ng In the upstream3500 Hz) noise through aircraft tsart,lvieS ware ~~~~~• direction, High frequency sou nd Is generated In the test

Model test retults were compared with theoretical predict ions 
~~~ion and propagates upstream and downstresm. In theIn order to assess the valid ity of the theory. Component low frequency range, the ratio of diffuse to propagatingtaets were conducted on both high pressure and low pressure energy is about eight for all locetions in the test section,

modal turbines. The Influence of inlet temperature and tur- dIffuser, and settling chamber; the value of the ratio Increasesbine speed attenuation was evaluated, whIle she effects of with baque~~~.
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PERIODIC resonance with the higher natural frequency twice the lower
natura l frequency, having nonlinear characteristic of seco nd
•nd third order polynomials of the displacements, sub(ected
to harmon ic excitation, is discussed. Steady forced vibrations

78-226 are investigated in tfl e vicini ty of the higher resonance point
Impact Vibration of a Bar of the system. It Is show n that the results of the theoretical
U. Bjorkenstam analysis agree with those of an analog computer.
Dept of Mech. Engrg., Linkoping Univ., S-581 83.
Linkoping. Sweden. Intl. J. Mech. Sci ., 19 (8),
pp 471-481 (1977) 8 figs , 16 rets SEISMIC

(Also see No~ 213, 339, 342)
Key Words: Bars, Periodic excitation , Pneumatic tools

This paper treats the motion and dynamic stability of a bar 78-229
having constant stiffness and mass distrib ution when sub- Elastic Earthquake Analysis of Torsionally Coupledjected to a periodic driving force, a distributed and linear . -

damping force and impact forces due to its motion and Multsstorey Buildings
operation (such as would occur on, e.g. the hammer in a C.L. Kan and A K .  Chopra
rock drilling machine). Comparisons have been made between Univ . of California , Berkeley , CA.. Intl. J. Earthquake
the characteristics of a bar operated by either pneumatic Engr . Struc. Dynam , 5 (4), pp 395-412 (Oct-Dec
or hydraulic means. 1977) 4 figs, 9 tables , 6 refs

Key Words: Multistory buildings . Seismic response, Per-
RANDOM turbetion theory

With the aid of perturbation analys is of vibration frequencies
and mode shapes it Is shown that any lower vibration mode

78-227 ot a rorsionaf ly coupled building may be approximated
Hannonic Relationthips Among Random Variables as a linear combination of three vibration modes of the
D.A. Swick corre sponding torsion ally uncoupled system (a system with
Naval Research Lab., Washington, D.C. 203~75 coincident centers of mass and resistance but all other

SIAM J Ap I Math 33 (3) 490-498 (Nov properties are identical to the actual system): one trans la-P~ — tionsi mode along each of the two principal axes of resis-
1977) 6 figs, 1 ref tance and one mode in torsional vibrat ion. This result pro-

vides the motivatIon for a simpler - relative to the standard-
Key Words: Random vibratIon procedure for analyzing the response of torsionally coupled

multistorey buildings to earthquake grou nd motion . To
The approximate probability that m random variables out illustra te the application and accuracy of this procedure two
of a set of n uniformly and independently distributed on numerical examples are presented.
(a, bI are harmonically related to within a tolerance of
t OOtS hap been calculated. The results Indicate the need
for accuracy in measurement if accid.nt*l harmonIc rela-
tionships are to be avoided. 78-230

Dynastic Properties of Mass Concrete
K. L. Saucier

78-228 Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
On the Internal Resonance in a Nonlinear Two- Vicksburg, MS., Rapt . No. WES-M P-C-77-6, CTIAC-
Degree.of-Freedom System 23, 27 pp (June 1977)

T. Vamamoto, K . Yasuda, and i. Nagasaka AD.A043 004/IGA
Nagoya Univ., Chikusa-ku , Nagoya, Japan, Bull.
JSM E 20 (147) pp 1093-1100 (Sept 1977) 8 figs Key Words: Concretes, Earthquake response, Experimental
2 ref s 

‘ date, Earthquake resistant structures

The objective of this study was to determine the tensile
Key Words: Forced vibration, Harmonic excitation strength, cyclical behavior, and stress-strain relationships

for concrete under loading conditions (1-10 Hz) such as
A two’degree-of.freedom vibrating system tuned to intern al could be produced by an earthquake. Dynamic direct tensile
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It
tests and stress-reversal tests were conducted on core samples SHOCK
from two concrete mixtures representative of mass concrete. (Also see P4os . 205. 206, 219, 259, 356, 357)
Test procedures were developed for cyclical loading and
loading to failure in 0.25 to 0.025 sec wh ich represent
one-fourth of a cycle having a frequency of 1 to 10 Hz.
Stress-strain measurements were made on selected specimens. 78-233

Rear-End Crads Characterist ics and Fuel System
Safety
T. Okamoto , F. Shiba ,and M . Yamada78-231
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., Japan, SAE Paper No.Seissnic Response due to Travelling Shear Wave 77081 5, 12 pp. 14 figs , 1 tab le , 4 refsIncluding Sod-Structure Interaction with Base-Mat

Uplift Key Words: Collision research (automot ive)J.P. Wolf
Electrowatt Engineering Services, Ltd., Zurich , This paper explains the characteristics of vehicle body
Switzerland, Intl. J. Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynam , deformation in rear-end collisions and discusses a simplified
5 (4), pp 337-363 (Oct - Dec 1977) 18 figs , 5 table s , method for controlling vehicle body crush modes, including

21 refs the prevention of fuel tank crushing by lowering the stiffness
of its support.

Key Words: Interaction: soil -structure , Nuclear reactors ,
Seismic rsspon,e

78-234
The seismic response due to a traveling shear wave is inves- Whole Body Response of the H ybrid UI Anthropo-t iguted. The resulting input consists of a trans lational- and a
torsi onal-acceleration tens history, which depend on the morphic Teat Device
ratio of the wavelength to the dimension of the footing. N.M. Alem, J.8. Benson, and J.W. Melvin
A nuclear reactor building Is used for illustration. Highway Safety Research Inst., Michigan Univ.,

Ann Arbor , Ml., Rept. No. UM-HSRI-77-10 , 226 pp
(Feb 28, 1977)

78-232 P8-268 70218GA
Errors in Response Calculations for Non-Classically
Damped Stinch~~ 

Key Words: Collision research (automotive), Anshropo-
morphic dummiesGB.  Warburton and S R . Soni

Dept . of Mach . Engrg., Univ. of Nottingham, Notting- The objectives of thi s project are to obtaIn whole body
ham, UK . Intl. J. Earthquake Engr . Struc . Dynam ,, kinemat ic response of the GM Hybrid.lll anthropomorphic
5 (4), pp 365-376 (Oct -Dec 1977) 2 figs. 4 tabies, test device (GM SOX 4403) under controlled test conditions
8 ref s which represent realist ic automotive impact environments

This report presents the me data and analysis results of
9 tests conducted at 3 impact severity levels. The test pro-

Key Words: Damped stru ctures , Seismic response, Modal toed end mathamatical basis for the data analysis were
damping developed for the Whole Body Response Research program.

The classical normal mode method of determining response
is extremely useful for pract ical calculations, but depend,
upon the dumping matrix being orthogonal with respect to 78-235
the modal vectors. Approximations that allow the method Tolerante and Response of the Knee-Femur-Pelvisto be used when this condition is not satisfied have been
suggested; the simplest approach is to neglect off-diagonal Complex to Axial Impact
terms in th, triple matrix product formed from the J.W. Melvin and R.L. Stainaker
and modal matrices. In thIs piper the errors In response Highway Safety Research Inst., Michigan Univ.,
caused by this approximation are determined for several Ann Arboi- , MI , Rapt . No. UM-HSRI-76- 33, 52 pp
simple structures for a wide range of damping parameters 

(~~~~~~ 1976)
and different types of excitation. Based on these results P8-260 05Q/2GAa criterion, relatIng modal damping and natural frequencies,
is formulated; If this is satisfied, the errors In response
caused by this diagonalizasIon procedure are within accept. Kay Words: Collision ...a.~h (automotive), Human me-

limits. iponse
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The report is intended to def ins the tolerance and response elastic bellows enclosing the medium which transfers the
of the human patal la-femur -pelvis complex to ax ial impact shock waves. The advantages and limitations of the method
force applied to the knee of seated vehicle occupants. The are explained by examples , and details are given of materials
retuits of direct impact and driving point impedance mae- and construction of Is, tool, which can withstand the
sursm.nis of the flexed legs of eatad unembolmed human heavy stresses imposed by shock waves.
cadavers is presented. A total of 58 individual impact tests
to the knees of cadavers were conducted for various impact
test conditions — rigid, lightly padded and thickly padded
impact surfaces. Accident investigation data analysis is used 78-238
as an aid to interpreting the test resu lts . Shock Wave Attenuation by Perforated Plates with

Various Hole Sizes
C. Kingery, R. Pearson, and G. Coulter

78.236 Baliistic Research Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground,
On Uncoupling Stn.c ture-Fluid Interaction Problems MD , Rept. No. BRL-MR-2757 . 55 pp (June 1977)
Status Report on the 1OCA AD AO41 854/1 GA
1-4 1-i. Bleich , F .L. DiMagglo, D. Ranlet , and M .L.
Baron Key Words : Plates, Perforations, Shock wave attenuation
Weidlirtger Associates, NY . 23 pp (May 1977)
AD A043 3~~’~”A 

Result. are presented for a sit of experiments designed to
- determine the attenuat ion of shock waves passing through

perforated plates as a function of peak ovempressure and
Key Words : Interaction: fluid-structure, Submerged stiuc- hole size for a given percentage of plate area vented . The
tures. Explosion effects venting hol e size was varied . The perforated plates were

exposed to shock waves in a 4-inch (10.2 cm) shock tuba
A co ncerted effort has been made to analyze submerged over a range of peak shoc k overpressuras from 200 psi
structures under explosive loadings, by utilizing the Doubly (1379 kPa) down to 48ps 1 (331 kPs).
Asymptotic Approx imation IDAA), to account for the
st ructure.ft uid interaction. The DAA yields exact ruiults
for high and low frequencies and produces s smooth tr5nsi~tion between these lim its. Since a more accurate fit st inter-
mediate frequencies may prove to be important in some
problems of interest, the DAA may prove to be inadequate
In some cases. The Inertial-Dampin g Collocation Approxima - PHENOMENOLOGYlion IIOCA ), give, exact resu lts for low , high, *nd selected
intermediate frequencies, and as suds represents a poter tial
improvement over the DAA.

78-237 DAMPING
Studses on Shock Wave Ge~eratio. . Material Stree. (Also see Nos. 224,232,321. 373, 374)
and Technology of the Hydrospark Method
J. Hammann, 0. MSu, D. Scheible , and H. Seiffert
Abt . Fert igu ngstethn ische Entwicklung 2, Siemens 78.239
AG., NUremberg, West Germany, Rapt. No. BMFT. Lead and Stab~ity Meaauremrnta on a Soft-Inplaae
F B-T-76-78 . 96 pp (Dec 1976) Rotor System Incorporating EI.atomenc Lead-Lag
(In German) Dampers
N77-29523 W.H. Weller

Langley Res . Center . NASA . Langley Station , VA.,
Kay Words: Shock waves Rept . No. NASA-TN-D-8437; L-11315 . 70 pp (July

1977)
The hydu’ospark method and Its econom ical application to Sponsored by the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Lab
production were studied. lnveedgst lone of Ilis(fl transfer N77-28112
from undwwatur wire explosions form the basis for the
development of optimally effIcient ignition devIces vary
rapidly replaceable. The product ion time was reduced to Key Words: Helicopter rotors, Elastomers, Model testing.
economical values by means of a me type of tool, I.e., an Damping
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An experimental investigation was conducted of the dynamic mode configuration is considered. In part icular, the coupled
response and inpisne stability associated with a nwa soft- transient problem is formulated. Numerical results are
inpiene helicopter rotor. The unique feature of this rotor obtained to Illustrat , the nature of the electrical outputs of

Was the use of an internal elestomeric damper to restrain rectsngular specimens of these materials subjected to t ime
the blade inpiane motion about the lead-lag hinge. The dependent mechanical boundary loads.
properties of the elastomer were selected to provide both a
nominal first inplane frequency ratio of 0.65 end sufficient
damping to eliminate the need for additional external damp-
ing sou rces to prevent ground resonance on a typical fus elage FATIGUE
structure. For this invest igation a I /5-scale aeroelastic model
was used to represent the motor. The four-blade model had
a diameter of 3.05 m (10 ft ) and a solidity of 0.103. The 78-242first out-of-plane frequency ratio was 1.06. The model was
tested in hover end in fo ,ward fli ght up to an advance ratio Realistic Fatigue Modeling of Vibrati ng Mechanical
of 0.45. At each forward speed the rotor lift was varied up Str uctur es
to simulated maneuver conditions. J.N. Tait

Naval Air 0ev. Center , Warminster , PA ., J. Environ.
Sci., 20 (6), pp 12-16 (Nov/Dec 1977) 2 figs , 5 tables,

78-240 4 ref s

Energy Dissipation in Rotary Structural Joints
R.S.H. Richardson and H. Nolle h ey Words: Fatigue , Mathematical model s, Coulomb fric-

Dept. of Mach. Engrg., Monash Univ ., Clayton, tion,Vi5cous damping

Victoria 3168. Australia , J. Sound Vib. , ~~ ~~~~~ A study program to determine the relation ships between
pp 577 5~~ (Oct 22, 1977) 9 figs , 7 refs vibrato ry energy and fatigue involving viscous and coulomb

dampers was conducted. The most difficult task has been
Key Words : Joints (junct ions), Coulomb friction , Energy to identify the degradation character Istics of damping and
dissipation natural frequency, and to inco rporate them into the mathe-

matical models in a realistic manner. This paper presents a
Many structures and mechanical assemblies are held together summary of the application of theoretical study to the
by connect ions containi ng two fric tion sur faces in contact laborato ry test results , and the failure energy correlation
u nder the action of a constant clamping force. When the resulting from comp ute r processi ng of the mathematical
structure is vibrating the external load act ing on the joint models.
is a time-dependent moment about an axis normal to the
contact surfaces. Frict ion jo ints of this type co nstitute a
wall-defined source of damping in vibrating structures. The FLUID
join t is analyzed theoretically by means of principles an. (Also see Nos. 236, 277 , 278 , 287)
logous to those used in the Panovko model of the ax ially
loaded lap joint. Complete moment-rosatlon and energy loss
characteristics are obtainad. 78-243

Structu ral Response Under Turbulent Flow Excite-

E LASTIC V K . Lin
Inst. of Sound and Vibration Roe., Univ . of South-

78-241 ampton , UK , Rapt. No. ISVR-TR-80 , 52 pp (Aug
Normal Mode Responses of Linear Piesoeleetric 1976)
Materials with Hexagonal Symmetry Sponsored by the Science Research Counci l
P J Chen and ST.  Montgom ery N77 29566
Sandia Laboratories. Albuquer que , NM 87115,
Intl J Solid ct ~~ ~~~~ QA7f l~~~ ~~~~~~~ 

Key Words : Random vibration , Fluid-induced excItation,
S ruc . ~ . PP .‘ ‘ Aircraft, Panels, BuIldings, Wind-Induced excitation

5 f qt f~ rnfs

Three problems of random vibration are discussed. In each
sy Words I’4onssal modes, Ceramics, Piezoal.ctriclty case the external excitation is a turbulent flow. An airplane

flyIng Into atmospheric turbulence and a panel-like structure
The dynamic dectromechenlcal responses of linear pisso. exposed to boundary-layer pressure fluctuatIon, are treated
aleatric materials with hexagonal symmetry in the normal as linear problems.

~~~ 
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78-244 Key Words: Vortex-Induced excitation , Mathematical
Vehicle-Induced Gust Loads on Aluminum Overhead model

S~ n Structures A theoretical and experimental study was carried out on a
J.B. Zell vortex oscillator which ha~ a double input vortex chamber
Engrg. and Research and Development Bureau, New (i.e. a confined vortex oscIllator). A mathematical model for
York State Dept. of Transportat ion, Albany, NY , the oscillator Is proposed and examined by experiments.
Rept. No. NY SDOT-ERD-77-SR-55 , FHWA/N’Y S- An oscillator with a single capacity is also examined.

DOT /ERD-77-SR-55. 21 pp (Mar 1977)
Sponsored by the Federal Highway Admin.
PB-269 57517GA SOIL

(See No. 231)
Key Words: Signs, Suspended structures, Wind-induced
excitation

Vehicle-induced gust loads are not included in New York
State ’s design of aluminum overhead sign support structures
and designers have feared that these loads might lead to EXPERIMENTATIONfatigue fallures. This report summarizes the results of a pro-
ject initiated to determine if current design procedures
must be revised, and if existing sign structures sh ould be
inspected for possible damage. Two ex ist ing sign structures
on I 787 in Alb ny were inst rumented and tested. Test
data included st ress range histograms, frequencies of vibra-
tion, and damping coefficients for sign structure vibration
induced by large vehicles, in this case trucks.

DIAGNOSTICS

78-245
Influence of Cavity-Volume Damping on the Stiff-
nese of Air Layers in Double WaIls 78-247
K Gosele and U. Gosele ASME Panel Explores Machinery, Plant-Reliability
Fraunhof er-Gesellsch aft , Iristitut f . Bauphysik . Stutt - Monitoring
gart , Federal Rep . of Germany , Acustica , 38 (3) Oil and Gas J., 75 (50), pp 115-120 (Dec 6, 1977)
pp 159-160 (Sept 1977) 10 figs , 4 refs 

— 
~~ f igs

(In German)
Key Words: Diagnost Ic techniques

Key Words : Panel-cavity response A panel sessIon on reliabilit y monitori ng of machinery and

A long t ender cavity space which is excited by plate flexural plants at the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

waves will have Its stiffness influenced by flow resistance Energy Technology Conference held in Houston is described.
on two Found,: the forced wave excit ed in the air cav ity The penelists discussed vibration instrumentation for corn-

has a large amplitude, when there is no resistance; and, missioning turbomachlnery, application of mini-computers

In the cavIty space limited In length, longitudinal resonances to machinery reliabilIty, the major goals in machinery moni-
appear *hich are less pronounced the larger the resistance . toring , and needed improvements In machinery health

monitoring systems.

78-246 78.248
A Study on the Vortex Osci llator (1st Report: On A Pictorial Guide to the Interpretation of Frequency
a Mathematical Model of a Confined Vortex Os- Spectra
e~ ator) H.J. Bickel
1. Ito, S. Takag i , V . Suernatsu , and A. Honda Nicolet Scientific Corp., Northva le , NJ 07647, Noise
Nagoya Univ., Nagoya , Japan, Bull. JSME, 20 (147), Control , Vib. and Insu l., pp 240-242 (AugfSept

~~ t153-1160 (Sept 1977) l3f igs , 6 refs 1977) 7 figs, 1 ref
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Key Words : Spectrum analysls,Spectrum analyzers,Oiagnos- Mach. Des., 49 (24). pp 146-151 (Oct 20, 1977)
tic techniques

Key Words: Machine diagnostics
Acoustic noise and vibration of a fan provide the illustrations
for this paper. Octave and 1/3-octave acoustic spectra are Future acoustic feedback control systems for detecting
examined. Fine resolution (constant bandwidth) analysIs mactiin malfunctions are described. Present and future
is used to those many of the discrete frequencies present applications to punch presses, monitoring spot-welds, and
in the fan ’s acoustic ‘signature’ Turbulent airflow produces crack detection, are discussed in detail,
a noise-like signal whose average spectrum characteristics
are illustrated.

78-252
Process Machinery Vibration Data Better78-249
V. MaddoxVibration Analyses Can Forestal l Trouble 
General Electric Co., Houston, TX , HydrocarbonW .J. McGuckin and G. Schramm

Vibration Specialty Corp., Philadelphia, PA.. Power Processing. 56 (10). pp 179-184 (Oct 1977) 9 figs,
6 ref sTransm . Des., 19 (10). pp 95-98 (Oct 1977) 3 figs ,

1 table
Key Words: Diagnostic techniques, Diagnostic instruments-
tion

Key Words: Diagnostic techniques
This article presents an over-all survey of data collection,

An integrated program for preventive maintenance of rotat- reduction and reporting techniques and equipment most
ing machinery is described. It Is com posed of tWO p t s  commonly used on rotati ng machInery.
Phase S is preoperetional (design, fabrication, and installa-
tion) and Phase II is operational . It combines today’s tech-
nology with established methods of the past , and provides
the means to monitor, condit ion , record, playback, and 78-253
Interpret signals generated by operating equipment. Predict Problems with Acoustic Incipient Failure

Detection Systems
H.P. Bloch

78-250 Exxon Chemical Co., Baytown, TX , Hydrocarbon
Vibration Watchdogs within Oil. Gas and Chemical Processing, 56 (1), pp 191 -198 (Oct 1977) 10 figs,
Complexes 3 tables, 8 refs
A . Hughes
Industrial Inertia Switch , Ltd., Noise Control , Vib. Key Words: Diagnostic techniques, High frequency reso-
and Insul ., pp 258-260 (Aug/Sept 1977) nance techniques

For early identif ication of failure the defects must be detect-Key Wards: Diagnostic instrumentation ed when they first develop and are quite anal Fortunately,
operati ng noise tends to be concentrated in the low fre-In many practical situations an excess vibration threshold quency range of vibration whIle defect’originatad energymay be all that is required to initiate some maintenance or extends to m uch higher frequencies. These acoustic fra-set sty procedure within the particular Industry. For that quenclas can be measured with electronic instruments Incor-purpose vibration tw itch es are available which are designed porated in a computerized monitoring system. The coatto activate at a preset level of vIbration , detecting the ac- ftact~~ of the application of this technology Is de-celeration forces sod hence the destructive forces present scrlbed and further improvements and systems additionson the medtlne. Two basic designs of vibratIon threshold are discussed.devices are descr ibed. One detects low frequency changes

generally associated with unbalance forces and the other
detects high frequency vibration changes associated with
bearing, coupling misalIgnment gear meshing. etc. 78-2M

Non-Infruui ve Acoustical Diagnostics for Appraising
Pump Conteasinant Wear

78.231 G.E. Maroney and R.K. Tessmann
Co.trolUig Machines by Ear With Acoustic Feedback Fluid Power Res. Center , Oklahoma State Univ., SAE
J. K . Krouse Paper No. 770770, 20 pp. 11 figs, 1 table , 20 rots
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Key Words: Pumps, Diagnostic techniques, Wear ~.cific recommendations for future experimental and
theoretical work.

This paper discusses a non.inttusive acoustical diagnostic
technique for assessing the wear and associated flow degrade-
tion of hydrsislic pumps. The technique utilizes near-field
airborne noise measurements to determine the acoustical 78.257
energy emitted by the pump s? variou s pumping harmonics. The Evaluation of a Sesni Anechoic Chamber Used
Ratios of the pumping harmonic noise levels are transformed for SmalI-E ‘ Sound An Ivacsinto a Noise Wear Index. Data are presented which show the ngine

correlation between the Noise Wear Index and gear pump R.A. Dykstra and D.E. Baxa
contaminant induced wear as indIcated by a degradation of Koh ier Co., SAE Paper No. 770764, 12 pp. 7 figs ,
pump flow performance. The use of the Noise Wear Index 20 refs
for diagnosing system infirmities and improving system
reliability is discussed. . . -Key Words: Anecho ic chambers, Acoustic tests, Engine

noise

EQUIPMENT This paper discusses the acoustical response characteristics
of Kohler Co.’s semi-snechoic chamber. The chember is first(Also see No. 202) . ,evaluated as a system . Then , so ans 1ys is of the room s sound
absorptive wedges is discussed.

78-255
Shock Test System at Anny Electronic Proving 

78.258

Test 38 (3/4), p 14 (Oct/Nov 1977) Computer-Controlled Multiple-Actuator Shaker Of-
— icr. Versatile Test Capabilities

D,K. FisherKey Words: Test facilit ies, Test equipment . .Lawrence Livermore Lab., California Univ., Liver-
A shock testing machine by Lansmont Corporation, corn- more , CA ., Rept. No. tJ CIO-17347, 13 pp (Jan 20,
bined with a SMART system by Eodevco at the U.S. Army 1977)
Elect ron ic Proving Ground is described. N77-29 1 ~~

Key Words: Tett facilities , Computer -aided techniques .
FACILITIES Shakers. Shock tests, Vibration tests

(Also see Nos. 255, 318)
A multi ple-actuator shaker facility is being used for such
studies as shock and vibration tests of roc ket motors , seimsic
qualification of a turbine-generstor set, and performance
analysis of the rock bolts used in mine-tunnel constru ct Ion.

78-256 CapabilitIes include the safe testing of hazardous materials
The Outlook for Sinulation of Forward Flight and explosives. The comp uter ized control system permits
Effecta on Air craft Noise the shaker to be easily adapted to nonstandard shock and
D.G. Crighton , J.E. F . Williams , and IC. Cheeseman vibration tests.
Univ. of Leeds, UK , J. Aircraft , 14 (11 ) ,  pp 111 7.
11 25 (Nov 1977) 2 tables . 23 refs

78-259
Key Words: Test facilities, Aircraft noise International Symposium on Military A pplications

of Blast Sinulation (5th)
This paper offers a wide-ranging examination of the fo nda- W .G. Soper
mental iwes behInd recent efforts to devise means by which
fotwerd flight effects on aircraft noise may be simulated Office of Naval Research, London , UK , Rept. No.
In grou nd-based facilities. Theoretical prediction s of cugist ONRL-C-6- 77 , 10 pp (June 1977)
effects for simple configurations are noted. The advantages AD-A042 575/1GA
and disadvantages of various typ a of simulat ion facility are
set out, and the features of possible noise sources and pro- Key Words: Shock tubes. last facilities
pegstlon mathanlans are tabulated . Opinions are then given
as to how these sources and mechanism. may best be simu . A review Is given of papers presented at the subject Sympo-.
Sated. The paper conc ludes with both g.neral and very slum, wh ich was held in Stoclthoim, Sweden, 23-26 May
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1977. Principal emphasis in the review is placed on advances TECHNIQUES
in shock tube design, new inetnimentation, and the use of (Also see Not 221 , 338.359,363)
scale models in blast rexearch. Several short shock-tubes
driven by sources in paralis~ are described, and the success
of cube-root scaling of magazine explosions and blast cra ter-
ing is discussed. 

-The National Mcansresnent System for Acoustics
O S. Pallett and M.A. Cadoff
National Bureau of Standards, Washington , D.C..I.~~TRUMENTA u.~.,~ s/v . Sound Vib., 11 (10). pp 20-31 (Oct 1977)
4 figs , 2 tables, 3 refs

78-260 Key Words: Measurement tech niques , ACOUStIC measurement
Underwater Hehnboltz-Reeonator Transducers: Gen-
eral Design Princi ples The emphasis of the study of the National Measurement
R.S. Woo llen System for Acoustics has been to determine the adequacy
New London Lab., Naval Underwater Systems Ctr., of these important physical measurements and to promote

~,‘ ~~~
. ~~~~ improvements within the measurement system. The relevantNew London , CT ., Rept . No. ~U~~,-T 

~~~~~~~ physical quantities are indicated, and the interactions oocu rr-46 pp (July 5. 1977) ing betwesn participants as well as the roles of acoustical
AD-A043 359/9GA standardization institutions are specified. Finally, the status

end trends of the System and the N8S role in adapting to
Key Words : Helmholtz resonators, Acoustic measuring changing technology are discussed .
instruments, Underwater sound

The object of the present study was to investigate more
general configur ations for Helmholtz resonators and to
evolve optimum designs. Primary interest was in developi ng (See No. 216)
a new approach to generating sound at frequencies below
100 Hz, where existi ng capabilities were very limited. A
design procedure for disk-driven Helmho ltz resonator s is
outlined.

COMPONENTS
78.261
Ezpesinental Sdiesne for Analyzing the Dynamic
Behavior of Electroacouatic Tranaducers
O.P. Egolf and R.G. Leonard
Auditory and Elect roaco ustics Research Group, Dept. BEAMS. STRINGS , RODS, BARS
of Electrical Erigrg., Univ . of Wyoming, Laramie,
WY 82070 , J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 62 (4), pp 1013-
1023 (Oct 1977) 12 figs . 10 refs 78-263

Free Vibrations of Taut and Slack Marine Cabtea
Key Words ; Transducers S.E. Ramberg and O.M. Grif f in

Nava l Research Lab., Washington , D.C. 20375, ASCE
Methods for determining dynamic properties Of acoUstiC J. Struc. Div., 103 (ST 11), pp 2079 -2092 (Novsources hav, received little attention in the literature. ThIs 1977) 

—

paper deecribes the development and verifIcation of a com-
puter -aided exper imental procedure for obtaining four
parameters that character ize the dynamic behavior of electro- Kay Words: Cables (ropes), Natu ral frequencies, Mode
acoustic transducers. ThIs ascfsnique, herein celled the shapes
‘two-loed” rnsd~od, Is first demonstrsted on a simple elec-
trical circuit. The natural frequency and damping of several typIcal marine

cables ware measured In air and in water and are reported
in this paper. The changes In natural frequency and mode

SIMULATORS shape that occur In both media as the cable sage from a tout
(Sea ivo 339) confIguration are In agreement wIth a recently developed
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linear theo ry . A modal “crossover” predicted by the theory 78-266
w also observed as the cable tension was decreased. The Response of a Laminated Beam to a Moving Load
onset of the caten.ry behavior has been identified and It B. Prased arid G. Herrmann
coincides witf ‘eat an order of magnitude increase in the Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA., AIAA J., 15 (10),structural damping of the cables. —

pp 1424-1431 (Oct 1977) 9 figs , 4 tables, 20 rets

Key Ward s : Beams. Laminates. Moving loads, Elastic found.-
tions, Damping effects

78-264
Free Vibrat ions of Curved Box Girders A study of the steady-state response of an infinite composite
M.M. Tabba and C.J. Turkstra beam subjected toe moving concentrated load and supported
Dept. of Civil Engrg. and AppI. Mech., McGill Univ., by an elastic foundat ion with and without damping is pre-

sented. A rectangular beans, with alternating layers of two
Montreal , Quebec, Canada, J. Sound Vib., 54 (4), different elastic m~ter iais is considered, and the equatiore
pp 501-514 (Oct 22, 1977) 6 figs , 1 table, 12 rets derived by C.T. Sun, which include microstructure, are

employed. Resu lts are also obtained on the basis of Timo-
Key Words: Free vibrations. Box beams, Beams. Girders, shenko beam equations for an equivalent homogeneous
Flex ural vibration, Torsional vibration beam, using the effect ive moduli suggested by Voigt and by

Reuss. respectively. The influence of the damping coefficient
The problem of coupled free vibrations of cu rved thin - and the load velocity on the beam response are analyzed
walled girders of non.deformable asymmetric cross -secti on in some detail. The limiting case for no damping and the
is examined in this paper. The general governing differential resonance behavior of the steady-state solutions are also
equstions are derived for quadruple coupling between the investi gated .
two flexural, tangential and torsion al vibrations. An approxi-
mate solution for the case of t ri~ie coupling between the two
flexural and the torsional vibrations is given for a simply
supported girder, unifoms specific gravity of the material 78-267
of the box being assumed. Section warping is considered Upper and Lower Bounds for Fundamental Natural
but axial forces, rotary inertia end smictur.) damping are Frequency of Beams
neglected. A parametric study is conducted to investigate A.B. Ku
the effect of relevant parameters on natural frequencies.
The solution derived herein for the general case is also shown Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Detroit, Ml 48221,
to cover a variety of special cases of straight and curved J. Sound Vib., 54 (3). pp 31 1-316 (Oct 8, 1977)
girders with doubly symmetr ic or sing ly symmetric cross- 1 table , 8 refs
sections.

Key Words: Beams , Natural frequency, Iteration

A better upper bound than the Rayleigh quotient is the

78-265 Timoshenko quotient, the evaluation of which depends on
a pair of compatible admissible moment and displacement

Finite Strip Analysis of Flat Skin-Stringer Structwee functions. Based on both Rayleigh and Timo ehenko quo-
M. Petyt tien ts, a lower bound is readily computed. 8y means of an
Inst. of Sound and Vibration Res., Univ. of South- iteratIon procedure, both the upper and lower bound con-

ampton , Southampton S09 5NH. UK , J. Sound Vib., verge to the fundamental natural frequency.

54 (4), pp 537-547 (Oct 22, 1977) 6 figs, 4 tables ,
26 refs

Key Words: Finite strip method, Skin-str inqer method, 78.268
Beams Frequencies of Vibration of Beams by Schelkusaoff

Iteration with the HP-65 Calculator
A flat , rectangular finite strip element and a compatIble A .D. Mindlin
thin -walled , open section beam element are used to predict Columbia Univ., New York . NY 10027, Computersthe vibration characteristics of flat skin-stringer structures
of riveted construction. Stri p only idealizations and strip and Struc., z, pp 639-650 (1977) 2 figs, 3 tables,
plus thin walled , open section beam idealizations hsve been 3 refs
used In the analy ses. The effects of neglectIng skin mem-
brane action and varying the effective wIdth of slrln gsr.sk in Key Words: Beams, Free vibration , Bernoulli theo ry , Tirno’
attach ment are investig ated. shenko theory
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Three program s are given for computing frequencies of free Using finite element method steady state and dynamic
vibrations of uniform beams with the HP-65 progremmable, performance of a capill ary compensated hydrostat ic journal
pocket calculator: Bernoulli beams with all 10 combinations bearing have been Investigated. For stability studies , the
of homogeneou s end-conditi ons , two- span Bernoulli beams critical mass of the bearing system has been determined by
on hing,d supports and Timoshenko beams wi th 9 of the 10 Routh’ s Criterion , The locus of the journal center has been
combina t ions of homogeneous end-cond itions. The program s predicted by discret izing time and numeric ally integrating
illust rate the capacity and versatility of the calculator and the equations of motion governing the journal bearing
various strengths and weaknesses of Sctselkunofl’s iterative sys tem ,
method for solvi ng trigonome tric equations.

78-271
78-269 Response of lnif inite Journal Gas Bearings to Har-
Numerical Analysia of Large Elast ic-Plastic Defor ina- mon ic Perturbations in the Rotational Speed
tion of Beams Due to Dynamic Loading V . Narkis and M.J. Cohen
A. Sperling and Y. Partom Dept. of Aeronautica l Engrg.. Technion-Israel Inst.
Material Mechanics Lab., Faculty of Mech. Engrg., of Tech ., Haifa , Israel , J. Lubric. Tech,, Trans.
Technion-Israel Inst . of Tech., Haifa , Israel , Intl . ASME , 99 (4), pp 428-433 (Oct 1977) 4 figs, l0refs
J. Solids Struc.. 13 (10), pp 865-876 (1977) 12 figs ,
1 3 ref s Key Words: Gas bearings, Journal bearing, Harmonic exci te.
Sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Res. tion

The dynamics of a long hydrodynamic gas bearing are inves-Key Words: Beams. Elastic-plastic properties , Finite differ- tigated for periodic variations of the rotational speed. Theence theory analysis is divided into two regions of interest namely: for
small eccentricities the system is represented by a poir ofNumerical calculat ions wer e performed for two examples linear differential equations with time-dependent coeffi-of the response of elastic-plastic beams aubiected to dynamic d ents ; and for high eccentricities the nonlinear equationsloads. These were a simply supported, axially restrain ed describing the motion of the journal center.beam under suddenly applied uniform pressure, and an

axially restrained , damped beam with a central mass that
is impacted by a projectile. Large elastic ’plastic deflections 78.272were considered , and the method of finite differences was
used. Experiments were carried out in which a rifle pro - On the Dynam ic Stab il ity of Self-Aligning Journal
jecti le hit a central mass which had been fastened to a damp- Gas Bearings
ad beam. Comparison between the theoretical and exper i~ M.J . Cohen
mental dynamic deflections shows good agreem ent for Dept. of Aeronautical Engrg., Technion-Israel Inst.relatively thurt response times.

of Tech., Haifa , Israel , J. Lubric, Tech., Trans.
ASME , 99 (4), pp 434-440 (Oct 1977) 6 figs, 1 table ,
14 rets

BEAR I NGS
(Al so see Not . 368.369) Key Words: Gas bearings, Journal bearings

The repo rt presents en investigation of the dynamic stability
behavior of self-alignIng lournal gas bearings when subjected

78-270 to arbitrary small disturbances from so initial condition of
Stat ic and Dynamic Analysia of Capillary Corn- operational equilibrium . The method is based on an approach

similar to the nonlinear-ph solution of the author for thepenaated Hydroatatic Journal Bearings by Finite quasi-static loading case but the equations of moti o-~ of theElement Method journal are the linearized forms for small motion in the two
DV.  Singh. A , Sinhasan, and A C .  Ghai degrees (translatIonal) of freedom of the j c~~nal canter ,
Govert-irnent Engrg College , Jabalpur , India , J.
Li~~ric. Tech ., Trans ASME , 99 (4), pp 478484
(Oct 1977) 12 figs , 20 refs 78-273

A Contribution to the Prob~em of Deigning Opti-
Key Words. Journal bearings, Periodic response, Finite mum Performance Bearings
element technique A. Kanarac hos
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Lehrstuhl f . Maschinenelement und Konstruktions- 1977)
Iehre . Auhr-Universit ’ãt Bochum, West Germany, J. AD-A042481/2GA
Lubric. Tech ., Trans. ASME , 99 (4), pp 462-468
(Oct 1977) 11 fi gs , 15 ref s Key Words: Helicopter rotors , Blades, Wind tunnel test s

The Controll able Twist Rotor ICTR) princ iple is based on a
Key Words: Beerings, Damping coefficients , Spring con - tor sionally flexi ble helicopter blade, utilizi ng inboard and
slants , Mathematical modeli outboard collective and cyc l ic control s to optimize the blade

pitch distribution along the radius and around the azimuth.The maximum load capacity goal in hydrodynamic bearing The benefits of this unique rotor system include improved
opt im izatio n is extended to include dynamic performance performance, delayed retreat ing-blade stal l , and reduced
characteristics, expressed by the spring and dampi ng con- bending moments and vibratio n levels.
slants of the bearing. Investigations , based on the Maximum
Principle approach and parameter optimization meth ods .
lead to interesting concl usions , concerning the optimum
film thickness geometry rap, its convenient degrees of free’ COLUMNS
dom. Emphasis is put on quesideterminist ic parameter
optim ization procedures, as they impose no restr ictions on
the methematic al model for the bearing pressure calculation
and allow a stra i9htfoswerd solution of the optimization 78-276
prob iam. Determinat ion of Column-Buckling Criter s Using

Vibratory Data
AL.  Sweet , J. Genin, and P.F. Mlakar

BLADES Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, IN 47907 , Expti. Mech.,
(Also see Nos. 298, 299. 376) 17 (10), pp 385-39 1 (Oct 1977) 1 fig. 1 table, 4 refs

Key Words: Vibration tests . Columns (supports ), Mache-
78-274 matical models , Buck ling
Dynamic Character iatic s of Rotor Blades with Pen-

A mathematical model is presented which describes a non-dulum Absorbers destructive testing procedure for determining buckling
V.A . Murthy and G.L. Goglia criteria for structures. The procedure requires identification
School of Engrg., Old Dominion Univ. Res. Founda- of the structure ’s support boundary conditions usi ng vibra-
tion , Norfolk . VA., Rept . No. NASA-CR-153929 , tion data. Column -buck ling experiments are presented which
18 pp (July 1977) refs validate the model.

N77-29 138

Key Words: Roto r blades, Pendulums, Natural frequency, CYLINDERS
Computer progr ams (Also see No. 200)

The point tran sm ission matrix for a vertical plane pendulum
on a rotati ng blade undergoi ng combined flapwlee banding,
and chordwise bending and to rs ion is derived. The equili- 78-277
brium equation of the pendulum is linearized for email The Vortex-Excited Lift and Reaction Forces on
oscIllations about the steady state. A FORTRAN program Resonantly Vibratin g Cylinders
was twitten for the case of a vertical plane pendulum at- O.M. Griffin and G.H. Koopmann
tactsed to a uniform blade with flspwise bending degree of Ocean Tech. Div ., Naval Research Lab., Washington
freedom for cantil ever boundary condItions.

D.C., 20375, J. Sound Vib., 54 (3), pp 435-448
(Oct 8, 1977) 6 figs, 3 tables, 33 refs
Sponsored by the Naval Res. Lab. , Civil Engrg . Lab.,

78.275 and the Naval Construction Battalion Center
Wind Tunnel Investi gation of the Cont roUabte Twiat
Rotor Performance and Dynamic Behavior Key Wo rds: Cylinders, Vortex-induced vib ration, Resonant
A Z .  Lemnios and HE . Howes response
Kaman Aerospace Corp., Bloomtield , CT., Rept . No.
R-1487 . USAAMA DL-TA-77-10 , 175 pp (June Th. purpose of this paper is to present new experimental
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n.

results pertaining to the vortex- excited osc illations of bluff DUCTS
cylinders. Measurements of the structural damping and the
fluid dynamic reaction or damping in phase opposition with
the cylinder ’s velocity were measured for three cylinders in
a wi nd tunnel. The fluid damping measurements spanned
a range of incident flow speeds which included the locking- 78-280
on of the vortex thedding to the resonant cylinder vibra - Finite-Difference Theory for Sound Propagation in
tions. A mathvmatical representation is proposed wherefrom a Lined Duct with Uniform Flow Using the Wave
the components of the lift or excitation force transverse Envelope Conceptto the incident flow can be obtained once the structu ral

K.J . Baumeisterdampi ng and fluid reaction forces are known.
Lewis Research Ctr., NASA, Cleveland, OH, Rept.
No. NASA-TP-1001; E-9149, 64 pp (Aug 1977)
N77-3090878-278

Transver se Oac~latione of a Circular Cylinder in Key Words: Ducts , Acou stic linings , Finite difference theoryUniform Flow. Part 1.
1. Sarpkaya Finite difference equations are derived for sound propage-
Naval Postgraduate School , Monterey , CA., Rept. t lon In a two dimensional, straight, soft wall duct with a
No. NPS-69SL77071 .96 pp (July 20, 1977) uniform flow by using the wave envelope concept. The

AD-A043 020/7GA governi ng acoustic difference equations in complex notation
are derived. An exit concfltion is developed that allows a
duct of finite length to simulate the wave propagat ion in

Key Words: Cylinders, Flexural vibration , Fluid -induced an infinitel y long duct. Sample calculat ions presented for a
excitation plane wave inciden t upon the acoustic liner thow the numeri-

cal theo ry to be in good agreement with dosed form andy-
This report presents the results of an experimental and tical theory. Complete pressure and velocity printouts are
analytical investigation of the forced oscillations of a circular given to some sample problems and can be used to debug
cylinder in unif orm flow. The transverse force has been de- and check future computer programs.
composed into two components and die appropriate force
coeff icients have been determined experimentally through
the use of a Fourier-averaging technique. The results were
then incorporated into the equation of motion to predict 78-281
the dynam ic response of elestically-mounted cylinders. The Sound Transsniaaion In and Radiat ion From Hard -
numer ical predictions we,. found to be in good agreement Walled Annular Ducts Related to Fan Engine Inletswith those obtained experimentally.

J.N . Lean
Fluid Dynamics Div., National Aerospace Lab.,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Rept . No. N LA-TA-

78-279 75144-U, 98 pp (Nov 1975)
In-Line Flutter of Tandem Cylinders N77-309 1 3
A. Simpson
Dept. of Aeronautical Engrg., Univ. of Bristol , Key Words: Sound propagation, Ducts , Modal analysis
Bristol 8S8 1TR . UK . J. Sound Vib., 54 (3),pp 379-
387 (Oct 8, 1977) 5 figs , 1 table , 3 rets The sound propagation , radiation , and field in a hard-walled

annular duct of finite length was investigated. The Individual
modal solutions so found are described. Th. main propertiesKey Words: Cylin ders , Couplings, Flutter, Power trans-
calculated include the model intensity and the modal fvmillion systems
field directivity pattern . The modal inten sity is determined

It is diown that a pair of smooth circular cylinders, mounted by the rate of mode excitation and mode excit ation by
various sound sources is discussed.in tandem In an airstre.m and free to execute only horizon-

tal (strwnwise) small motions , can exhibit flutter and
divergence instabilities, The flutter exIsts only when there
is mechanical coupling between the cylinders and tran- 78-282spires to have a weak mechani sm at spacings in excess of
five cylin der diameters. Stabili ty diagrams are presented to The Origin of Self-Excited Oac~lationa of a Hyper-
delineate the flutter and diverg ence phenomena. The flutter sonic Flow in a Duct with Sudden Enlargement of
phenomenon could possibly ex plain “snaki ng” motions ob- Cross Sectioss
served on certain multI -co nductor power transmission lines. G. Grabitz
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F
Max-Planck-lnstitut t . Stroemungsforschung, Goettin- Faculty of Engrg.. Meiji Univ ., Kawasaki , Japan,
gen, West Germany, Rept. No. MPIS-14/1976. 32 pp Bull. JSME, 20 (147), pp 1107-1114 (Sept 1977)
( Nov 1976) 10 figs . 1 tabie,4 rets
(In German)
N77-29107 Key Words: Beams, Vibration control, Dynamic vibrat ion

isolators

Key Words: Ducts, Self-excited vibrations , Var iable cross
section To suppress he resonance of a simply supported beam and

a clamped-clamped beam supporting a machine, the case

The mechanism of self excitation in a hypersonic cfucted in which the machine-suspension system is worked like
flow with stepwise enlargement of the cross section was a dynam~ absorber and in wh ich a dynam ic absorber is
investigated. The hypersonic expansion area was ideal d attached to the machine are discussed theoretically. The

and described by gas dynamic equations with an integral adj ust ing conditions of the sp~’inga end the dashpots to the

method. Three different model equations were used to link ~~~ or second resonances of the beams are determined and

the flow are, behind the perpendicular shock with the dead the effects of vibration iso lation are discussed.

water.

LINKAGES
FRAMES, ARCHES (Also see No. 240)

78-283 78-285

The Influence of the Behaviour of the Load on the Analysis and Synthesis of flexural Elaatic Couplings

Frequencies and Critical Loada of Arches with (Analyse und Synthese biegedastischer Kupplungen)

Flexibly Supported Ends W . I - Eberhardt

V . Wasserman 
Techn isc he Hochschu !e Magdeburg Otto v. Guericke,

Dept . of Mech. Engrg., Ben Gurion Univ. of the Ger man Democratic Republic , Masch inenbautechn ik ,

Negev, Beersheva , Israel , J. Sound Vib., 54 ~~ 
26 (7),pp 311-316 (July 1977) lo figs , 8 refs

pp 515-526 (Oct 22, 1977) 6 figs, 5 tables, T4 refs (In German)

Key Words: Arches, Natural frequencies Key Words: Flexible couplings

In this work, exact and approximate formulae for deter- Construction and performance of flexurally elastic one,

mini ng the lowest natural frequencies and critical loads for two, and multiple double joint coupling, Is discussed and

arches with flexibl y supported a d  ~~. ~~~ 
generally valid calculation procedures for the elastic behavior

In three cases of load behavior during the deformation of flexurally elastic shaft connections are derived.

process. The Influence of the manner of load ing on the fre-
quencies and on the cr itica l load hee been shown as a func-
tion of the opening en~ e of the arch and the rigidity of the
end supports. PANELS

(Also see No. 324)

GEARS 78-286
(See No. ~~~ Panel Flutter Boundary Layer Interaction, A Theore-

tica l Stud y
P,W . Taylor

ISOLATORS Dept . of Transport Tech., Loughborough Univ. of
Tech., UK , Rept . No. TT-7006, 150 pp (Mar 1977)
N77-29461

i~. 78-284
Studies on Vibration Control of Beans Supporting Key Words: Flutter, Panels, Fluid-Induced excitation
Machine
K. Ohmata Areas in which the forces concerned with self induced flutter
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V motion of a thin , flat panel may be affected by turbulent 78-289
flow we examined. Previous theories ace summarized end Onset of Oaedlation of a Gas-Column in a Tube
literature on the InteractIon between a fluid and a flexible Due to the Existence of Heat-Conduction Fieldpanel is reviewed. A mathematical analysis of the problem of
the interaction between a panel and a fluid ii presented. (A Problem of Generat ing Mechanical Energy from

Heat)
V. Katto and A. Sajiki
Univ. of Tokyo , Tokyo , Japan, Bull . JSME , 20(147),PIPES AND TUBES pp 1161-1168 (Sept 1977) 14 figs, 2 refs(Also lee No. t98)

Key Words: Thermal excitation, Tubes, Oscillation

78-287 The oscillation of a gsa-column, which occurs when a heater
Unsteady Fluid Dynam ic Forces on a Simply-Sup- is held in a tube, being open at both ends end having s
ported Circular Cylinder of Finite Length Conveying steady inner flow of gas, has been studied experimentally
a Flow . With Appbcationa to Stabdity Analysis in order to clarify the fu ndamental nature of the limiting

condition for the onset of oscillation.V . Matsuzaki and Y .C. Fung
National Aerospace Lab., Chofu , Tokyo , Japan, J.
Sound Vib., 54 (3). pp 317-330 (Oct 8. 1977) 5 figs .
20 ref s 78-290

Factor . Associated with Support Plate Forces Due to
Key Words: Tubes , Cylinders , Fluid -induced excitation Heat-Exchanger Tube Vibratory Contact

R.J. Rogers and R.J. Pick
An exact analytic expression for the unsteady fluid pres- Univ. of New Brunswick , Fredericton, N.B., Canada,
sure acting on the interna l walls of a simply-supported NucI. Engr. Des., 44 (2). pp 247-253 (Nov 1977)circular cylindrical tube of finite length, carrying flow, is
presented. The generalized force coeff icie nts corresponding 6 figs , 2 tables, 4 refs
to specific modes of deformation are given explicidy. The
results are applied to two problems: the interaction of flow Key Words: Tubes, Heat exchangers
and buckling of thin-walled cylindrical shells subjected to
lateral pressure and/or end thrust; the aeroelastic stability Studies have been made of several of the factors associated
of the shells. The second problem is aimed at resolving some with the forces resulting from a heat-exchanger tube vibrating
controversy about post-divergence flutter oscillation of against its support plate. Finite element simulation results
cylindrical shells or plates exposed to a subsonic flow, are compared with the behavior of a cantilevered tube

apparatus with two-dimensional sinusoidal excitation in air.
The accuracy of the simulation technique Is ihown over a
range of excitations. Simulations are then used to study the

78-288 effects of varying the friction , damping, tube/annulus stiff.
Study of the Oscdlation of a Gas-Column Caused ness and deerance on the r .mJ. contact forces.
by Heat Conduction in a Tube (Limiting Condition
for the Onset of Oar~lation in a Tube with No Inner
Flow) 78-291
V . Katto and K. Takano Detaded Studies, Strict Criteria Produce Pipeline
Univ. of Tokyo . Tokyo , Japan, Bull. JSME , 22(147), 1.rtliqunke Design
pp 1 169-1173 (Sept 1977)8 figs B.E. Daniels

PetroM arine Engineer ing, Inc., Houston . TX , Oil
Key Words : Thermal excitation, Tubes, Oscillation and Gas J., 75 (48), pp 120, 125-126 (Nov 21, 1977)

9 refsAn experimental study has been made on the limiting con-
dition for the onset of o.cillation in a st raigist tube holding
a heater and a cooler In It. Under the experimental condi- Key Words: Pipelines, Selunic design
tions of a tube of a given length, the relative location of
heater and the distance between hester and cooler, the The article describes the effort in designing the trans-Alaskan
temperature difference between heater and cooler at the pipeline. It required higi~ly diversified and specialized tech.
limiti ng condition of oscillation t~T Is fou nd where n and nology In Arctic construct ion methods, geotechnlcal ~~~~-

C are constants dupending on the shape and the orientation vsys, applied earthquak. engineering princIples, and other
of heater and cooler, engineering disciplines to assure maximum safety and on-
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stream integrity during he life of the system. dynamic motion of cylindrical shells, induding tran sv erse
,he.r and rotatory inertia, has been assessed by comparison
with Fourier series solutions.

78-292
Valye Noise
Engr . Mati. Des. . 21 (6), pp 42-44 (June 1977) 78-295

Wave Propagation in Cylindrical Shells with Finite

Key Words: Valves Noise reduction Regions of Structural Discontinuity
A. Harart

The Biakaborough “Fl ads .f low ” trim , a low noise trim Naval Underwater Systems Center , Newport , RI
wh ich can be used to reduce cavitation and aerodynamic 02840, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer ., 62 (5). pp 1196-
noise of automat ic control valves , is described. 1 205 (Nov 1977) 6 figs, 5 refs

Key Words: Cylindrical shells , Discontinuity -conta ining
PLATES AND SHELLS media , Sound tran sm ission

(Also see Nos. 198 . 200, 203, 238)
T,envnission loss in cylindrical shells due to a finite region
of discontinuit ies is considered. The analysis considers a
free traveling wave encounteri ng finite number of stiffeners.

78-293 The material and geometric properties of the stifleners and
Forced Axssrymmetrie Motions of Viacoelastic Cylin- the spacing mey vary . Numerical examples are presented.
drical 5~~~ 

The transmission efficiency and the reflection efficiency

S. F. Felszeghy, W . Goldsmith , and J.L. Sackman are found for two cues of interest.

Hughes Aircraft Co.. Canoga Park , CA 91304, intl.
J. Solids Struc., 13 (10), pp 877-895 (1977) 4 figs,
10 refs 78-296

Dynamics of a Cylindrical Shell System Coupled by
Key Words: Cylindrical shells , vi.collaetlc properties. V iscous Fluid
Transverse sheer deformation ffects, Rotatory inertia T.T. Veh and S.S. Chen
efficts Components Tech . Div., Argonne National Lab.,

Argonne, IL, Rept. No. CONF-761138-2 , 37 pp
The isothermal response of a viscoelastic cylindrical shell ,
of finite length, to arbitrary axisymmetric surface forces. (197 6)
initial conditions, and boundary conditions is considered N77-29454
within the liner theory of thin shells. The prob lem ii for-
mulated with the effects of shear deformation and rotatory Key Words: Cylindrical shells. Fluid-induced excitation ,
inertia included; the vlscoelastlc properties are assu med to Natural frequency, Mode shape, Modal damping
be isotrop ic and homogeneous.

The system component is modeled as two coaxial shells
separated by a viscous fluid. In the analysis , Fluegge’s shell
equations of motion and linearized Nevier-Stokes equation
for viscou s fluid are employed . With the presented analysis

Finite Diffeience Computation of the Dynamic and results , the frequency and damping characteristics can
Motion of Cyli ndrical Shells Including the Effect be analyzed and design parameters can be related to fr.-
of Rotatory Inertia and Transverse Shesu~ 

quency and damping.
A .F. Emery and F.J. Cupps
Univ . of Washington , Seattle, WA.. Intl . J. Earth-
quake Engr . Struc. Dynam., 5 (4), pp 323-335 78-297
(Oct-Dec 1977) 8 figs, 30 rets Taking the Shake Out of Circuit Board.

D.S. Steinberq
Key Words: Cylindrical shells , Finite difference theory, Singer Keartott Div., Wayne , NJ, Mach, Des., 49( 21),
Rotatory inertia effects, Transverse shear deformation pp 96-99 (Sept 22 , 1977)
effects

The accuracy of finite difference computations for the Key Words: Plates, Circuit boards
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Typical printed-circuit boards are thin , flexible plates that Osaka Univ., Suita , Osaka, Japan, Bull . JSME. 20
vibrate easily, often resulting in loose components , cracked (147), pp 1130-1135 (Sept 1977) 11 figs , 4 refs
solder joints , and broken leads. This article shows how to
select a rib configuration that will raise the board ’s natural
frequency to a sefe level. Key Words: Plates , Airfoils, Sinusoidal excitation , Wind -

i nduced excitation

An analytical method is given for the determination of the
78-298 lift flu ctuation on fIat plate airfoils in cascade due to trans-

verse and chordwise gusts. The acceleration potential methodFurther Developments in the Aerodynamic Aital)r is used in combination with conformal mapping method. In
of Unsteady Supersonic Cascades. Part 1: The Un- order to take account of the phase difference of the gusts
steady Presuare Field between adiacent blades, a new mapping function Is intro-
J.M. Verdon duced.
United Technologies Res. Center , East Hartford , CT ,
J. Engr. Power, Trans. ASME, 99 (4). pp 509-516
(Oct 1977) 3 figs, 18 refs

Symbolic Manipulation Techniques for Vibration
Key Words : Flutter , Plates, Blades, Fans, Aerodynamic Analyla of Laminated Elliptic Plate.
loads C.M. Andersen and A K. Noor
This piper presents, in two parts, a theoretical Investigation College of Wil liam and Mary, Will iamsburg , VA., In:

of the aerody nam ic response producad by an oscillating NASA . Langley Res. Ct r. Proc. of the 1977 MAC-
cascade placed in a supersonic stream with subsonic axial SYMA Users ’ Cont , pp 161-17 5 (1977) (N77-28750)
velocity component. Predictions are based on the successive N77-28766
solution of two linear boundary value problems which treat
the velocity potential and the pressure , respectively, as basic
dependent variables. Supersonic resonance phenomena and Key Words: Plates, Composite structures, Laminates, Stiff-
selected numerical results are discussed in Part 2 of the paper. ness coefficients , Mass coefficients , Computer programs

A computational scheme ii presented for the free vibration
analysis of laminated composite elliptic plates. The scheme

78-299 is based on Hamilton ’s principle , the Rayleigh-Ritz technique

Further Des’elop.nenta in the Aerodynamic ~~~~ and symmetry considerations.

of Unsteady Superaomic Cascades. Part 2: Aero-
dynamic Response Predictions
J .M. Verdon 78-302
United Technologies Res. Center . East Hartford , CT . Point Admittance of an Infinite Thin Elastic Plate
J. Engr. Power , Trans. ASME, 99 (4), pp 517-525 Under Fluid Loading
(Oct 1977)8 figs, 17 refs D.G. Crighton

Dept . of App I. Mathematical Studies, Univ. of Leeds,
Key Wo rds : Flutter , Plates, Blades, Aerodynamic loads Leeds LS2 9JT , UK , J. Sound Vib., ~4 (3), pp 389-

391 (Oct 8, 1977) 7 refs
This paper is the second of a two-part report on a theoreti-
cal analysis of the aerody namic response to an oscillatIng Key Words: Plates, Mechanical admittance, FluId-induced
supersonic cascade In subsonic axial flow. Supersonic reso- excitation
nance crIteria are discussed and lead to the distinction be-
tween ,ubresonans and .uperresonant cascade motions. An exact expression for the point force admittance of an
Numerical predictions, based on the unsteady solut ion re- Infinite thin elastic plate under arbitrary static fluid loading
ported in Part 1, are presented for two typical cascade is derived, and a simple approximation to the admittance,
confIgurationi~ valid for low frequencies, is given.

78-300 78-303
Unsteady Flows Through Cascades (Sinusoidal Quantitative Displacement and Strain Distribution of
Gusts Having Different Phase lot Each Blade) Vibrating Plate-Like Structures Based on Tane
S. Murata . Y . Tsujimoto , and S. Sonoda Average Holographic Interferosuetry
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iC. MacBain parIso.~ of results obtained from thu method for isotropic
Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab . Wrigh t -Patterson plates with Cut~outs with available literature is made and

AFB , OH 45433, Rept . No. AFAP L~T R- 77-44 , excellent agreement is obtained.

94 pp (July 1977)

Key Words: Plates, Flexura l vibration , Holographic tacIt- 78-306
niques. Finite element technique, Computer programs Dynamic Response of Composite Plates with Cut-

Outs. Part II. Clamped.Clamped Plates
A technique for computing the bending strain FSV.Ilting A. Rajamani and R . Prabhakara nfrom the resonant modal deformation of a vibrating plate-like
structure is described. Intetferometric frin ges obtained by Dept . of Mech. Engrg., Indian Inst. of Tech., Karipur
time-average holography are used as the basis for generating 208016, India. J. Sound Vib., 54 (4), pp 565-576
a mathematically continuous series wproxlmatlon of the (Oct 22 , 1977) 13 figs, l3refs
structure’s out-of-plane displacement. The techn ique is
programmed for use on an interactive computer terminal. Kay Words: Mates, Composite structures , Hole-containing
The method Is tested by comparing it to the results of an media, Natural frequencieselgenvalue analysis of a c~ntilevered plate analyzed using
the finite element computer progr am , NASTRAN. The forc ed and free dynamic response of plates with cut-

outs formulated earl ier is used to invest igate the effect of
cut -outs on the natural frequencies of clamped-clamped

78-304 plates. The size, shape and location of the cut-out is ex-
pressed as a displacement dependent external loadi ng. The

On Plastic Dynamic Flexure of Mates plates considered are homogeneou s and anisotropic.
A. A . Cannaroui and F . Laud iero
Istituto di Scienza delle Costruzioni, Universita di
Bologna, Meccanica , 11 (4) ,  pp 208-218 (Dec 1976)

78-30711 figs , 1 table , 31 refs
Response of Circular Bridge Decks to Moving V.-
bidesKey Words : Plates, Dynamic response
R. Ramakris hnan and V.X. Kunu kkasseri l

This piper discusses the rigid-plastic flexure of plates sub- Dept. of Civil Engrg., Karnataka Regional Engrg.

~ected to dyni’~,ic loading. A piecewise linear yield surface College, Srinivasnagar, India , Intl. J. Earthquake
and small displacements are assumed. The plate is discretized Engr. Struc. Dynam., 5 (4), pp 377-394 (Oct-Dec
by assuming the Constant moment mixed tr ian~.j Iar element 1977) 11 figs, 2 tables, 15 refsof Herrm.nn. Some numerical examples of plates subjected
to a given velocity distribution confirm the efficie ncy of
this approach. Key Words: Plates, Stiffened plates. Bridges, Moving loads - .

This paper discusses the dynamic response of a curved bridge
deck to a moving vehicle. The bridge deck is idealized as a

78.305 set of annular sector plates and circular rings rIgIdly jointed
Dynamic Response of Composite Mates with Cart- together. On the basis of classical plate and ring theories a

Outs. Part 1: Siuply-Supported n~t~s method has been developed to obtirin the response to a
movi ng vehicle idealized as a spring mass system. Numerical

A. Rajamani and R. Prabhakaran results have been presented to Illustrate the effect of seversi
Dept . of Mech. Engrg., Indian Inst. of Tech., Kanpur vehicle and bridge parameters on the response.
206016, India , J. Sound Vib., 54 (4), pp 549-564
(Oct 22, 1977) 16 figs , 2 tables, 11 rets

78.308
Key Words: Plates. Composite structures, HoIe.contalning Transverse Vibrations of Rectangular Plates with
media , Natural frequencies

Elasticaly Restra ined Edges and Subject to la-
The effect of square cut-outs on the natural frequencies of Plane Shear Forces
square, simply-supported composite plates is investigated. CE. Gianetti , L. Diez , and P.A.A. Laura
The forced and free dynamic response Of pl•tw with Cut’ Inst. of Applied Mechanics, Base Naval Puerto Bel-
outs is formulated. Laminations are assumed to be wm-
metric about the mid-plane and the plates are consid.red grano. 8111 Argentina , J. Sound Vib., ~~ (3), pp 409-
analytically as homogeneous anisotropic plates. A corn- 4 17 (Oct 8, 1977) 5 figs , 10 refs
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Key Words: Rectangular plates , Flexural vib ration . Bound . Key Words : Circular plates, Transient excitation
ary condition effects

The Chebythev polynomials have been applied to the large
Simple polynomial expressions and the Galerkin method amplitude motions of circular plates under transient loads ,
are used in the present study . The results are in good a~ ee- with and without damping. The non-linear differential
ment with values previously published in the open literature equations we linesr ized by using Taylor series expansion
for the range of shear values used in this investIgation, for one of the terms.
Consideration of in-plane, normal forces doe, not add any
complications to the procedure.

RI NGS

78.309
Vibrations of Thin Rectangular Mates with Arb i.
trarily Oriented Stiffe nera 7&312
8.P. Shastry and G.V. Rao Dynamic Behaviour of the Ring Subjected to Die-
Structural Engrg. Div., Vikram Sarabhai Space Cen- tribiited Impulsive Load
ter , Trivandrum , India , Compu ters and Struc.. 7 ~~~~~ 

S. Suzuki
pp 627-629 (Oct 1977) 3 figs , 3 tables , 3 refs 

— Dept. of Aeronautics , Nagoya Univ., Chikusa-ku ,
Nagoya, Japan, Ing. Arch., 46 (4), pp 245-251

Key Words : Rectangular plates , Stiffened plates, Free (1977) 7 figs , 7 refs
vibration

Key Words: Rings, Traniverse shear deformation effects,
Free vibration of plates w ith arbitrarily oriented stiffeners Rotatory inertia effects, Impact response (mechanical)
are studied using high precision plate bending and stiffener
elements. Good convergence of frequency values for coarse Dynamic behavior of the ring subjected to distributed im-
mesh is demonstrated. Natural frequencies of square plates pulsiv e load i~ investig ated . The ring is represented by the
with various arrangement of stiffener s are determined for centroidal line and the problem is solved one-dimensionally.
both simply supported and clamped boundary conditions. Impulsive load is assumed to be the step functIon wIth

respect to time. The effects of shearing force and rotatory
inertia to dynamic load factors with respect to axial force
and bending moment are studied ,

78-310
Free Vibration of a Rectangular Plate Supported on
the Sides and Scene Segments
T. Inc . G. Vamada, and V . Narita SPRINGS
Hokkai do Univ., Sapporo , Japan , Bull . JSME , 

~9 Alw uc No. 321)
(147), pp 1085-1092 (Sept 1977) 9 figs, 8 refs

Kay Words : Rectangular plates , Natural frequencies, Mode
shapes 78-313

A theoretical method of analysis Is presented for the study Applying the “Pre r.” to a Liquid Spring Off-
of the free vibrat ion of a rectangular plate supported on Highway Truck Suspension
the sides and elast ically supported on tome sego~ents parallel MN. Naft and P.P. Seabase
to the sides. Euclid , Inc., SAE Paper No. 770768, 12 pp. 11 figs

Key Words: Suspension systems (vehIcles), ~~rings (elast ic),
78-311 Trucks

Non-Linear Dynamic Response of Circular Plates The com pliance prov ided by the spri ng In a vehi cle suspen-
Subjected to Transient Loads slon system is vital to reduce dynamic inputs from loads
AS.  Alwar and V. Nath and surface irreg ularities. A liquId compression sprIng devIce
Dept . of App i. Mech., Indian Inst . of Tech., Madras, has been developed as an altsrnative to mechanical, oil!
India J Franklin Inst p 527-542 11977) 7 figs pn.umatic and rubber types. Liquid sprIngs exhib It a dselr-

11 
• P 

able combination of simplicity, safety, compact size andre S excellent dynamic response and ease of servicIng.
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TIRES 78.317
Tire Shear Force Generation During Combined
Steering and Braking Maneuvers

78-314 J.E. Bernard, L. Segei, and RE . Wild
Standing Waves in Tires Highway Safety Research Inst.. The Univ. of Michi-
J.G. McGivern and l.A. Shirk gan, SA E Paper No. 770852, 20 pp. 17 figs, 4 tables,
Dept. of Mech. Engrg. , Gonzaga Univ ., SAE Paper 36 refs
No. 770873,8 pp. 6 figs

Key Words: Tires, Mathematical models, Sheer strength
Key Words: Tin s, Spring constants

A historical overview of theory and experiment pertaining
to tine shear force generation during combined slip is pre-This paper is an attem pt to explain the sta nding wave pheno-
tented followed by a review of more recent empirical find-mans existi ng in tires at high speeds in terms of tire pressure,

tine speed and the tire ’s stIff ness as expressed by its spring ings. The requirements for modeling the tire In combined
maneuver s are summarized prior to presenting, In detaIl,constant.
a semi-empirical model of the tire developed to fulfill these
requirements. The abIlity of the developed model to fit the
shear force characteristics exhibited by belted , radial-ply

78-315 tIres and bias-p ly tires Is examined and demonstrated.
The Potential for hnprovemrnf in Tire Response
G A . Shearer
lyre Technical Div., Dunlop, The Institution of 78-318
Mechanical Engineers, London, UK , SAE Paper New Results in Vib ration Testing ott a Road Sinuls-
No. 770871, 12 pp, 12 figs , 2 nets tor (Neuere Ergebnieae bei Schwi ngun gauntersudiun-

gen an einesn Struasen-Sinulator)
Key Words: Tire, A - Verschoore

Automob iltech , Z., 79 (7/8), pp 311-313 (Ju ly/
A review of ssr ty tire development end en examination of Aug 1977) 4 figs. 4 refssom, historical concepts with the aim of Identify ing u ses (In German )of potential improvement in response and efficiency. Al-
though the forces In three planes are discussed. particular
reference is mad, to the properties of comfort, load carry- Key Words : Ride dynam ics. Simulation , Test facilities, Tire
ing capacity and stabIlIty, characteristics, Stiffness coefficients, Damping coefficients

The validity of a road simulator In vibration investigations
was tested In the Laboratorium voor Voertuigtechnlek of

78-316 the State University Gent~ Belgium. The effect of the change
Frosus Perceptions of Vehide Disturbance ~~ 

in stiffness of a stationary wheel was investigated. Also, an

tire Adjustments of Tires effect ive road profile Is given.
S.A . Lippmann arid K.L . Oblizajek
Uniroyal Tire Co. . SAE Paper No. 770868, 16 pp.
20 fi gs , 1 table , 2 nets 78-319

The Effec t of Tire Brake-In on Force and Moment
Key Wo rds: Ti~ii, Mathematical models Properties

K.Z. Marshall, R.L. Phelps, M.G. Pottinger , and
DIsturbances tranentitted to the occupants of vehicles often w . PeIzinvolve tires In their formation or trsnnni,slon. Tire engineers B,F . Goodrich, SAE Paper No. 770870, 10 pp .attempting to reduce disturbances in specific vehicles have
two courses of act ion; alter the tire design as ‘dIng to 19 figs, 5 nets
insight or whim until subjective testing indicates improve-
ments; or analyze the chain of relationships from sensory Key Words: Tires, Interaction: vehicle-terrain
impression through the tire-vehicle system to internal tIre
desIgn. This paper descrIbes a “chain-of-relationships” A tIre break-in procedure has hIstorically been used prior
procedure using nsory comp.rison techniques for Identify- to tire force and moment testIng for three reasons: to reduce
lnq pertinent physical stimuli, end en spproech to system variabIlity, stab ilize the data, end slmulete servIce. For low41
modeling that best Identifies structural tire properties, slIp angie force and moment data it Is shown that the tins
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break-in does not achieve these object ives~ 78-322
The Development of a New Bumper System for the
VW Dasher

78-320 
U. Seiffert and C. Hildebnandt

Drive Train Normal Modes Analysis for the ERDA/ Volkswagenwerk AG , SAE Paper No. 770840,

NASA LOO-K~owatt Wind Turbine Generator 
8 pp, 12 figs

T.L. Sullivan , D R .  Miller , and D.A. Spera
Lewis Res. Center , NASA , Cleveland , OH, Rept . Key Words: Bumpers , Polyurethane resins, Energy absorp-

No. NASA-TM-737 18; E-9266; E RDA/NASA-1 028-
77/ 1 , 34 pp (July 1977) The paper descrIbes development and testing of a poly-
N77’3061 1 urethane bumper for the VW-D.sher. Requirements were

established on the basis of the performance of the previous
bumper design consisting of a steel prof le bar and hydrsulic

Key Words: Wind turbines, Natural frequencies, Mode energy absorbers.shapes. Finite element technique

Natural frequencies, as a function of power were determined
using a finite element model . Operating conditions unvesti- 78-323gated were operation with a resistive electrical load and -

operation synchronized to an electrical utilit y grid. The Energy Absorbing Bumpers for Transit Buses: Trans.
influence of certain drive train components on frequencies bus Program
and mode shapes is shown. An approximate method for Booz-A llen Applied Research, Bethesda, MD, Rept,
obtaining drive train natural frequencies is presented. No. Transbus-TR-76-003, UMTA-lT-06-0025-77-4 ,

49 pp (May 1976)
PB-269 40517GA

SYSTEMS 
Kay Words: Bumpers, Energy absorption, Buses

The report descrIbes the results of a program to test and
evaluate the potential benefits of energy absorbing bumpers
for transit buses. The objective of the program is to deter-
mine, through controlled tests, the capabilitIes/lImitations
of six new design energy absorbing bumper systems

ABSORBER
(Also iee Nos, 224.313) ‘!

~~~-

NOISE REDUCTION
(Also us Nos. 292,355)

78-321
A Sinphlied Method for the Identi ficat ion of Vehicle 78-324
Suspension Parameters Noise Tran.nisio. by V iacoelastic Sandwich Panels
D.M. Brueck and ED.  Ward A. Vaicaitis
Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA , SAE Paper No. 770- Langley Res. Center , NASA, Langley Station , VA ,
884 . 12 pp. 8 figs. 1 table , 16 nets Rept. No. NASA-TN-D-8516; L-1 1523, 42 pp (Aug

1977)
key Word*: SuspensIon systems (vehldes), Spring constants, P477-30907
Damping values, Error analysis

Key Words: Panels, Sandwich structures, Viscoelastic proper.
This paper presents a simplified method to Identify vehicle ties, Noise reduction
suspension sprIng rates, deniping characterIstics , end un-
sprung men Inertia properties. The method presented em- An analytical study on low frequency noise trenimlssion
ploys • digital computer algorIthm to implement an equation Into rectangular enclosures by v iscoelastlc sandwich panels
error identification technique. A sequenc, of four laboratory ii presented. Soft compressible cores with dHetationil modes
tests was developed to obtain suspension Input and response and hard incompressible cores w ith dilatational modes ne-
data required in the equation error technique. glected are considered as limiti ng cases of core sti ffness .
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78-325 mechanical engineering show that a development of econom-
Noise Barrier Screen Measurements, Double B mers Ically representable solutions I. possible at a good coopera-

tion between acoustics and construction.R N .  Foss
App lied Physics Lab. . Washington Univ ., Seattle ,
WA . Rept. No. APL-UW-76 18, 49 pp (Aug 1976)
PB-269 589/8GA 78-328

Keeping the Peace
Key Words : Noise barriers, Sound attenuation Engr. Mati. Des. ,21 (6), p 49 (June 1977)

This report documents the results of an investigation to Key Words: Noise reductIon, Industrial noise, Industrialdetermine he attenuative effect of two cascaded walls or facilities , Acoustic insulationbarrier screens on the transmission of sound. The study was
for point sources and involved the use of to ne burst tech- Noise insulation for a mini-mill , which produces steel bille ts
niques for the experimental determination of the attenue- from scrap by high performance electric arc furnace andtion produced by a w id, variety of two-wail configurations. continuous castIng tecitniques is described. The wholeThis work was modeled at 5 and 10 kHz. The final result structure, including th. roof, Is insulate d within a soundwas the development of en algorithm for accurately pre- reduci ng cocoon of plastics coated sheeting. The roof vsnti-dicting the attenuation of two-wall systems. lator ru ns the length of the const ruction and has sound ab-

sorption panels Inside the louvres to make It behave like a
silencer and stop sound going straight up throug h the ceiling,

78-326
Acoudic Materials
Engr . Mati . Des., 21 (6), pp 39-41 (June 1977) 78-329

Industrial Noise: Reduc’uig it at the Design Stage
Key Words: Absorbers (materials ), Noise reduction, Ma- Engr. Mat). Des., 21 (6), pp 35-38 (June 1977)
c*i i nery noise 4 figs

Using acoustic materials considerable noise reductions on ~ Key Words: Machinery noise, Noise reductionwide range of machinery, such as cable braidi ng machines,
high speed multiple function printing machines, and 80 The article descrIbes the nature of noise, end its effect onton coin blanking presses at the Royal Mint have been hearing. A brief discussion of machine noise and its reduc-achieved. A typical form of construction is illustrated where tion I. also included.to a lSewg mild steel barrier sheet, sufficiently rigid not to
requIre bracing, is glued to a synthetic viscoelastic damping
sheet. The layer of polyurethane foam completes the design
which offers three-way noise resistance - absorption, barrier 78-330and damping - In one ~sandwich’.

Aero-Acoustic Performance Companion of Core
Engine Noise Suppressors on NASA Quiet Engine C
H.E. Bloomer and J.W. Schaefer

78-327 Lewis Res. Center, NASA, Cleveland, OH. Rept . No.
Noise Attenuating Coatings and Elements for “t~ NASA-TM-X-73662; E-9182, 20 pp (July 1977)
hiclee and Machines (GerIuachdam pfende Belige Sponsored by the American Inst. of Aeronautics
and Elesnente f. Fahreevge und Maschiness) and the Society of Automotive Engr.
C. Betzho ld and H. Gahlau N77-28119

.5 VDI Z. , 119 (15/16), pp 778-783 (Aug 1977) 17 f igs
(In German) Key Wo rds: Engin. noise, Noise reduct ion

key Word.: Noise reduction, Structural component., Ground The relatlv. aero-acounlc effectlv.nas. of two core angln
vehicles , Absorbers materials) suppressors, a contractor-designed suppressor delivered with

the (hiiet Engine, and a NASA-designed suppressor was
- Some fund.mental aspects are set ford’ for meaningful evaluated. Th. NASA suppressor was tested wIth and without

measures to fIght noise. The contribution contains hInts a splitter maki ng a total of th ree configu rations being repo rt-
on the correct spplicetlon of attenuation systems and on ed in addItion to the baseline hardwall case. Th. aerodynamic
some acoustical imperfections of frequently used structural results are presented in terms of tailpipe pressure be ., con-
elements Furthermore, examples of he sutomotive and rected net thwst~ and corrected specific fuel consumption
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as functions of engine power setting. The acoustic results AIRCRAFT
are divided into duct and far-field acoustIc data. (Also see No.. 211. 218,220)

78-331 78-334
Design Considerations in Controlling Turbine Noise Calculation of the Dynamic Response of CCV-Type
T E. McLarty AiFt~raft
Pulsco Div., Amer ican Air Filter Co., Diesel and Gas B. Krag
Turbine Progress, 43 (10), pp 34-35 (Oct 1977) Abt. Flugmechanik der Flächenflugzeuge, Deutsche
2 figs Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt f. Luft - und Raum-

fahrt , Brunswick , West Germany, Rept . No. DLR-
Key Words: Turbines, Noise reduction FB-76-7 8, 86 pp (Dec 14 , 1976)

(In German)
Design parameters and performanc. of a gas tu rbine absorp- N77-29 1 68
tiv. silencer are discussed. Rectangular acoustical elements
were selected. The silencer offers several features that coin- Key Words: Aircraft , Dynamic responsecide with the advantages of the gas turbine. The perform ance
of the product has been demonstrated end further develop- The lateral motion of a flexible aircr aft with a T-tail wasment of this design concept will lead to performance Im- investigated. The aeroelastic oscill ations of the T-tail wereprovem ents. damped by a controi system without adversely affecting the

rigid body motion. Modal control theory and an extended
root-locu s method were used to design the control system,

78-332 The developed methods were used to make an example
calculation with HF8-320 aircraft.

Silencing Techniques (or Gas Turbine Driven Corn-
premor Sets for Pipe.Line Installations
W .C. Hood
Gresel By . Noise Cc itrol. Vib. and lnsu l., pp 249- 78-335
251 (Aug/Sept 1977) Gust Load Alleviation Control Syatesna: A Feasibility

Study
D. McLeanKey Words: Noise reduct ion, Compressors
Dept . of Transport Tech., Loughborough Univ. of

Gas turbine compressor noise sources are enumerated end a Technology, UK , Rept . No. TT-7606 , 182 pp (1976)
redu ction technique for each source is discussed. The various N77-29 169
sources are: gas turbine intake, gas turbine exhaust , gas
turbine casing, driven unit (compressor), accessory package,
acoustic enclosure ventilation , pipe wo rk, oil cooler, and Kay Words: Aircraft, Wind-induced excit ation, Methe-
filter noise. meticel models

The feasibility of determining if It ii possible to produce
a satisfactory method of designing en automatic flig ht con .
trol system, for the specific purpose of alleviati ng the load

78-333 effects on the response of the aircr aft when it encounters
Noise Control on Offáore Installations atmospher ic turbulence ii discussed. The likely benefits

resulting from active control technology are considered andB.C. Post lethwaite gust alleviation systems are reviewed, Development of mathe-
Acoustic Technology Ltd., Noise Control , Vib. and matical models for the representation of the dy namics of a
Insul.. pp 231-234 (Aug/Sept 1977) 3 figs, 3 tables , flexible aircrsft and Its control as well as atmospheric tur-
6 refs bulence is discussed.

key Words: Off shor . structures, Noise reduction

The control of noise levels In offshore installations must 78.336be considered as part of the design of the structure. In the
article reasons for noise control of such Installations, noise Dynamic Behavior of Stodsaatiealy Excited Aircraft
regulations, general approaches to noise control and noise Structures for Detemwsation of Stress and Ufe
levels on existing operational platforms are discussed. M.R. Bonn
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Dornier-System G.m.b. H., Friedrichs hafe n , West There is evidence that measurements of fan-rotor inlet noise
Germany, Rept . No. BMVG-FBWT-76-25, ~~ 

taken during static test situations are at variance wit h air-

(1976) craft engine fli ght data. In particular, static tests generally

(In German) 
yield a significantly higher tone at blade passing frequency
then that measured during flight. An experimental program

N77-29564 was carried out to Investigate this discrepancy. Inlet ground
vortices and large-scale Inlet turbulence were generated

Key Words: Aircraft, Rendom response, Finite element intentionally In an anechoic test chamber.
technique, Modal analysis

Based on the general random response theory and consider-
ing the peculiarities valid for technical random processes , BRIDGES
en engineering procedu re was derived to calculate structural (Also see No. 307)
response. The assumptions refer to small damping and phase
coincidence of the exciting forces. The procedure was applied
to sircreft skin panels subjected to jet noise loading. This 78-339
was achieved by means of the finite element method and
modal analysis. The max imum rins stresses were calculated Experinental Model Studies on the Seissnic Response

for plane and simply curved skin panels. of High Curved Overeroasinga
0. Wi lliams and W .G . Godden
Earthquake Engrg. Res. Center , California Univ.,

8-33 
Richmond, CA., Rept. No. EERC-76- 18 , 167 pp

Ident ification of Stabi lity Derivatives from W ind 
(June 1976)

Tunnel Tests of Cable-Mounted Aeroelutic Models 
P8-269 548/4GA

R.L. Mohr and W E .  HalI ,Jr .
Systems Control , Jnc ., Palo Alto. CA., Rept. ~~~~~ . 

Key Words: Bridges, Seismic response, Test models

NASA-CR-145123 , 124 pp (1977) An experimental model study relati ng to the seismic reals’
N77-291 66 ts nce of large mult i-span curved overcrossings of the type

which suffered heavy damage during the 1971 San Fernando

Key Words: Aircraft , Space shuttles , Wind tunnel ~~~~ 
Earthquake Is reported. The feasibility of developing a model

Parameter identification technique to satisfy the necessary similitude requirements of such a
complex structure , and also capable of being tested on the

The test models were mounted within the wind tunnel on 20 ft x 20 ft (6.1 ml Shaking Table at she University of

a cable support system which allowed five degrees of free California, Is outlined. The small amplitude dynamic charac’

dom in the model’ s motion. A parameter identification terist ics of the microconcrete model, a 1130 true-scale

algorithm was computer coded to calculate the maximum version of a hypothetical prototyp e, are examined and for

likelihood estimates of the stability and control derivatives this elastic range the experimental retu its compared satis-

based on an assumed structure of the equations of mot ion . factorlly with those predicted anaI~tlcally. The response

Models of the F-14 aircraft and the space ihutt le orbiter of the model is described for a series of progressively more

were tested in the transonic dynamics tunnel to demon- intense sIfl~luIet5d seismic excitations applied horizontally in

strata the feasibility of identifying aerodynamic coefficients the asymmetric longitudinal direction , and horizontall y in

from wind tunnel test dat of cable-mounted models , the symmetric direction , both alone and also with simul-
taneous vertical excitation. The existence of expansion joints
in the bridge deck proved to have greet influence on the
response of the Structure.

78.338
Fan Inlet Disturbances and Their Effect on Static
Acoustic Data 

BUILDING
(Also see Nos, 213,229)

K .L. Bekofske , R E . Sheer , and J .C.F.Wang
General Electric Co ., Corporate Res. and Dev.,
SchenectaGy, NY , J. Engr . Power , Trans. ASME , 78.340
99 (4), pp 608-616 (Oct 1977) 17 f igs, 1 table, A Seignie Risk Sinulation Model for Arm y Facilities:
16 ref s Phase One, Development of Detemsinistic Model

A G .  Merritt

4 Key Words: Aircraft noise, Testi ng techniques Construct ion Engrg. Res. Lab. (Army), Champaign ,
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IL, Rept. No. CERL-SR-M- 223, 104 pp (Aug 1977) HELICOPTERS
AD-A043 173/4GA (Also see Nos . 212 , 375)

Key Words: Earth quake resistant structures, Milita ry facili-
ties

78-343
This report describes the first phase in the developm ent High-Speed Helicopter Impulsive Noiaeof a decision tool for assessing: the seism ic hazard to Army F.H. Schm itz , D.A. Boxwell , and C.R. Vausefacilities and the cost of mitig ation schemes for reducing the
hazard, A simulation model was developed to determine the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Lab (AVRADCOM),
cost of repairing damage to a facility resulting from seismic Moffett Field , CA., J. Amer. Helicopter Soc.,2a (4),
activity, as well as the cost of str engthening or replacing the pp 28-36 (Oct 1977) 13 figs , 1 table, 13 refs
facility to mitigate the effects of seismic activity .

Key Words: Helicopter noise, Noise generation

78-341 Forward flight imp ulsive noise data from a 1/7.scale UH-1H
Guidelines for Evaluating the Seinnic Resistance of model rotor have been gathered in an acoustically treated
Existing Buildings wind tunnel and are compared with full-scale ecoustic f light-

test data for the same helicopter. Good agreement betweenJ.M Lybas model and full-scale waveforms and peak pressure amplitudesConstruction Engrg. Res. Lab (Army), Champaign , is noted when key performance parameters are matched and
IL , Rept. No. CERL- TR-M-213, 134 pp (July 1977) the data are acoustically scaled,
AD-A042 873/OGA

Key Words: Earthquake resistant structures, Buildings, 78-34 ’Seismic response spectrum, Modal analysis A Stud y of Helicopter Rotor Rotationa l Noise
This report presents a methodol ogy for evaluating an existing A. Lee, W. L. Harris , and SE. Widnall
buildi ng’s seismic resistance. The method uses a design re- Massachusetts Inst . of Tech.. Cambridge , MA., J.
Jponse spectrum and modal analysis technq iues to compute Aircraft , 14 (11), pp 1126-1132 (Nov 1977) 10 figs ,a linearl y elastic structur al response. This is compared to the 2 tables, 1 3 refsst ructure ’s yield capaci ty to obt ain a factor denoting the
structure ’s required energy dissip ation capacity. Charts
suitable for design office application are provided for use Key Words: Helicopter ro tors , Noise generation
in estim ating the levels of structural damping and ductility
consistent with the required energy dissipation , The rotational noise of model helic opter rotors in forward

flight was studied in an anechoic wind tunnel , The pars -
meters under study wer e the rotor thru st (blade loadi ng),
blade number , and advance ratio. The separate effects of each78-342 parameter were Ident if led with the other parameters beingEarthquake Response and Damage Prediction of held constant. The direct iv ity of the noise was also measured ,

Reinforced Concrete Masonry Multistor y Buildin gs: Twelve sets of data for rotational noise as a fu nction of
Mod ification of NONSAP for Kinematic Input frequency were compared with the theory of Lowson end

Ollerheed .C. Krishnamoorthy C- H Ho, and R . Nunn
Dept. of App) . Mech. and Engrg. Sciences , California
Univ.. San Diego , La Jolla , CA., Rept. No. AMES-
NSF-T R-75-3 , NSF/RA/E-75/218, 33 pp (Aug 78-345
1975) DSTR/501-M62B Dynam ic Interface Critical Speed
P8-270 571/3GA Problem

W.H. Parker
kay Words: Multistory buildings, Buildings, Earthquake Detroit Diesel Allison Div., General Motors Corp.,
damage, Computer programs Indianapolis, IN, Rept . No. DDA-EDR-9127 , USA.

AMR DL-TR.77-12 , 49 pp (May 1977)A numerical procedure i~ developed to obtain the response AD-A042 441/6GAof a finite element-decomposed structur e sub,ected to a
time-dependent kinematic boundary histo ry. The procedure
is incorporated into the nonlinear finite element program Key Wo rds: Helicop ter engines , Shafts (machine elements) ,
NONSAP. CouplIngs
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A dynamic interf ace problem was encountered duri ng the sitht Stuttgart (Univ. of Stuttgart Machine Tool
Dynamic System Test Rig portion of the Heavy Lift Hell- Res . Inst.), Konstrukt ion, 29 (9), pp 347-354 (Sept
copter program. This problem involv ed the dynamic incom- 1977) 16 figs 7 refs 

—

patibi lity of the or iginal designs of the Detroit Diesel Allison In G m
501-M628 engine and the Boeing Vertoi Dy namic System er an

Test Rig shafting. Presented is a detai led discu ssion of the
interface problem and the steps taken toward solution . Key Wo rds: Pumps, Noise generation
Design modifications to both the engine and shaftin g were
necessary to synthesize an acceptable drive train configure- Accord ing to a new investigation, pump casings vibrate.
tion. Recommendations are proposed for avoidance of Until recently It was unknown where these forces, acti ng
engine /airframe interface problems in future programs . from outside the casing, originate. It is shown that they

build up not in the pump casings, but in pressure lines.
The calculation of these forces and the resulting vibrations
are explained .

HUMAN
(See Nos. 218 , 219 , 234 , 235)

78-348

MATERIAL HANDLING 
Experimental and Analytical Dynamic Flow Charac-
teristic s of an Axial-Flow Fan From an Air Cudsion
Landing System Modd
W.C. Thompson. A.B. Boghani, and T.J.W. Leland

7 
, Langley Res. Center , NASA, Langley Station, VA.,

Vibration Characteristics of Loaded Vibratory Rept . No. NASA- TN-D-8413; L-1 1154, 49 pp (July
Feeder 

, 1977)
K. Sakaguchi N77-29172
Nagoya Industrial Research Inst.. Atsutaku, Nagoya.
Japan, Bull. JSME , 20 (147), pp 1101-1106 (Sept . , , -

— Key Words: Fans , Air cushion landing systems , Mathematical
1977) 10 figs, 6 refs models

Key Word s : Conveyors, Vibrators (machinery) , Materials An investigation was conducted to compare the steady-state
handli ng equipment and dynamic flow characteristics of an axial-flow fan which

had been used previously as the air supply fan for some
This paper describes the vibrat ion characteristics of a reso- mode l air cushion landing system studies.
nance feeder which is susceptible to the reaction force of
the load. When the conveyed bodies move on the vib rating
plate, the resonance frequency of the system decreases and
the damping effect increases . 78-349

Fan Acoustic Signatures in an Anechoic W ind Tunnel
D.A. Dietrich , M.F. Heidmann, and J.M. Abbott

PRESSURE VESSELS Lewis Res. Center , NASA , Cleveland , OH , J. Aircraft,
(See No. 351) 14 (11), pp 1109-1116 (Nov 1977) 12 figs, 35 refs

Key Words: Fans , Acoustic signatures. Wind tunnel tests

PUMPS, TURBINES , FANS, One-th ird octave bend and narrowb and spectra and con-
COMPRESSORS tinuous directivity patterns radiatad from an inlet era pre-

(Also see Nos. 223, 254, 331, 332) santed over ranges of fan operating conditions , tunn el veloc’
ity, and angle of attack.

78-347
Noise Generation Mechaneen in High Pressure Pumps 78-350
(Zum Mechanianua der Gerâuachentatehung bei Acoust ic Perfosmance of Two 1.83-Meter-Diameter
Hochdru ck pum pen) Fans Designed for a Wind-Tunne l Drive System

— R. Gosele P.R. Soderman and V .R. Page
Forschungsinstitut Werkzeugmaschinen der Univer- Ames Res. Center , NASA, Moftett Field, CA., Rept.
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No. NASA-TP-1008; A-6888, 76 pp (Aug 1977) 78-353
Sponsored by the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Lab Dysamic Blade Loadiag in the ERDA/NASA 100 kW
N77 -30909 and 200 kW Wind Turbine.

D.A. Spera, D.C. Janetzke , and T.R. Richards
Key Words: Fans, Parametric response, Noise measurement Lewis Res . Center . NASA, Cleveland, OH., Rept. No.

NASA-TM-737 1 1; E RDA/NASA-1 004-77/2; E-9242 ,A parametric study was made of the noise generated by 16 pp (Aug 1977)two 1,83-rn (6.ft ) diameter fans operating up to a maxi-
mum pressure ratio of 1.03. One fan had 15 rotor blades , -

23 stato r blades , and a max imum rotational speed of 1200
rpm . The other fan had 9 rotor blades, 13 stat or blades, Key Words: Wind turbInes, Blades
and a maxim um speed of 2,000 rpm . The fans ware approxi-
mately 117-scale models of the 12.2-rn (40-f t ) diameter Dynam ic blade loads, including aerodynamic, gravitational.
fans proposed for repowering the NASA-Ames 40- by 80 and inertial effects , are presented for two large horizonta l-
foot wind tunnel. The fans were operated individually in axis wind turbines: the ERDA-NASA 100 kW Mod -0 and
a 23.8-rn (78-ft l long duct . Sound pressure levels in the 200 kW Mod.OA wind power systems. Calculated and me.-
duct were used to determ ine radiated acoustic power as sured loads are compared for en experimental Mod-0 machine
fan speed, blade angle , and mass flow were varied , in operation. Predicted blade loads are also given for the

higher power Mod-OA wind turb ine now being assembled
for operation as part of a municipal power plant. Two

78-351 major structural modifications have been made to the Mod.O
- wind turbine for the purpose of reducing blade loads.Quiet (ompreaaor

Engr . MatI. Des., 21 (6), pp 47-49 (June 1977)

Key Words: Compressors, Noise reduction, Design tech- 78-354
niques Land Gas Turbine Exhaust Noise

R.A. Kantola
The art icle shows how design can be used to improve noise General Electric Co., Corporate Res. and 0ev.,characteristics of compressors. In the design described , all Schenectady, NY , J . Engr. Power , Trans. ASME .rotati ng parts are housed within the main casing and the use
of a one-piece cast ing helps to maintain rigi dity and free- 99 (4) . pp 526-532 (Oct 1977) 14 figs , 1 table ,
dom from vibration. Attention to detail design excluded 7 refs
any out-of-balance condition whi ch might occur. With the
motor and compressor in line and attention to alignment , Key Words: Turbines , Noise generation , Model testinganother sou rce of vibrati on and noise is controlled. Secure
mounting of motor to compre ssor further ensures the rigid - An acoustic test program on a 1/7-scale model of the exhauststy which keeps noise levels low , configuration for a General Electric MS 5000 gas turbine

has been carried out. The tests were designed to isolate the
noise contr ibutions of the individual exhau st system corn-

78.352 ponents and to identify the additional noise due to corn-
Measurements of Quasi- Steady and Unsteady Flow binati ons of two or more components.
Effects in a Supersonic Compres sor Stage
H E ,  GalIus , D. Bohn , and K .D. Broichhausen
Inst . for Jet Propulsion and Turbomachines , Tech- RA IL
nica l Univ ., Aachen, West Germany, J. Engr . Power , (See No. 222)
Trans . ASME , 99 (4), pp 537-544 (Oct 1977) 16 figs ,
22 refs

REACTORS
Key Words: Compress ors , Fluid-induced excitation (See No. 231)

Resu lts of measuremen ts are discussed that give a survey of
the flow through rotor and stator of a supersonic com rn
pressor stage. In order to analyze the flow, piazoelect rlc
and semiconductor transducers are used for measuring the
unsteady pressure distributions along the casing on the one
hand and schlieren photography procedure and stroboscopIc 78.355
technique for flow visualization on the other. Huds ing the Diesel
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Res. and Product Dcv. Div ., Perkins Engine Group, (Mar 1976) (see also Vol 1 - P8-270 109)
Engr . Mat,. Des., 21 (6), pp 45-46 (June 1977) PB-270 1 10/OGA

Key Words: Diesel engines , Engine noise, Noise reduction , Key Words: Guerd rails , Concretes . Collision research (auto-
Design techniques mot ive), Mathematical models

A special research engine , built for the development of A com prehens ive research program was conducted to ap-
noise level prediction techniques and to assess new Ideas praise performance of concrete median berriers. Investiga-
for noise reduction, Is described. It incorporates the fellow- t ions Included twenty.four crash tests which evaluated par-
ing main features: a high position camshaft, which achieves formance of barrier profile., precast designs, and end treat-
a symmetric structure and reduces the tendency for large ments. Theoretical investigations using a mathematical
crankcase vibrations caused by the cylinder block bowing crath simulation program Identified a new barrier shape
when reacting to combustion loads from the piston . St raIgh t which was crash tested to compare performance with curS
load paths have been sought in the engine design concept end rently used profiles. Load end stability criteria were deter .
the crankc ase sidewalls are isolated from Internel bearing mined from experiments and used to analyze barrier alter -
panels to reduce force transmission. By designIng f lat outer natives. This volume Is the second of two (Portions of this
su rfaces on the cylinder block 90 percent shielding with document are not fully legible. )
sealed acoustic shields is achieved on one side , 85 percent on
the other.

78-358
Road Tests of Mob~e Weapons

ROAD Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen
(Also see Nos. 205,206, 234, 235, 313,

319. 322. 323) Proving Ground, MD., Rept. No. TOP-2-2-51 1,
9 pp (July 1977)
A D-A043 540/4GA

78-356 Key Words: Ride dynamics, Towed bodies, Weapons systems
Concrete Median Barrier Research. Vol. 1. Executive
Summary This report describes procedures for conducting standardized
M.E . Bronstad, L.R. Caicote . and CE . Kimball road and cross-country tests of mobile weapons which are
Southwest Research Inst., San Antonio , TX , Rept. mov ed as trailed loads behind prime movers. It covers tests

No. SwRl-03-3716-1 , FHWAIR D-77.3, 94 pp (June performed to evaluate the capability of towed carriers,
such as field cannon carriages, air defense artillery mounts.

1976) (see also Vol 2 - PB 270 110) end missile launchers, to with stand tactical movement with-
PB-270 109/2GA out damage to the weapon or vehicle.

Key Word s : Guardre ils , Concretes , Collision research (auto-
motivel, Impact tests 78.359

A comprehensive research program was conducted to ap- Squealing of Disk Bi-akes - Holograp hic Vibration

praise performance of concrete median barriers. ~~~~~~~~~~ 
Analysis and Remedial Measures (Quietschen von

gations Included twenty-four crash tests which evaluated Scheibenbremaen - Holografische Schwingungsanalyae
performance of barrier profiles, precast designs, and end und AbhIfemaasnahmen)
treatments Theoretical InvestIgations using mathematical A. Felske and A. Happe
crash simulation program Identified a new barrier ship. Automobiltech, Z., 79 (7/8), pp 281 -288 (July/Augwhich was crash tasted to compare performance with cu r~ 

—

rently used profiles. 1977) 14 figs , 50 refs
(In German)

Key Wo rds: Brakes (motIon arresters), Vibration tests,
78.357 Holographic techniques
Concrete Median Barrier Research. Vol. 2. Research
Report The components of a brake system (calliper frame, disk,
M E. Bronstad , L.R. Calcote, and C.E. Kimba ll and brake pads) which cause brake squeal ar~ excited to

vibration ~ arlng the process of braking. They ire vibratingSouthwes t Research Inst., San Antonio , TX , Rept . like ~ coupled system of harmonic oscillators In which the
No. SwRI’03’3716-2 . FHWA/RD-77.4 , 468 pp oscIllator wIth the highest qualIty determInes the resonance
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frequency. On a brake test stand the vibra tion modes of the Control (Theoretiache und experinentelle Ergeb-
calliper frame , of the disk , end of the brake pads occurring nisae zur Querdynasnik bee der autosnatisehen Fahr-
simultaneously can be made visibl, during squeali ng in a zeugflkhrung)hol ograp hically stored interference fIgure by means of a

H. Wa llentowitzdouble pulse laser.
Automobi ltech. Z., 79 (7/8), pp 303-306 (July/Aug
1977) 6 figs, 28 refs
(In German)

78.360
Suspended Driver s Cab for Off-Road Vehicles Key Words: Automatic control equipment , Buses, Ground
(Abgefederte Kabine f. ungefederte GelMndefahr- vehicles. Mathematical models
zeuge)
J.’t Hart Realistic nonlinear dynamic controller behavior has been
Automobiltech. Z., 79 (7/8), pp 31 7-319 (July/Aug first considered in the theoretical model used in th is j iwes-
1977) 7 f igs, 2 tables tigetion. A method to determine optimum system parameters

by introducing funct ional relationsh ips I. shown. Further(In German) the development ci a new control system is described.
During this investigation numerous comparisons of theore-

Key Words: Suspension systems (vehicles ), Agricultural tical and experimental results were carried out.
machinery

This paper describes a prototype of a driver’s cab provided
with a mult id irect iona i soft suspension system. Such a cab 78.363
is intended to be uSed on off-road vehicles in order to Im- Applied Car Body Acoustics (Angewandte Karosserie-
prove the ride comfort. The prototype has been constructed Akuatik)
on an agricultural tractor, first in the form of a suspended U. Sorgatz and 0. Weberdriv er s platform, later on as a complete suspended cab.

Automobiltech. Z., 79 (7/8), pp 295-299 (July/AugVibration measurements in three directions on the platform —

of the suspended cab and on the original sprung seat show 1977)9 figs , 1 table , 4 refs
en imp rovement in ride comfort and a considerable noise ( In German)
reduction.

Key Words: Automobiles, Acoustic measurement, Measu re-
ment techniques

78.361 A new method for the determ ination of acoustic comfortPrediction of Dynanometer Power Absorption 
~~ Inside a vehicle, developed by the Acoustic Engineering

SinuIafe Light Duty Truck Road Load Team of VW is described. The method is called Tr.n,-Lac-
G D. Thompson Procedure, because the transfer function for dimensional
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, SAE Paper purposes i. provided as wall as the solution of the localize-

tion problem for sound-reducing measures.No. 770844, 36 pp. 3 figs , 3 tables , 7 rets

Key Word s: Trucks, Dynamometers, Interaction: vehicle-
terrain 78-364

Devdopment of VeluclesJn-Uae Sub-Linit Manes-
When vehicle exhaust emission tests or vehicle fuel con- vera. Volume H. Technical Reportsumpelon measurements are performed on a chassis dyne-
mometer , the dynunome*er Is usually sd)ustsd ~ simulate D.E. Johnston, L.G. Hofmari~ , T.T. Myers, and
the road experience of the vehicle. In this study , road i~~~ H.T. Szostak
versus speed data were obtained from 15 lIght duty trucks. Systems Technology , Inc., Hawthorne , CA., Rept .
The road load of seth truck was determined for dIfferent No. STI-TR-1064-1 , DOT-HS-802 353, 172 pppeyloads. resulting in a total of approximately 50 road load (May 1977)measurements

PB-269 676/3GA

Key Words: Automobiles, Steering .ff.cts. Suspension ays-
78-362 tems (vihicles), BrakIng effects, Tlr* characteristics
Tkeosetieal and Experimental Results with Regard Automobile sub-limit performance maneuvers and measures
to the Traaasrerae Dyssas.ics of the Automatic Vehicle were developed for investigating the influence of vehlclas.In-
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use steering, suspension , and brake system degradation and 78-367
tire factors on vehi cle handling. The maneuve rs and perfor - The Stability of a Flexible Roto r Supported by Cir-
mance measures are directed at vehicle static and dynamic cumferentially Fed Journal Rearing .
stability characteristics, vehicle controllability , driver work ’
load, end vehicle path stab ility under unbalanced force or P. Bar-Yoseph and J.J. Blech
moment disturbance inputs. The NHTSA automob ile simula- Faculty of Mech. Engrg , Technion-Israel Inst. of
tion was modified to incorporate various steering and aus- Tech., Haifa , Israel , J. Lubric. Tech., Trans. ASME,
pension degradations end was employed to guide selection 99 (4), pp 469-477 (Oct 1977) 16 figs , 3 tables,
of maneuver and component degradation levels for full. 22 refs
scale vehicle testing.

Key WordS: Flexible rotors . Journal bearings, Rotor-bearing
systems

ROTORS
(Also see Nos 212, 23~i~ 239,275) The stability of a flexible rotor, perfectly balanced, was

investigated theoretically. The rotor Is symmetrically sup-
ported by circumferentially fed journal bearingS. Short and
finite bearing s were treated. Stabili ty was checked for small
end large disturb ances . Two methods were employed to

78.365 treat large disturbances: Direct integration and the slowly
Flexural Vibrations of Rotating Shafts Passing varying tecisnique. The nonlinear prediction was tested con-
Through Resonance (Biegeschw ingung everhaiten ro- currently with the prediction of the stabili ty charts. It was

tierender Wellen hem Durchinufen der kritiachen observed that in certain cases stabilit y can be obtained in

Drehzahlen) - 

the asymptotic and In the unstable regions. Instability was
obtained for regions which presumably are asymptotically

R. Markert , H. Pfi]tzner , and R. Gasch stable in the entire speed range.
Technisch e Universi th t Berlin , Berlin, West Germany.
Kor istruk ti on , 29 (9), pp 355-365 (Sept 1977)
7 figs, 11 refs 78-368

Stability of Squeeze-Film-Damper Supported Flex-
Key Words : Rotors . Shafts , Critical speeds ible Rotors

Flexu ra( vIbrations of Laval shafts , which are driven by a M.D. Rabinowitz and E.J. Hahn
constant torque, are investigated. In the evaluation of a piece The Univ. of New South Wales , Kensington, Aus-
of equipment it is important whether the drive torque IS tra li a , J. Engr. Power, Trans. ASME. 99 (4), pp 545-
sufficient to pass through resonance, or does the rotor remain 551 (Oct 1977)11 figs, 1 table, 11 refs
at resonance. If the resonance range is passed through, then
it is of interst how large the maximum vIbration deflect lons
ace. The results of this investigation are represented by a Key Words: Rotor.b.ering systems . Rotors, Squeeze-f llm
diagram where the time to pass through resonance end dampers
the maximum rotor deflectlons are dependent on the rotor
data - the outside damping eccentricIty, and drive torque. Assuming the short bearing approximation and symmetric

motions , the stability of the steady-state synchronous opera-
tion of centrally prelo.ded sIngle-mass flexible roto rs sup-
ported ii~ squeeze-film bearing dampers Is theoretically

78-366 Investigated. The stability regions are depicted over a wide
Torsional Mobility of Rotors range of system parameters end allow for easy determination

JW.  van den Bosch of the stabili ty of existing steady-state design data. The
Influence of rotor flexibili ty, rotor speed, bearIng dlmen-

Naval Engrg. Test Establishment , Canada, Test , slons, lubricant viscosity, rotor mass dIstrIbution, and rotor
38 (3/4 . pp 6-11 (Oct/Nov 1977) 6 figs , 4 refs unbalance on rotor-bearing system stabilIty may be readily

seen. In th. absence of pressurization, instabIlIty regions

Key Words: Rotors, Torsional response, MobilI ty method ~~~ )OUlbia even with relatively high support damping,
though no InstabilIty was Indicated for speeds below the

A technique for determining the torsional characteristics of support natural frequency, or for bearIng eccentricity ratio

rotors hie been presented, end the effects of mass canc.lla- <0.4 at any speed.
tion were shown. Th. torsional mob ilIty technIque appears
to be a simpl • and accu rate method for determining not only
the torsional natural frequencies and mode shapes but 78.369
also th. estimated vslues of other parameters, audi as mass Steady-State Perfomiance of Squ.eae Film Damper
moment of Inert ia, torsional stiffness, and damping. Supported Flexible Rotor .
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M.D . Rabinow itz and E.J. Hahn Ship Res. and 0ev. Center , Bethesda , MD., Rept . No.
The Univ. of New South Wa les, Kensington , Aus- SPD-697-O 1 , 77 pp (July 1976)
tralia , J. Engr. Power , Trans. ASME. 99 (4), pp 552- AD-A042 630/4GA
558 (Oct 1977) 10 figs , 1 table, 13 refs

Key Words: Surface effect mach Ines, Hydrofoil craft,
Key Words: Rotor-bearing systems, Rotors, Squeeze-film Oscillation , Model testi ng
dampers

Captive model experiments were conducted on s i g h  length-
The synchronous steady-state operation of a centrally pre- tobeam ratio surface effect ship testcraft desIgn to deter-
loaded single mass flexible rotor supported in squeeze f i lm mine vert ical plane characteristics and to evaluate captIve
bearing dampers is examined theoretically. Assuming the model experimental techniques. Model results for forced
short bearing approximation and symmetric motions, he- heave oscillation and pitch oscillations, and regular-wave
quency response cutve, are presented exhibitIng the effect exciti ng forces and moments and transient-waves excItIng
of relevant system parameters on rotor excursion amplitudes force, and moments ace reported. The effects of sidewalls
and unbalance transmissjbllities for both pressurized and and cushion pressure variati on on the oscillation results
unpressirized lubricant supply. Hence, the influence of rotor are identified. The correl ation between the regular waves and
flexibility, rotor mass distribution, rotor speed, bearing transient waves techniques for determining the excitat ion is
dimensions, lubricant viscosity, support flexib ility can be shown.
readily determined, allowing for optimal rotor bearing
system design.

78-372
Dynimr Loading Effects on Embedm ent Anchor

SHIP Holding Capacity
(Also see No. 2091 Z.M. Gouda and D.G. Ture

Civil Engrg. Lab (navy), Port Hueneme, CA., Rept.
No. CE L-TN-1489 , 68 pp (July 1977)78-370 AD-A042 906/8GA

Review of Structural Response Aspect. of Slamming
T . Nagai and S. Chuang Key Words: Ship anchors, Dynamic propertiesDept. of Ship Res., National Defense Ldb., Tokyo ,
Japan , J . Ship Res., 21 (3), pp 182-190 (Sept 1977) ThIs report provides interim guidelines for designers of
24 figs, 1 table, 13 refs dynamically loaded seafloor foundations and anchors based

on avaIlable knowledge of terrestrial and seafloor soils.
Investigations of the response of selected seafl oor soils toKey Words: Hulls, Girders, Slamming dynamically induced forces are reported, and the develop.
ment of standardized design procedures for propellant .This paper is intended to provide a state-of-the-art review of actuated direct embedment anchors Is presented.the structu ral response aspects of slamming. The emphasis

is on two specIfic aspects: hull  girder response to slamming
end local structural response to slamming (for example, the
focward bottom structure, forecastle deck, bow flare struc- SPACECRAFTtore, and secondary structure at the bow). Results of drop (Also see No. 208)tests and sea trials e used to illustr ate the design procedure
for ship bottom plating in the slamming are.. The work
cited here is considered to have important applications for
pract ical design features of future ships. Several parts still 78.373
require darificatlon, and recommendations for additIonal Effect. of Dasnping on Mode Shapes. Vol. 1rs.ee.dm we offered. R.M. Gates

Missile and Armament Div ., Boeing Aerospace Co.,
Seatt le, WA , Rept. No. NASA-CR-150357; 0180-

78-371 20572-1-Vo l-i , 322 pp (June 27, 1977)
Wave Excitation and Vertical Plane Oscillation Ex- N77-29554
peraneata on a High Length -to-Deem Ratio Surface
Effect Ship Key Words: Damping effec ts , Mode shapes, ~~ace shuttles ,
J .A. Fein and L.O. Murray COniputer programs
Ship Performance Dept., David W . Taylor Naval Displacement, velocity, and acceleration admittance, were
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calculated for a realistic NASTRAN structural model of Key Words: Tranwnisaion systems , Gears, Helicopters, Noise
apace shuttle for th ree conditions: liftoff , maximum dynamic reduction, Vibration control
pressure and end of solid rocket booster burn. The realistic
model of the orbiter, external tank , and solid rocket motors A combined analytical and test program has been performed
induded the representation of structural oint trsnsmissibili. to develop a method for analytically determining the vib ra-
ties by finite stiffness and damping elements. Methods ron and noise char.cterist.cg of a h.ilcope.r t.’ana’nisslon.
developed to incorporate structural joints and their damping
characteri stics into a finite element model of the space
shuttle , to determine the point dampIng parameters required
to produce realistic damping in the primary modes, and to
calcu late the effect of distributed damping on structural TURBOMACHINERY
resonances through the calculation of edmittancet.

78-374 78-376

Effect. of Dampsng on Mode Shapes. Vol. 2 The Application of a Semi-Actuator Diali Model to

R. M. Gates, D.H. Merchant , and J. L. Arnqu ist Sound Tranan iaáon Calculations in Turbomachinery

Missile and Armament Div ., Boeing Aerospace Co., Past 1: The Single Blade Row
Seattle , WA , Rept. No. NASA-CR-150358; 1)180- R.S. Muir
20572-2-Voi-2, 841 pp (June 27 . 1977) Structural Dynamics Limited, 18 Carlton Crescent,
N77-29555 Southampton SOl 2ET , UK , J. Sound Vib., ~~ (3),

pp 393-408 (Oct 8, 1977) 7 figs , 6 refs
Key Words: Damping effects, Mode shapes, Sp.ce shuttles,
Computer programs Key Words: Ducts , Blades, Turbomachinery, Sound trans-

mission, Mathematical models
Displacement, velocity, and acceleration admittance. were
calcul ated for a realistic NASTRAN structural model of space The work described In this paper generalizes the ssmi-actua-
shuttle for three conditions: i~f tof f , maximum dynamic tor disk model of a blade row of Kaj i and Okazaki to in-
pressure and end of solid rocket booster burn. The realistic dude a three-dimensional incident sound field, The validi ty
model of the orbiter, external tank, and solid rocket motors of the model is demonstrated in a series of comparisons
induded the representation of structural j oint transmissibili- with data obtained from earlier models. The model is sub-
ties by finite stiffness and damping elements. Data values sequently extended to Indude the effects of introducing
for the finite damping elements were assigned to duplicate cambered blades. In a companion paper (Part II) . the model
overall low-f requency modal damping values taken from tests Is applied to multip le blade rows.
of similar vehicles. For comparison with the calculated ad.
mietances, position and rate gains were computer for a con~ventional shuttle model for the liftoff condition. Dynamic
characteristics and admittance. for the space shuttle model
are presented.

TRANSMISSIONS

78-375

Helicopter Tranani. .on Vibration and Noise Rediic-
ion Program
M.A. Bowes, N. Giansante , R.B. Bossier , Jr., and
A. Berman
Kaman Aerospace Corp., Bloomfield . CT., Rapt . No.
R-1495, USAAMRDL ~TR-77-14 , 155 pp (Ju ne

1 1977)
AD-A042 457/2GA
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New York , NY 10017
SEE: Society of Environmental Engineers

ASCE: American Society of Civil Engineers 6 ConduIt St.
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New York , NY 10017
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ASME: American Society of Mechanical EngIneers 21 Bridge 5g.
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New York , NY 10017

SNAME: Society of Naval Architects and Marine
ASNT: American Society for Nondestructive Testing EngIneers. 74 Trinity P1.

914 ChIcago Ave. Naw York,NY 10006
Evanston, IL 60202

SPE: Society of Petroleum Engineers
ASOC : American Society for Quality Control 6200 N. Central Expresawey

161 W. Wisconsin Ave. Dallas, TX 75206
Milwaukee, WI 53203

SVIC: Shock and VIbration Information Center
ASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials Naval Research Lab.. Code 8404

1916 Race St. Washington, D.C. 203’5
Philadelphia, PA 19103

UASI-USNC: International Union of Radio Science - US

CCCAM : Chairman. do Dept. ME . Univ. Toronto, National CommIttee do MIT Lincoln Lab..
Toromo 5, Ontario. Canada Lex ington, MA 02173
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